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How to use your Knowledge Organiser
This Knowledge Organiser contains the key knowledge that you need to know for each subject this
academic year. Each subject has been divided up into different sections. Each section has two
columns – questions and answers. Every week at home, you are required to complete
two sessions of self-quizzing. Each session will last approximately 30 minutes.
Self-Quizzing:
Look / Cover / Write / Check

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pick a subject and one section for this subject
Read the questions and answers and try to commit the answers to
memory
Cover up the answers
Answer the questions from memory in your red home-learning book
– with black pen
Uncover the answers
Check your answers – tick the answers you got right and correct the
answers you got wrong - with a blue pen
If you got one or more of the answers wrong: Repeat this whole
process again for the whole section (not just the questions you
got wrong)
Once you have got all the answers right for this section – pick
another section and complete the whole process again
Stop once you have completed this process for two sections
In your next self-quizzing session include a section you have
previously covered and a brand-new section

Click here to watch a video about
how to successfully self-quiz

Other Strategies:
•

Key words and definitions – click
here for a video

•

Mind maps – click here for a
video – click here for a video
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Art

1 – Heraldry

What is a decorative shield or coat of
arms?

A decorative shield would have been
created to represent a person or family,
including symbols and distinctive designs
making the shield relevant and unique to
them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Crest
Mantling
Helm
Coronet
Coat of arms
Supporters
Motto
Compartment

What illustrations could you use to fill a
shield that represents your identity?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interests
Hobbies
Pets
Family
Personality traits

What is the heraldic symbol for the first
daughter?

A heart

What is the heraldic symbol the third son?

A mullet (a star)

Old English word “cræft”
(to have power, physical
strength, might). Also
includes "skill, dexterity;
art, science, talent."

An activity involving skill in
making things by hand.

‘A scheme or plan in the
mind’ from the French
‘”desseign” and the Latin
word 'designare’ (mark
out, devise, choose,
designate, appoint)

A plan or drawing produced to
illustrate the look and function of
something before it is made.

What are the elements of a Tudor
badge/shield?

Latin word “decorare” (to
decorate, adorn,
embellish, beautify)

Decorative art, any of those arts
that are concerned with the design
and decoration of objects that are
chiefly prized for their utility,
rather than for their
purely aesthetic qualities.

2 – Heraldry

Shield

Symbol

Decorative

Craft

In Tudor times a special badge, or coat of
arms, was used to show who you were.
Pictures on a flag or a shield could be used
to show who your family was or where
you came from.

Design

Key vocabulary

What was heraldry and why was it
important?

Late Latin word
“symbolum” (creed,
token, mark)

A symbol is a mark, sign, or word
that indicates, signifies, or is
understood as representing an
idea, object, or relationship.

Old English word “scield,
scild” (shield; protector,
defense)

Any person or thing that guards,
protects, or defends. Also, an
emblem or special badge to
represent a person or group of
people.

Art
A race or succession of sovereigns
from the same line or family
governing a country. A line of
hereditary rulers of a country.

Late Latin word
“monarcha” (one who
rules alone)

A sovereign head of state,
especially a king, queen, or
emperor.

From Latin word
'architectura’ (buildings
constructed
architecturally)

The art of building, tasteful
application of scientific and
traditional rules of good
construction to the materials at
hand.

Wealth

From Middle English
word ”wele” (wellbeing“ or “well-off)

Happiness or prosperity in
abundance of possessions or
riches.

Old French
word ”roialte” and from
Latin “regalis” (position
of a sovereign)

People of royal blood or status.

Architecture

Monarch

Dynasty

From Medieval
Latin ”dynastia” (power,
lordship, sovereignty)

Royalty

Key vocabulary

3 – Tudors
What part of history is considered Tudor?

1485-1837

In the 15th century, who ruled Great
Britain?

King Henry VIII (8th)

What did Tudor houses typically look like?

One of the most distinctive things about a
Tudor house is the black and white effect,
because of their exposed wooden frames.
They usually had a thatched roof, although
rich people could afford to use tiles.

4 – Tudors
What did Tudors wear?

Men mostly wore trousers made from wool
and a tunic which came down to just above
their knees. Women wore dresses of wool
that went down to the ground, covering
their feet. Women often wore an apron
over this and a cloth bonnet on their heads
.

What did Tudors eat?

Different types of meat including venison,
beef, pork, veal, goat, lamb, rabbit, hare,
mutton, swans, and herons. Poorer people
would usually only eat bread and
vegetables.

Which famous poet and writer was alive
during the Tudor period?

William Shakespeare

Art
A design in which lines, shapes,
forms or colours are repeated.

To relate or narrate in
particulars from the
French “dtailler”

An individual fact or item. Also, a
distinctive feature of an object or
scene which can be seen most
clearly close-up.

Relief

From the Latin word
“relevare” also meaning
to raise again, alleviate

A relief is a three-dimensional
element which is raised from a
flat base or surface.

The word ‘recess’ stems
from the Latin
“recessus” (withdrawal,
departure)

The surface has been indented,
usually as the surface has been
taken away.

From the Latin word
“textura” (web, texture,
structure)

Texture refers to the surface
quality in a work of art. We
associate textures with the way
that things look or feel.

Texture

Detail

Pattern

From the Old French
“patron” (patron,
protector; model,
pattern)

Recess

Key vocabulary

5 – Clay Characteristics
What is a sphere?

A 3D ball

What was the best technique when rolling
the perfect sphere?

Use a hard surface to give it a smooth
finish, don’t touch the clay too much and
use smaller amounts to create more
opportunities to get a smoother outcome.

What does relief mean?

A relief is a three-dimensional element
which is raised from a flat base or surface.

6 – Clay Characteristics
What happens to clay when it gets
handled for too long?

1. The heat from your hands dries out the
clay.
2. The clay becomes brittle and breaks
apart.
3. The moisture reduction makes the clay
difficult to manipulate further.

When attaching two pieces of clay
together what technique do you have to
use?

Score and Slip

What does recess mean?

The surface has been indented, usually as
the surface has been taken away.

Art
Key vocabulary

Layers

Glaze

Repetition

Tool

Clay

Old English ”clæg”
(stiff, sticky earth)

Clay is a naturally occurring
sticky fine grained earth. It is
essentially rock dust combined
with water. It can be molded
into different shapes. Clay is
used to make bricks, potteries,
and ceramics. It is also used to
make sculptures and decorative
patterns and designs

Old English
“tol” (instrument used
by a craftsman or
laborer, weapon)

A tool is intended for people
with responsibility for the
design, assessment,
management, and inspection of
repetitive work.

Latin
word ”repetitionem” (a
repeating)

Simply repeating a single
element many times in a design.

A variant of Middle
English “glasen” (to fit
with glass and ‘to make
shine’)

A thin transparent or semitransparent layer on a painting
which modifies the appearance
of the underlying paint layer.

Middle English word
“lay” (one who or that
lays)

A gradual build up of light
and/or dark values which
requires several applications
before the desired result is
achieved.

7 - Clay
What are ceramics?

Art objects such as figures, tiles, and
tableware made from clay and other raw
materials by the process of pottery.

Which method of construction is most
successful when trying to create height?

A wide base helps to distribute the weight
above. Building up into a thin top point
helps to lengthen the top. Short wide
building blocks at the bottom with thinner
taller blocks towards the top gives the
most stable structure.

What types of techniques can you use to
create a clay pot?

1. Pinch
2. Slab
3. Coil

8 - Clay
What tools would you use to create your
clay pot?

Clay tools include hessian mats, rollers,
guide sticks, loop and ribbon tools,
scrapers, needle and knife tools.

How do you create a cylinder?

Roll out a piece of play using a rolling pin
and clay guides. Measure a rectangle out
using a ruler, then cut it out using a clay
knife. Form into a cylinder shape, score and
slip the two edges that will go together and
attach the two edges. Smooth the clay to
get rid of the seam. Add a strip of clay to
the inside of the cylinder to add support.

What equipment is used to fire the clay
and how hot does it get?

1. A Kiln
2. 1000C

Art
9 – Hybrids in Ancient Egypt
A collection of myths, especially
one belonging to a particular
religious or cultural tradition.
A thing made by combining two
different elements.

Late Latin “creatura” (a
thing created; the
creation; a creature)

An animal, as distinct from a
human being.

Latin word “medius” (a
middle ground, quality,
or degree; that which
holds a middle place or
position)

Using a variety of art mediums to
create an outcome.

Latin word ”mixtus”
(consisting of different
elements or parts) and
“medius” (a middle
ground, quality,
or degree)

Using two or more different
mediums to create an artwork.

Creature

Hybrids

Latin word ”hybrida”
(Offspring of plants or
animals of different
variety or species)

Media

Greek word “mythos”
(word, story) and “logia”
(speech, statement)

Mixed Media

Mythology

Key vocabulary

In Egyptian mythology, which Gods
weighed your heart against a feather?

Ma’at and Anubis

What would happen to you if your heart
was heavier than the feather when it was
weighed?

If your heart was heavier than the feather
then it was eaten by the demon Ammit,
the Destroyer.

Where did the Ancient Egyptians believe
you went after you died?

Hall of the dead

10 – Hybrids in Ancient Egypt
What is a hybrid?

A mix of two different elements

What creatures was Ammit a hybrid of?

Ammit had the head of a crocodile, the
shoulders of a lion and the rump of a
hippopotamus.

What power did the Egyptian god Anubis
possess?

Superhuman strength

Art

Annotation

Research

Technique

Tone

Layers

Key vocabulary

11 – Hybrids Mixed Media

A gradual build-up of light
and/or dark values which
requires several applications
before the desired result is
achieved.

How should you correctly apply pencil lines
before adding water colour?

Apply light pressure that won’t be visible
through the water colour.

How can you demonstrate tonal range
using pencil ranging from light to dark?

Use pressure, cross-hatching and layering.

Directly from Latin
“tonus” (to impart
tone to)

Tone refers to the relative
lightness or darkness of a
colour.

What is the correct way of building the
layers of water colour to create 3D effect?

By creating layers of water colour, making
each layer more pigmented and adding
finer details.

In criticism of art and
music, from
French ”technique”

The manner and ability with
which an artist employs the
technical skills, procedures
and/or methods of a particular
area of art.

Middle English ”lay”
(a thickness of some
material laid over a
surface)

The ‘act of searching
closely’. From the
French “recerche”

The systematic investigation
into and study of materials and
sources in order to establish
facts and reach new
conclusions.

Latin ”annotationem
” (a written
comment)

A note by way of explanation
or comment added to a text or
diagram.

12 – Hybrids Mixed Media
What does ‘mixed media’ mean?

An artwork made of more than one
material or ‘media’ .

What is annotation?

A note by way of explanation or comment
added to a text or diagram.

What are the 3 most important elements
of annotation?

1. Information
2. Keywords
3. Opinion

Art
13 – Hybrid Creation
Key vocabulary

Cutting

Morph

Tracing

Lino Printing

Lino

From Latin “linum”
(flax, linen)

A material consisting of a canvas
backing thickly coated with a
preparation of linseed oil and
powdered cork.

Latin word “linum”
(flax, linen) and from
Old French
“preinte” (impression)

A form of block printing that
involves carving a pattern or
design into a linoleum, rubber or
vinyl surface.

Old French word
“tracier" (look for,
follow, pursue)

Copying an object or drawing,
especially with the use of
translucent tracing paper.

Greek word “morphē”
(form, shape)

Morphing refers to the
transformation of one image
into another

Old French “couteau”
(to make, with an
edged tool or
instrument, an incision
in something)

Making an opening or incision in
(something) with a sharp-edged
tool or object.

Which two elements will you be morphing
together to create a hybrid?

A hybrid of your own face and that of an
animal of your choice.

What will tracing paper enable you to do?

To create an accurate copy of mine and my
animals’ features.

When morphing the outline of your face and
the face of your chosen animal together –
what do you need to ensure aligns?

The dots of your pupils and the eyes of your
animal need to be on the same level.

14 – Hybrid Printing
What tools will you need from start to
finish?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lino sheet
Cutting tool
Lino board
Rollers

When printing, why do we have two rollers?

One is for adding ink (wet roller), the other is
for applying pressure to help the image print
(dry roller).

What do you need to consider when cutting
into your lino?

Not cutting too deep, as it will create holes
and not cutting too shallow as the indents
will get filled with ink.

Art
15 – Hybrid Printing

Line

Evenly

Application

Transferring

Impression

Key vocabulary
From Latin
“impressionem” (a
pressing into, onset,
attack)

A mark produced by
pressure/pressing into a surface.

Directly from Latin
“transferre” (bear
across, carry over)

Moving from one place/surface
to another.

Latin word “applicare”
(attach to, join, connect)

To add on to another surface

Old English word “efen”
(level)

To present a flat or uniform
surface or line.

Latin word “linea’”
(linen thread, string,
plumb-line)

Any image that consists of
distinct straight or curved lines
placed against a background,
without gradations in shade or
hue

When you begin the process of removing
parts of the lino to create the first colour
layer what do you need to consider?

The parts of your print you want to keep
white (usually the outline).

What size blade do we use for the outline?

Small

When cutting away any part of your lino,
what safety precautions should you take?

1. Use a lino board
2. Keep the lino in the top corner of the
board
3. Cut away from yourself
4. Keep your fingers behind the lino cutting
tool

16 – Hybrid Printing
When you begin the second cutting stage,
what are you trying to add?

The areas that will be printed and texture.

When applying ink to your tile what do you
need to consider?

Using the right amount of ink to achieve an
even layer.

What is the key to successful lino printing?

Good registration, meaning to align the lino
tile in exactly the right place so that the
detailed layer is printed on top of the first
layer.

Art
18 - Ndebele

Symbolism

Society

Culture

Tribe

Traditional

Key vocabulary
From Latin
“traditionem” (a
handing down)

Methods and customs which
have been passed down as a
form of preserving them
throughout time.

Directly from Latin
“tribus” (one of the
three political/ethnic
divisions of the original
Roman state)

A social division in a traditional
society consisting of families or
communities with a common
culture and beliefs.

From Latin “cultura”
(care, culture, an
honouring)

The ideas, customs, and social
behaviour of a particular people
or society.

From Latin
“societatem” (fellowshi
p, community)

A community of people living in
a particular country or region
and having shared customs,
laws, and organizations.

From Late Latin
“symbolum” (creed,
token, mark)

The use of symbols to represent
ideas or qualities. An indirect
suggestion to express ideas and
emotions.

Who are the Ndebele?

The Ndebele are a South African tribe.

What are the Ndebele’s known for?

They create the famous house-paintings and
beadwork described as “Ndebele”.

Who in the Ndebele tribe is responsible for
the artwork?

The tribes’ women.

19 – Ndebele Characteristics
What are some of the characteristics of the
Ndebele pieces?

Bright, bold colour, geometric, symmetrical,
black outline.

Which colours are “earth colours”?

Mauve (dark red), Ochre (dark yellow), dark
greens, browns

Which side of the Ndebele houses were
painted using earth colours?

The back and side walls

Art

Decoration

Pattern

Intricate

Ornaments

Adornment

Key vocabulary
From Latin
“adornare” (decorate,
embellish)

A thing which adorns or decorates;
an ornament.

From Latin “ornare”
(to equip, adorn)

A thing used to make something
look more attractive. Also
decoration added to embellish
something.

From Latin
“intricatus”
(entangled)

Something which is very
complicated or detailed.

From the Old French
“patron” (patron,
protector; model,
pattern)

A design in which lines, shapes,
forms or colours are repeated.

From the Latin
“decorare” (to
decorate, adorn,
embellish, beautify)

Decorative art, any of those arts
that are concerned with the design
and decoration of objects that are
chiefly prized for their utility,
rather than for their
purely aesthetic qualities.

20 – Ndebele
Why do Ndebele women adorn themselves
with beadwork and jewelry?

To show their importance and level of
respect in society.

What other objects do the Ndebele create
and decorate?

Jewelry, beadwork, clothing, wall-hangings,
dolls, dishes.

Why do Ndebele women wear a stack of
rings around their necks?

To lengthen them. A long neck represents a
high level of importance.

21 - Ndebele
What term is used to describe the bright
and bold colours the Ndebele use?

Colours from “the order of the day”.

Who is Esther Mahlangu?

She is one of the most famous South African
artists from the Ndebele nation.

What is Esther Mahlangu known for?

She is known for her bold large-scale
contemporary paintings that reference
her Ndebele heritage.

Art

Contemporary Geometrical

Symmetry

Beadwork

Painting

Key vocabulary

22 – Ndebele Tools

From Latin “pingere” (to
paint, represent in a
picture, stain; embroider,
tattoo)

The action or skill of using paint,
either in a picture or as decoration.

What materials do the Ndebele use to
paint their houses?

Chicken feathers

From Old English
“gebed” (‘prayer’) and
Old English
“weorc, worc”
(something done,
discrete act performed
by someone, action)

Decorative work made of beads.

What were the paints made from in the
past, which the Ndebele used to paint
with?

They used slip (watered-down clay) and
added pigments from naturally occurring
resources, such as beatles, plants and
charcoal.

What type of paint to the Ndebele use
today?

From the 1970’s onwards, the Ndebele
used latex paints (similar to water-based
acrylic paints).

Directly from Latin
“symmetria” (agreement
in dimensions, due
proportion,
arrangement)

The quality of being made up of
exactly similar parts facing or
mirroring each other.

From Latin
“geometricus” (of
geometry)

Characterized by or decorated with
regular lines and shapes.

From Medieval Latin
“contemporaries”
(belonging to the same
age or period)

Belonging to or occurring in the
present/at the same time.

23 – Ndebele Design
What flag design did the Ndebele-style
paintings influence?

The new flag for South Africa

What tool do the Ndebele never use to
draw/paint with?

A ruler

Art

Template

Relief

Shield

Line

Shape

Key vocabulary
Old English “scapan” (to
create, form, destine)

The external form, contours, or
outline of someone or
something.

24 – Ndebele
What does symmetrical mean?

The quality of being made up of exactly
similar parts facing or mirroring each
other.

Why do we use a template?

We use a template to ensure that our
design will fit together correctly.
In traditional Africa, shields were used not
only as defensive weapons, but also as
decorative or ritual objects filled with
symbolic meaning.

From Latin “linea”
(linen thread, string,
plumb-line)

Any image that consists of
distinct straight or curved lines
placed against a background,
without gradations in shade or
hue

In traditional Africa, what were shields
used for?

Old English “scield,
scild” (shield; protector,
defense)

Any person or thing that guards,
protects, or defends.

25 – Ndebele Shields

From the Latin word
“relevare” (raise again,
alleviate)

A relief is a three-dimensional
element which is raised from a
flat base or surface.

From Latin “templum”
(plank, rafter)

A shaped piece of rigid material
used as a pattern for processes
such as cutting out, shaping.
Something that serves as a
model for others to copy.

What were traditional African shields
made from?

Traditional African shield could be carved
from wood, woven, made from a variety of
hides and even metal.

When using craft knives what must we
remember?

To only have the blade up two notches,
always use a cutting mat, always cut away
from yourself and keep your fingers away
from the blade.

What paint are we using to finish the
shields?

Acrylic paint

Computing

17

Computing

Chart

Formula

Key vocabulary
Latin
word ”formula” (a
rule / method)

Latin
word ”charta”
(paper, card,
map)

Rules to follow when doing
calculations in a spreadsheet

To represent information
using a table, a diagram or a
graph

1 – Spreadsheet purpose
What are spreadsheets
best used for?

•Calculating numbers
•produce graphs and charts
•storing and sorting data

What are the advantages
if using a spreadsheet?

•Used to perform multiple calculations
automatically saving time
•Safe and secure place to store data long term
•Due to being electronic it and be stored on the
internet

2 – Spreadsheet formulas
How do I make a formula?

= (cell ref + cell ref)
For example:
=(C4*C5)

What symbols are used to add,
multiply, divide and subtract?

+ to add
- to subtract
* to multiply
/ to divide

How do I create an if statement
in my spreadsheet?

You can create an if statement in a cell by
using the following code:
If (d3<d4, “the profit is lower”)
If (d3>d4, “the profit is higher”)

3 – Spreadsheet components
What is a cell?

a cell is a box in which you can
enter a single piece of data

What is a cell
reference?

A cell reference is a coordinate to
find a particular cell in a
spreadsheet. For example, column
“f”, row “13” would be f13.

Computing

Function

Key vocabulary
Latin ”functionem”
(a performance, an
execution)

A piece of digital or electronic
equipment.

Device

Old French ”devis”
(division, separation)

An pre-created action designed
to do something specific

5 – Coding Apps
How do I play sound
when I click on an
image?

How do I change
the text of a label?

How do I move screens?

What is the code for an
if statement?

4 – Apps
What is an app?

An app is a small program designed for a
specific purpose

What is an
interface?

An interface is the design of the screen
that is seen by the user

What is event
driven
programming?

Event driven programming is when an
action is completed based on the
interaction from the user

What is the code to
create a list?

Computing
Software intended to damage
information and corrupt
computer systems

Our normal decimal number
system containing ten digits
0-9

Late Latin ”replicates”
(to reply, repeat)

To copy or reproduce
something on a computer

Old French ”process”
(a journey;
development)

Steps taken in order to
complete a particular task

From store (v.) + -age
(space for storing)

Keeping data on a computer
for future use

Denary

The first two letters in
denary ("de") are an
abbreviated version of
"dec" which is a Latin
prefix meaning "ten.“

Replicate

From mal- + -ware,
from software.

Process

Malware

Key vocabulary

6 – Computer terms
What is hardware?

Hardware is the physical components of a
computer

What is software?

Software are the programs/apps on your
devices made by coding

What are internal
components?

Internal components are the devices inside
the computer

Storage

7 – Computer systems
What is an input device?

An input device is a hardware device that
sends data into a computer

What is an output device?

An output device outputs information to the
user, such as sound, text and images.

What is processing?

The CPU taking steps to complete a task

What is storage?

A place to store your data for future use

Computing
8 – Internal components

10 – Malware

What is the purpose of the
RAM?

The RAM is designed to store programs
when you are using them.

What is Malware?

What is the purpose of the
CPU?

The CPU is designed to process any data
that is input by the user.

Malware is any piece of software that
was written with the intent of damaging
devices, stealing data, and generally
causing a mess.

What is the purpose of the
HDD?

The hard disk drive stores data
permanently on the computer. This way
you can open it when you want

What is a Virus?

A harmful program that replicates itself
and attaches itself to your computer
files.

What is the purpose of the
Network interface card
(NIC)?

To allow devices to connect to other
devices

What is a worm?

A harmful program that replicates itself
and jumps from computer to computer
on a network

What is a trojan horse?

A harmful program that pretends to be a
legitimate program but in fact will
damage computer files

What is spyware?

A program that monitors your computer
activity in order to gain personal
information from you

What is adware?

A pop up program that sends you to
look a like websites where malicious
programs can be downloaded

What is ransomware?

A threatening program that blocks
access to your files and asks for money
in order to get them back

9 – Networks
What is a network?

A group of computers connected
together

What is the purpose of a
network?

To communicate and share
data/files/programs with each other

What is a LAN?

A group of computers connected over a
small geographic location

What is a WAN?

A group of LAN’s connected over a large
geographic location

Computing
11 – Binary
What is binary?

Binary is the language of the computer. 1’s and 0’s.

What is base 2?

Base 2 is a number system that only uses 2 numbers 1, 0. also known as binary

What is base 10?

Base 10 is a number system that uses 10 numbers – 0-9. also known as denary

How do I convert from binary to denary?

1.Put the 1’s and 0’s into the grid.
2.Add up the numbers with a 1 inside
3.The final number is your denary value.

How do I convert from Denary to Binary?

1.Take the denary number and find the largest number it goes into in the table and place a 1 in
that column.
2.Find out how much is left over and repeat the instruction above
3.Do this until there are no numbers left

Computing

Algorithm

Debug

Condition

Variable

Key vocabulary
Latin ”variation” (a
difference, variation,
change)

A location to store values
that can be changed

Old
French ”condicion”
(stipulation; state;
behavior; social
status)

It is used in python when
you need check if
something is true or
false.

From de- + bug (n.)
(glitch, defect in a
machine)

Looking for errors in a
code and fixing them

From
French ”algorithme”
(Arabic system of
computation)

A set of instructions used
by a computer to
complete a task

12 – Python
What is python?

Python is a programming language

What is python
used for?

Python is used to make software

What is software?

Software are the apps on your phones that has been
coded by a programmer

What is an
algorithm?

A set of instructions a computer follows to complete a
task.

13 – Data types in Python
What is a float?

A float is a decimal number

What is an integer?

An integer is a whole number

What is boolean?

Boolean is a process of checking if something is true
or false. For example 3>4 is false but 3<4 is true.

What is a string?

A string is a collection of characters put together
to create a word or sentence

Computing
16 – Python Programming Skills
14 – Calculation symbols
What symbols
are used to
calculate integers?

+ (add)
- (subtract)
* (Multiply)
/ (Divide)
** (Indices)
// (Divide and round up)
% (Modulus)

What is a variable
used for?

Variables are used to store values/data

How do I create a
variable?

sport = football
print (sport, “is cool”)

How do I get user
input?

sport = input (“what is your favourite sport”)
print (sport, “is cool”)

What is the purpose of
an if statement?

The purpose of an if statement is to allow users to access different
sections of code, depending on the user input.

The purpose of an if statement is to allow users to access different
sections of code, depending on the user input.

15 – Boolean operators
What are
Boolean
operators?

Comparative operators compare
data: For example:
< less than
> more than
<= less than or equal to
>= more than or equal to
== equal to
!= not equal to

What is the purpose of
an if statement?

What is a loop?

temp = input (“what is the temperature outside”)
if temp < 10:
print(“it is cold, wear a coat”)
else
print(“not bad, wear a t-shirt")
A loop is a program that repeats the same instructions
x=0
while x == 0
print(“man united are the best”)

What is a list?

A list is similar to a variable. Variables store a single value of data,
however, List store multiple values.
catNames = [“Jaspar”, “Jingles”, ”Tom”, ”Ollie”, ”Milo”]

Computing
From mal- + ware,
from software.

What is meant by
environmental impact?

Forcing change to the climate

What are the negative impacts
technology can have on the
environment?

• Energy productions – Some ways to
produce energy require fuel usage which
pollutes the air
• Technological waste - also known as ewaste - sometimes contains poisonous
chemicals and can be an environmental
hazard.

What are the solutions to
reducing environmental
impacts?

Generating energy using solar, geothermal,
and wind does not contribute to climate
change

Malicious

An negative intention
towards someone or
something

Old French
“malicious”
(showing ill will)

Misuse

Latin ”trudere” (t
o press, thrust)

Software intended to
damage information and
corrupt computer systems

17 – Environmental impacts

Latin word
“misusen” (treat
improperly)

To treat
someone/something badly

What is personal data?

Data is information stored about a person

Moral

Threat

Malware

Key vocabulary

from Old French “malicious”
(showing ill will)

Latin ”moralis”
(proper behavior
of a person in
society)

To treat people fairly
regardless of the outcome

Why is protecting data
important?

Peoples' personal data can be used against
someone with bad intentions

What happens to people who
do not protect personal data
they hold?

It is against the law not to protect personal
information which results in legal action
against you

18 – Data protection act

Computing
19 – Computer misuse

21 – Ethical Issues

What is computer misuse?

Computer misuse is when someone is
accessing computer material without
authorisation in order to commit crime
or to modify material

What are ethics?

Having morals and principles of doing
the right thing regardless of profit?

What is the computer
misuse act?

The Computer Misuse Act is a law
that protects personal data held by
organisations about you.

What are the benefits of
technology in society?

What happens if you break
the computer misuse act
law?

Failure to follow the Computer Misuse
Act can lead to fines and imprisonment.

Ensure public safety
Time saving
Data security
Fast communication
Entertainment
Self-promotion
Education
Health care advancements

What are the negative
impacts of technology on
society?

Loss of jobs
Expensive
Addictive
Desensitisation
Cause obesity
A contributor to air pollution

20 – Copyright
What is copyright?

Copyright is a law that protects creators
of media work from being copied by
people

What does copyright
protect?

Music, books, videos and software

When does copyright
become valid?

Copyright applies automatically as soon
as an idea is written down or recorded
in some form

What happens if you break
copyright law?

Failure to follow the laws of copyright
can lead to fines and imprisonment.

Design
Technology
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Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition

Greek word ”en” (in,
within); Greek word
“ergon” (work)

Hydration

Food energy is defined as
the energy released from
carbohydrates, fats, proteins,
and other organic compounds

Latin
word ”processus ”,
meaning progression,
course

A processed food
is any food that has been
altered in some way during
preparation.

Latin word “musculus”,
meaning mouse. To be
mouse-like in form.

A muscle is a body tissue
consisting of long cells that
contract when stimulated and
produce motion.

Latin word “saturare”,
meaning full

A saturated fat is a type of fat
in which the fatty acid chains
have all or predominantly
single bonds. ... Most
animal fats are saturated.
The fats of plants and fish are
generally unsaturated.

Greek word “hudōr”,
meaning water

Hydration is the process of
replacing water in the body.

Saturated

Muscle

Processed

Energy

Key vocabulary

1 - Seasonality of Food
What are the names of the 4 seasons?

•
•
•
•

What are seasonal foods?

Foods which are available at certain times of
the year

What are the benefits of eating seasonal
foods?

• Foods are likely to be local or grown in
the UK
• The food miles will be low
• Food will have more nutrients as they are
fresher

How does eating seasonal food help the
environment?

Reduces food miles as food can be grown
locally Less use of fertilisers

Autumn
Winter
Summer
Spring

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition

Essential

Blood

Oxygen

Fatigue

Key vocabulary
Latin word “fatigare”,
meaning to tire out

Fatigue is a feeling of tiredness.

Greek word “oxys”
(sharp, acid); French “gene” meaning
something that
produces

Blood oxygen level is the
amount of oxygen circulating in
the blood.

Germanic word “blut”
(blood)

Blood is a fluid that transports
oxygen and nutrients to the
cells and carries away carbon
dioxide and other waste
products.

Latin word “essentia”
(being, essence)

Absolutely necessary;
extremely important

2 - Macronutrients
What is a nutrient?

A nutrient is a chemical substance that comes
from the food you eat. Food is eaten and digested
in the body to allow the absorption of energy and
nutrients.

What are the two types of nutrients?

• Macronutrients
• Micronutrients

What are macronutrients?

Macronutrients are the nutrients we need in larger
quantities that provide us with energy

What are the 4 macronutrients?

Carbohydrates
Protein
Fat
Water

What are the two type of carbohydrates?

Simple carbohydrates Complex carbohydrates

Why do we need carbohydrates in our
diet?

We need carbohydrates in our diet for energy

Why do we need protein in our diet?

Proteins are essential for growth and repair of the
body.

What are proteins made from?

Amino acids

What are the names of the two types of
proteins?

• Complete proteins
• Incomplete proteins

What is complete protein?

Complete proteins are from animal sources such
as meat, fish, eggs and dairy

What is incomplete protein?

Incomplete protein is from plant sources such as
beans, pulses and cereals

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition
2 - Macronutrients (cont.)

3 - Micronutrients

Why do we need fat in our
diet?

Fat helps to protect our vital organs and it
also helps insulate the body

What are micronutrients?

Name the two types of fats.

• Saturated
• Unsaturated

Micronutrients are mostly vitamins and
minerals, these are equally important as
macronutrients but consumed in very
small amounts.

Why is it important to eat foods
containing vitamins A?

Vitamin A keeps the eyes and skin
healthy.

What food sources are high in Vitamin
A?

Animal – Liver and milk Plant – carrots and
red peppers

What is the main function of the B
group vitamins?

Releases energy from food

Which mineral builds strong bones
and teeth?

Calcium

What is the function of iron in the
body?

Keeps red blood cells healthy

What is the main function of sodium
in are body?

Keeps the correct water balance in the
body

What are saturated fats?

What are unsaturated fats?

Why is water important for
our diet?

Saturated fats are mainly found in animal's
sources such as meat and dairy products
Unsaturated fats are mainly found in plantbased sources such as avocados, nuts and
oil.
We need water to maintain all bodily
functions and to balance our body fluids.

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition
4 - Food packaging

4 - Food packaging (cont.)

What is primary packaging?

Primary packaging prevents the food from
getting damaged, protects food and
provides customers with information

What is secondary packaging?

Secondary packaging is the middle layer of
packaging - for example a cardboard box
with a number of identical products inside

What materials can be used for
food packaging?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper
Board
Foil
Plastic
Cans
Glass

What information is needed on a
food packaging by law?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the difference between
use-by date and best before date?

Use by dates indicate when a product may
no longer be safe to eat. Best before dates
are an indication of quality rather than
safety.

Name of the product
Ingredient list
Food allergies
Quantity/weight
Use by or best before Date
Storage instructions
Name and address of the food
manufacture
• The country of origin
• Instructions for use Nutritional
information

What is traffic light labelling?

Fats, saturated fat, salt and sugar are
labelled on a product in either green,
amber or red.
Green indicates – low amounts
Amber indicates – medium amounts
Red – High amounts

What is a food allergen?

An allergen is a substance or food that
may cause an allergic reaction.

What can happen to someone who
accidentally eats food they are severely
allergic to?

Stop them breathing, they will need an
injection of adrenaline from an EpiPen
to help them recover.

How can someone who has an allergy
check the food they want to eat is safe
for them?

Allergen information on food
packaging must be highlighted in bold

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition
5 - Food Preparation (cutting)

6 - Food Preparation equipment

What are the names of the two
techniques for cutting fruit and
vegetables?

What can you use to remove the very
thin layer of skin of fruit and
vegetables?

Peeler

What can you use to measure liquid?

Measuring Jug

What colour chopping board will you
use to cut vegetables?

Green chopping board

What can be used to make
vegetables and fruit coarse or fine?

Grater

What colour chopping board is used
to cut meat?

Red

What is a saucepan used for?

Boiling or simmering foods

What is a frying pan used for?

Frying food

What is it called when you cut
vegetables into matchsticks strips?

What is it called when you cut
vegetables into tiny dice?

What method can you use to cut
vegetables into medium dice?

What method can be used to cut
vegetables into batons?

Bridge hold and Claw hold

Julienne

Brunoise

Macedoine

Jardiniere

Design Technology – Textiles

A pattern is a design in which
lines, shapes, forms or colours
are repeated.

Horizontal

Latin word
“horizontem”,
meaning flat

A horizontal line is one which
runs left-to-right across the
page.

Vertical

Latin word “verticalis”,
meaning overhead

Latin word “verticalis”,
meaning overhead

Latin word “decorare”,
meaning to decorate
and embellish

The process or art of
decorating something

Aesthetics

Technique

Pattern

Middle English word
“patron”, meaning
something serving as a
model

Decorative

Key vocabulary

Greek
word ”tekhnikos”,
meaning pertaining to
art, made by art

A technique is a particular
method of doing an activity

Greek
word ”aisthētikos”,
meaning perceptible
things

Aesthetic means the pleasant,
positive or artful appearance of
a person or a thing.

1 - Fabric and fibres
How are fabrics made?

What are the three different
methods of how fabric can be
made?

• Woven
• Knitted
• Non-woven

What is a non-woven fabric?

• This is where no yarns are found. Fibres are
compressed together to form a new fabric.

What is a knitted fabric?

When yarns are made into loops, which are then interlocked together to make fabric.

Where do natural fibres come
from?

Plants and Animals

What are the 4 main natural
fibres?

•
•
•
•

Where do synthetic fibres come
from?

The substances used to produce such fibres are extracted
from raw materials such as chemicals based on
petroleum or petrochemicals.

What are the 4 main synthetic
fibres?

Polyester
Elastane
Acrylic
Nylon

Cotton
Linen
Wool
Silk

Design Technology – Textiles
2 - Woven Fabrics (cont.)

2 - Woven Fabrics
What is woven fabric?

When yarns go over and under one
another to make up fabric
This process is called weaving

What is weft on a woven fabric?

Woven fabrics are made up of a
weft this the yarn going across the
width of the fabric

What is a warp on a woven fabric?

Warp - the yarn going down the
length of the woven fabric.

What is a selvedge on woven
fabric?

The side of the fabric where the
wefts are double-backed to form a
non-fraying edge is called the
selvedge.

What are the three woven fabrics
called?

• Plain Weave
• Satin Weave
• Twill Weave

What are the properties of plain
weave fabric?

Plain-weave is strong and
hardwearing,.

What is plain weave fabric used
for?

fashion and furnishing fabrics.

What are the properties of satin
weave fabric?

Satin weave is very smooth, flat and lustrous on
one side. The reverse side is dull and non-shiny

What is satin weave fabric used for?

Satin weave is generally used for evening
dresses, purses and bedlinen.

What are the properties of twill
weave fabric?

Twill weave is strong, durable and generally
drapes well.

What is twill weave fabric used for?

Twill weave is used for j eans, jackets and curtains.

Design Technology – Textiles
3 - Decorative techniques
What different decorative
techniques can be used on
textiles products?

What is applique?

What are the basic hand stitches
used for sewing?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applique
Silk printing
Fabric crayons
Fabric pens
Tie and dye
Beads and sequences
Embroidery
Sublimation print
Fabric paints

Applique is a decorative technique
where one material is sewn on top of
another material.

Running stitch
Back stitch
Whip stitch
Blanket stitch

4 - Pop Art
What was the Pop Art movement a
reaction against?

It was a movement against the traditional
ways of accepted art. It often used bright
colours and images of celebrities or
fictional characters from TV or comics.

Who is the well-known pop artist
who prints look like comic strips?

Roy Lichtenstein

What art techniques were mostly
used in Pop Art?

Repeated patterns of everyday objects

What is the Ben Day dot process?

A technique using small dots of color to
fill an image.

Design Technology – Product Design

Characteristics

Inspiration

Prototype

Product

Analysis

Key vocabulary
Greek word “analusis”,
meaning unloose

Analysis is the process of
breaking down a something
into its parts to learn what they
do and how they relate to one
another.

Latin word
“productum”, meaning
something produced

Item or artefact developed for
an intended audience to solve
a problem or meet a need.

Greek word
“prōtotupos”, meaning
prototype

An early model or sample of a
product used to test a concept

Latin word ”inspirare”,
meaning divine
guidance

Inspiration is something that
makes someone want to do
something or that gives
someone an idea about what
to do or create

Greek
word ”kharaktēr”,
meaning a stamping
tool

A feature that helps to identify,
tell apart, or describe
recognizably; a distinguishing
mark or trait.

1 - Designing
What is a design brief?

A design brief is a written statement or document
given to a designer about the design project.

What is primary research?

Gathering new data or information from primary
sources that have not been collected
before. Example - using questionnaires or doing
interviews with people.

What is secondary research?

Looking up existing data or information about
something, from secondary sources. This
information has been collected by someone else
and is available for others to read. Example from
books, magazines or the internet.

Who is a target customer?

The person who the product is being designed for
or who it is aimed at.

What is ACCESS FM used for?

ACCESS FM is an acronym used to help you
analyse.

What is quality control?

Quality Control is when products are checked to
make sure they are a suitable quality

Why is it important to make a prototype
before you make a final product?

It reduces time and costs: Prototyping improves
the quality of the specifications and requirements
provided to customers.

Design Technology – Product Design
3 - MDF

2 - Plastics
Where do plastics originate from?

Most plastics are made from oil, which is a
non-renewable resource, however some
plastics are made from renewable resources.

What does MDF stand for?

Medium density fibreboard

What are the two main categories
of plastics?

Thermoforming and Thermosetting plastics

What is MDF?

MDF is a manufactured wood which
means it is man-made. A combination of
wood fibres combined with resin.

Why can thermoplastics be
reheated and reshaped?

Thermoplastics are made of long chains of
polymers which don’t cross over very often.
When heated, the molecules slip easily over
one and another.

What are the four main types of
thermoplastics?

•
•
•
•

What are the 3 main types of
thermosetting plastics?

• Urea formaldehyde resin
• Polyester resin
• Epoxy resin

What are the properties of
Thermoplastics?

• Strong and durable
• Can resist high temperatures
• Cannot be reshaped once set

Acrylic
PVC
ABS
Polyetyhlene

4 - Memphis
What is Memphis design?

Memphis is the name of an Italian design
group from the 1980’s

What were Memphis designs
like?

Minimalist using asymmetrical shapes
and bold colours.

Who was the founder of the
Memphis design group?

Ettore Sottsass

Design Technology – Product Design
5 - Tools and equipment

6 - Environment

What tool is used to cut curves in
wood, metal and plastic?

Coping saw

What can be used to smooth rough
surfaces and edges of wood?

Glass paper

What tool is used for mark lines exactly
at 90 degrees?

Try-square

What tool is used for holding wood
when cutting?

Bench hook

What are the different techniques used
to smooth the edges of acrylic?

Through filling
Draw filing
Wet and dry paper or emery cloth

What are the first stage of filing is
called?

Through filling

The technique used to make the
surface smoother with a file is called?

Draw filing

The cloth used to smooth the surface
after filing is called?

Wet and dry paper or emery cloth

What are the 6 R’s

•
•
•
•
•
•

What does it mean to be eco
conscious?

Showing concern for the environment.

Recycle
Reuse
Reduce
Repair
Refuse
Rethink

Drama
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Drama

Modern Interpretation

Style

Stimulus

Genre

Synchronization

Key vocabulary
From
Greek "synkhronos"
(happening at the same
time)

Moving and speaking at the same
time

From French "genre"
(kind or sort) 

The genre of the performance
refers to the type of story being
told. For example: drama or
comedy.

1 – Western Theatre
Where did western
theatre begin?

Theatre began in Ancient Greece in about 600BC.

Who could be an actor

Only men were allowed to act.

What was the name of
the first known actor?

The first known actor was called Thespis – hence why
actors are sometimes called thespians

What changed for actors
with Roman Theatre

Romans used slaves as actors and allowed women to
perform. They tried to draw huge audiences with
chariot races and public executions.

From a modern use of
Latin "stimulus" (focus)

In a drama, stimuli are resources
that are used to establish the
context, focus and purpose of the
dramatic topic being presented

Who banned theatre in
Roman times?

Christians

From Latin "stilus"
“mode of expression”

The style of a performance is how
the play is presented on stage.

When did theatre become
popular again after the
Christians banned Roman
Theatre?

By the 1100s priests and monks started acting out
parts of the bible – called Mystery plays

From the Latin
"interpretari" (explain)

Choices you make about the way
to play the scene are called the
interpretation

From Late Latin
"modernus" (modern)

Modern Drama refers to plays
written in the 19th and 20th
centuries

Drama – Macbeth
A set of words that force
people to do something
against their will.

A prediction about the future

From Greek
"tragodia" (a
dramatic play which
has an unhappy
resolution”)

A play about death and
suffering with an unhappy
ending

From Latin
"accentus" (song
added to speech)

A distinctive mode of
pronunciation of a language,
especially one associated with
a particular nation, locality, or
social class

From Latin "solus"
(alone) + "loqui" (to
speak)

A speech said by an actor
alone on stage

From Latin "status"
(position)

A character’s rank or social
position

Accent

Tragedy

Prophecy

From Latin
"prophetia"
(interpreting the will
of the gods)

Soliloquy

From Old French
"incantacion" (spell)

Status

Incantation

Key vocabulary

2 – William Shakespeare
Who was the monarch
when Shakespeare was
born?

Queen Elizabeth 1.

What was the name of
Shakespeare’s Theatre?

The Globe.

What is an aside?

A remark made by a character that is heard by the
audience but not by anyone else on stage.

Who was not allowed to
act on stage in
Elizabethan times?

Women.

Drama
3 – Macbeth
What is the main theme of
Macbeth?

Ambition.

Who was king when
Macbeth was written?

King James 1.

What prophecy do the
witches reveal to Macbeth?

Macbeth will be a thane, Macbeth will be king and Banquo’s
sons will be kings.

How does Macbeth become
king?

When King Duncan visits Macbeth’s castle, Lady Macbeth
persuades Macbeth to murder King Duncan in his sleep to
make the second prophecy come true.

Drama
Melodrama is a type of highly
emotional narrative that was
popular throughout the 19th and
20th century

Latin "emovere" (to
move)

A feeling or mood.

Clock the audience

Middle Dutch "clocke" (a
clock) and from Latin
"audentia" (a hearing)

A technique where you invite the
audience into your performance
by ‘clocking’ them (staring at
them)

From Old French
"capcion" (capture)

Scenario

Slow
motion

Emotions

Late Latin "melodia" (a
song) and
Greek "dramatos" (play)

Captions

Melodrama

Key vocabulary

Old English "slaw"
(inactive) and Old French
"mocion" (movement)
Late Latin "scenarius"
(of stage scenes)

Text that appears on screen to
show the audience what the
characters are saying.
Movement can be slowed down
to highlight a key moment in a
scene.
A written plan of the characters
and events of a scene

4 – Melodrama
What is meant by the term
“stock character”?

A stock character is a stereotypical fictional character.

What are
the characteristics of a
hero?

Hero: The hero is moral, manly, brave, courageous and
handsome. He believes in justice and fights against evil and
injustice. He also saves the heroine from danger and defeats the
villain.

What are
the characteristics of a
heroin?

Heroine: The heroine is beautiful, kind, gentle and innocent. She
is in love with the hero. She is often in some distress or danger
and needs to be saved (Damsel in distress). At the end of the
story, she has her happily ever after with the hero

What are
the characteristics of a
villain?

Villain: The villain is the main enemy of the hero. He is evil,
powerful, dishonest, vengeful, corrupt and rich. He hates the
hero. In most melodramas, the villain tries to kidnap or marry
the heroine.

How was Melodrama
performed?

Exaggerated and stylised movement and extended vocal
technique expressing extreme emotions and sentimentality.

Why were facial
expressions, movement and
gestures exaggerated?

Based on the large size of the theatres of the time

What were the stories like?

Stories about good vs evil.

What is mime?

A theatrical technique of suggesting action, character, or
emotion without words.

What three things do you
need to exaggerate when
performing Melodrama?

Facial expressions, gestures and movement.

What is “clocking the
audience”?

A technique where you invite the audience into your
performance by ‘clocking’ them (staring at them).

Who was Charlie Chaplin?

An English comic actor, filmmaker, and composer who rose to
fame in the era of silent film.

Drama
5 – Silent Movies
What is mime?

A theatrical technique of suggesting action, character, or
emotion without words.

What three things do you
need to exaggerate when
performing Melodrama?

Facial expressions, gestures and movement.

What is “clocking the
audience”?

A technique where you invite the audience into your
performance by ‘clocking’ them (staring at them).

Who was Charlie Chaplin?

An English comic actor, filmmaker, and composer who rose to
fame in the era of silent film.

Drama
Tone

Key vocabulary
Latin "tonus" (a
sound)

The type of emotion expressed by
the voice

What is the “Theatre
of Realism”?

Natural movements and everyday dialogue. New playwriters
Ibsen and Chekov created new realistic storylines.

How fast or slow you talk

What was
Stanislavski?

A Russian actor, director and theatre practitioner who
introduced realism to acting.

What is the
Stanislavski method?

Actors needed to draw upon feelings they’d experienced in
their own lives and use authentic emotion to create a
naturalistic performance.

What is Epic
Theatre?

A form of theatre with a political message. Often the
characters speak directly to the audience

levels

Posture

Pause

Pitch

Pace

Latin "passus" (a
step)

6 – Modern Theatre

Old English "pic"
(pitch)

How high or low the voice sounds

Latin "pausa" (a
halt)

Using silence to make an impact

Latin "positura"
(position)

How a person stands: E.g. upright
or slouched

Latin "libella" (a
balance)

Using different height to show who
has the most power

Drama

7 – Theatre in Education
What is Theatre in
Education?

Using performance to encourage learning. Quite often a
group of actors will create a performance in order to tackle
and educate their audience about a specific topic.

What is a typical topic for a
TIE performance?

Road safety, alcohol and drug abuse, health and safety,
environmental issues, racism and bullying.

What does “target audience”
mean?

The specific audience the performance is aimed at. A target
audience’s age could be Year 4 pupils, youths, adults or
senior citizens.

What kind of social factors
can be explored when finding
a target audience?

Single parents, women’s groups, immigrants, trainees,
offenders or people in residential care.

What are the five
characteristics of a TIE
performance?

•There is a clear aim and educational objective running
throughout.
•A small cast so actors must be versatile and often have to
multi-role.
•The production must be portable so the design is simple
and representational.
•They explore issues from various viewpoints, so we can see
the effect of an action upon a range of people.
•There is some level of audience involvement.

Why is it crucial to know who
your audience is when
devising theatre?

Theatre in Education is always aimed at a specific audience.

What’s the significance of the
Belgrade Theatre in Coventry,
in the context of TIE?

The theatre still has a TIE programme.

What is multi-rolling?

When an actor plays more than one role.

What is role reversal?

When two actors swap roles.

What is the average cast size
of a TIE production?

Three.

Old Norse "þrysta"
(to thrust) and Old
French "estage"
(building)

The stage extends into the
audience on three sides

A long and narrow with the
audience sitting on either side,
like a catwalk

From French
"promenade" (a
public walk)

Staging were the audience
moves around within the scene.

Latin "in" and from
Latin "rotundus"
(like a wheel)

The acting area is completely
surrounded by the audience.

Old French "site"
(place) and Latin
"specificus"
(particular)

An environment which is not a
traditional theatre building to
help convey the story and
emotions of a play.

Traverse

Old French
"traverser" (to
cross)

Promenade

The stage space is on one side of
the room and the audience sit
on the opposite side

In the round

Old English "endian"
(to end) and Old
French "estage"
(building)

Site specific

Thrust Stage

End on stage

Key vocabulary

Drama
8 – Stages
What are the
different types
of stages?

Drama
A person who has artistic control
over a production.

Latin "naturalis"
"according to
nature"

A realistic set.

Latin "minimus"
(least)

A design that uses the smallest
range of set and colours possible

Latin "abstractus"
(detach)

Props

Designer

A person who plans the look of
something before its being made.

From Latin
"designare" (mark
out)

Minimalistic Naturalistic

Latin "dirigere"
(arrange)

Abstract

Director

Key vocabulary

Latin
"proprietatem" (ow
nership)

A non realistic set where objects
represent something else.

Items held or used by actors
onstage to make the action more
realistic.

9 – Theatre Jobs
What is the role of the
Director?

This person conceives, develops and implements the artistic
vision for the specific performance. They help the actors with
their performance.

What is the role of the
producer?

The Producer is responsible for finding the money to finance a
show and managing the financial risks.

Name the four different
types of design used in the
theatre.

Lighting Design
Sound Design
Set Design
Costume Design

What is the purpose of set
design?

To tell the audience when and where the play is set.
To create a mood and atmosphere.

Who is responsible for all
aspects of the staff’s
welfare, including dealing
with pay?

The company manager.

What does the Stage
Management Team do?

They are responsible for the organisation of the backstage
crews and cast during performances.

What is a lighting plot?

A list of the cues to be performed by a lighting desk operator

What is a gobo?

A gobo is a stencil or template placed inside or in front of a
light source to control the shape of the emitted light

Drama
10 – Set Designs
What is a symbolic set design?

Symbolist sets are more interested in communicating an
idea to the audience than in representing real life.
Symbolism allows the designers to choose an image that
they think represents the key themes of the play and to
interpret this as a stage set.

What is a realistic set design?

Realist set designs look as close to real life as possible and
includes scenery , furniture and props that mimic a reallife setting. The design will reflect the period that the play
is set in with historical accuracy.

What is a minimalist set design?

Minimalist design is a design at its most basic.
Usually, there is very little colour or texture. Its purpose is
to make the play stand out and be the focal point.

English
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English
Alliteration is when two or three words start
with the same sound.

Facts are statements that we know to be true
and we have evidence to support it to be true.

Facts

A philosophy based on
positive facts and
observable phenomena
and abandoning inquiry
into causes or ultimate
origins. Related:
Positivist; Positivistic.
French word opinion
“opinion,
view” Latin word
“opinion” (opinion,
conjecture, fancy)

Opinions are your beliefs about something and
might not be true for everyone.

From Latin ”rhetoricus”
and from
Greek ”rhētorikos”
(oratorical, rhetorical;
skilled in speaking)

A rhetorical question is a figure of speech in
the form of a question. It is a question that is
asked in order to make a point: it does not
need a reply.

Latin word “emovere” (to
move out, move away)

Emotive language is the term used when
certain word choices are made to evoke an
emotional response. Emotive language often
aims to persuade the reader or listener to share
the writer or speaker’s point of view, using
language to stimulate an emotional reaction.

Rule of
three

Statistics

Emotive
Language

Rhetorical
Question

Latin word “alliterare”
(to begin with the same
letter)

Opinion

Alliteration

Key vocabulary

1 – English Language
What is an example of Emotive
Language?

What does a rule of three look like
and why do we use it?

What is an example of
'Alliteration' and explain the effect
it has on a text?

A number that represents a piece of
information such as information about how
often something is done, how common
something is, etc.

Latin “regula” (straight
stick, bar, ruler)

The Rule of Three is a writing technique that
suggests that a group of three adjectives or
examples is always stronger and more
memorable than one.

An innocent bystander was murdered.

•

The words “innocent” and “murdered” are
examples of emotive language.

•

“Stop, Look and Listen” or “Dark, cold and dingy”

•

The Rule of Three gives writing better pace and
rhythm.

•

Little Larry likes licking the sticky lollipop.

•

It focuses the reader's attention and sets the mood
and tone of the writing.

•

They are used to modify (enhance) a verb.

•

Most adverbs are made by adding –ly to adjectives:
e.g. 'careful > carefully' or 'slow > slowly'

•

They modify (enhance) a verb.

•

Used to add extra detail to the verb to describe
how it was carried out.

•

Adverbs create more descriptive actions which
gives the writing more feeling and connects the
reader.

2 – Grammar
What is an adverb and provide an
example?

What is the purpose of using an
adverb?
German word “Statistik”
and Latin
word ”statisticum”

•

What is the effect of using an
adverb?

English

3 – English Language
What is a sonnet?

Italian word
“stanza” (firm)

• Typically has ten syllables per line.

To have or end with a sound that
corresponds to another.

Enjambment

What is a ballad?

Middle English word,
“ryme, rime” (measure,
metre, rhythm)

French word,
“enjamber” (to stride
over)

The continuation of a sentence
without a pause beyond the end
of a line, couplet, or stanza.

Latin word
“alliterationem” (letter,
script)

Repetition of the same sound or
letter at the beginning of words
in close succession.

Greek word,
“hyperbole”
(exaggeration,
extravagance)

Exaggerated statements or
claims not meant to be taken
literally.

Greek word,
“oxymoron”
(contradiction)

A figure of speech in which
apparently contradictory terms
appear in conjunction.

Rhyme

• Often about a theme of 'love'.

The verse of a poem.

Alliteration

Stanza

Key vocabulary

• It originated in the medieval ages and used to
be set to music and sung.
A poem of serious reflection, typically a lament
for the dead.

4 – Grammar
What is a contraction?

Hyperbole

• A poem or song narrating a story.

• It has short stanzas.

What is an elegy?

Oxymoron

• A poem of fourteen lines with a variety of
formal rhyme schemes.

• Contractions are formed when two words are
joined to make a new word.
• Always add an apostrophe to hold the place of
the missing letters: e.g.
aren't = are not or won't = will not

What is a rhetorical question?

• A question asked in order to create a dramatic
effect or to make a point rather than to get an
answer.

Why do we use a hyperbole?

• It emphasizes a particular point in the writing
and creates a clear picture/image in the mind
of the reader.
e.g: Her smile is a mile wide.

English
Non fiction

Prose writing that is based on facts,
real events, and real people, such as
biography or history.

Perspective

Old French word
“perspective”
(clearly
perceived)

Perspective is the way that one looks
at something. An example of
perspective is farmer's opinion about
a lack of rain.

Old French word
“opinion”
(opinion, view)

A view or judgment formed about
something, not necessarily based on
fact or knowledge.

Formal

Old French word
“formel” (formal,
constituent)

Done in accordance with rules of
convention or etiquette.

Old French word
“informel”
(irregular,
unofficial)

Having a relaxed, friendly, or
unofficial style, manner, or nature.

French word
“biais” (a slant, a
slope, an oblique)

Prejudice in favor of or against one
thing, person, or group compared
with another, usually in a way
considered to be unfair.

Bias

Opinion

Word
“nonfiction”
(telling of facts,
real events, and
real people)

Informal

Key vocabulary

5 – English Language
How do we analyse language
of a text?

• We identify and explain language techniques
(metaphors/similes/adjectives etc.) from the text that
convey the writer's ideas/feelings/attitude.

What is a writer’s viewpoint?

• A writer's viewpoint is the way that an author looks at a
topic or the ideas being described.

What does AFORREST stand
for and why do we use it?

• AFORREST : Alliteration, Facts, Onomatopoeia,
Rhetorical Questions, Repetition, Emotive Language,
Statistics, Rule of Three.
• Used in persuasive writing: e.g. Speeches or adverts

6 – Grammar
What is the present
tense?

• The present tense is used when writing about something
that is happening at that moment.

What is the past tense?

• This refers to a verb used to indicate that an activity has
occurred in the past.
• For most verbs, adding ‘ed’ at the end of the verb will
change it to 'past tense' - e.g., ‘she talks’ becomes ‘she
talked’.

What is the future
tense?

• Refers to a verb that indicates that the activity will take place
in the future. E.g. ‘We will meet at 5 pm at the museum.’
• It is also used to write about something that has
not occurred yet.

English
Key vocabulary

Talking to oneself; Prospero
reveals that he is giving up his
marriage in Act 5 Scene 1.

Middle English
“asidely”

On the side, indirectly;
Prospero: [Aside] Poor worm,
thou art infected
(demonstrates that he has
planned the event). Act 3
Scene 1.

Personification

French ”personnifier”

Latin ”tempestuous”

Tempestuous

A repeating; The chant-like
repetition in Ariel’s songs
makes the island seem magical.
(‘Hark, hark!’) Act 1 Scene 2.

Latin ”soliloquium”

Aside

Soliloquy

Repetition

Latin ”repetitionem”

To attribute personal form to
inanimate objects; Prospero
frequently personifies abstract
ideas e.g., ‘Destiny’ and ‘Time.’
Stormy, turbulent;
Characterized by
violent emotions or behavior
SCENE I. On a ship at
sea: a tempestuous noise
of thunder and lightning heard.

7 – Plot
•

William Shakespeare

•

Shakespeare helped shape the English language as we
know it today by introducing over 1,700 new words. His
37 plays and 156 poems are still relevant today.

What is drama?

•

Drama is a specific form of writing that is best
understood when performed live (in a theatre) to arrive
at a full interpretation of its meaning.

Why is the play regarded as
'complex'?

•

On the surface, it's a fairy tale filled with
magical occurrences that ends happily.

•

On a deeper level it examines themes such as class,
status, race, family and love during the 16 century.

•

It also captured the general attitudes/feelings that
existed towards colonialism in that era.

•

It is a very violent storm.

•

It was not a natural occurrence. It was created with
magic by Prospero.

What is the name of Prospero's
daughter?

•

Miranda

Who is Ariel?

•

Is a magical spirit that is forced to serve Prospero on the
island.

Who wrote 'The Tempest' and
why is he a significant writer?

What is a tempest and was it a
natural occurrence in the play?

English
Old
English ”batswegen” –
“bat” (boat) + Old
Norse ”sveinn”

A petty officer on a merchant
ship
Enter a Master and
a Boatswain

Middle
English ”merren”

Cause to become imperfect
'You mar our labour: keep your
cabins: you do assist the storm.'

Latin ”perfidiosus”

Tending to betray
'Be so perfidious!--he whom
next thyself'

Old
French ”mescheance”

An unpredictable outcome that
is unfortunate 'if you cannot,
give thanks you have lived so
long, and make
yourself ready in your cabin for
the mischance of
the hour, if it so hap.'

Mischance

Perfidious

Mar

Boatswain

Key vocabulary

Piteous

Medieval
Latin ”pietosus”

Deserving or inciting a feeling
of sympathy and sorrow
'No more amazement: tell
your piteous heart'

8 – Characters
Who is Prospero and what
is his role in the play?

Who is Caliban and what is
his role in the play?

Who is Ferdinand and
what does he represent in
the play?

Who is Alonso and what
does he represent in the
play?

•

He is the former Duke or Milan that was overthrown by his
brother and banished to the island.

•

He has magical powers and is a key character in the play.

•

He controls the fate of all the others on the island.

•

He is a native inhabitant of the island that is enslaved by
Prospero.

•

His unfair treatment evokes sympathy from the
reader/audience and highlights the attitude that people of
higher status hold towards others of lower status.

•

Ferdinand is handsome, courageous and honourable.

•

He is a loving son to King Alonso.

•

His nature and love for Miranda is pure and innocent and he
stands as a figure of 'hope and goodness' in the play.

•

Alonso is the King of Naples.

•

He represents power and authority.

•

He is portrayed as cruel towards Prospero and Miranda.

•

He also shows the audience that he can learn and change.

English
Taken from the Latin
word: “Liber” – which
means ‘free’.

This is the political belief that
protecting and enhancing the rights
and freedoms of each and every
person should be the main focus in
politics.

Taken from the word
“deprivationem”
meaning to ‘rob or
strip entitrely of
anything’

Refers to the absence of (or too little
of) necessities such as food,
education, money, health care,
family etc. It also refers to a lack of
access to important things that are
either being withheld or just not
achievable.
Students in the school that need
more time to work on their basic
reading and writing skills are sent to
the ‘Progress Class’ to improve their
basic skills.

Taken from the Latin
“illiteratus” meaning
‘unlearned’

Unable to read and write.

Literate

Taken from the Latin
“progressus” meaning
‘going forward’

Taken from the Latin
“literatus” meaning
‘learned’

Able to read and write.

Colloquial

Illiterate

Progress Class

Deprivation

Liberalism

Key vocabulary

From the Latin word
“colloquium” which
means ‘speaking
together’

Words or expressions that are used
for casual conversation. This can also
include slang terminology.

9 – English Language
When and where is the play
taking place?

• The play is written about life in a poor suburb in
Liverpool in the 1970’s.

Who wrote the play and why did
he write it?

• Willy Russell wrote the play for a BBC TV series
which aired in 1977.
• He wanted to raise awareness about the
education standards in poorer areas in
Liverpool.

What is an economic recession
and what impact does it have?

• It refers to a massive slow down to the economic
growth for a country.

• Many businesses closed down, and poverty
increases.
What was life like for people in
Liverpool during the recession?

• There were no jobs.
•

This led to a lot of unrest and rioting.

Who is Mrs. Kay?

• She teaches the Progress Class and is the person
who has arranged the trip.

Where are the children going to?

• Conwy Castle in Wales

What is ‘Colloquial Language’?

• It is an informal version of English that is used in
casual conversation.

What is a ‘Mother Hen’?

• This is a figure of speech.
• Used to describe someone who is very maternal
and mothering towards others. Also referred to
as a 'mother figure'.

Geography
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Geography
The day-to-day condition of the
atmosphere. E.g., It is raining
today.

From Greek
“Klima” meaning
'region or zone'

The average weather taken over 30
years. What the weather is
generally like. For example, the
climate of the UK is temperate.

From French
“environnement”
meaning
'surroundings'

The impact of an event on the
animals, vegetation, crops,
water and air quality of a place.

Social
Impacts

From Old English
“weder”
meaning 'air'

From Latin
“socialis”
meaning 'living
with others'

The impact of an event on people
and society.

Economic
Impacts

Environmental Impacts

Climate

Weather

Key vocabulary

From Latin
Latin ”oeconomic
us” meaning
‘economy’

The impact of an event on jobs,
businesses and the wider economy.

1 – Weather and Climate
What aspects of the weather can
we measure?

Temperature –measured using a
thermometer in degrees Celsius (°C)
Air pressure –measured using a
barometer in millibars (mb)
Rainfall –measured using a rain gauge
the depth of rainfall in millimetres (mm)
Oktas – a measure of how covered the
sky is. 8 Oktas is completely
covered. Four oktas is half covered in
cloud.
Humidity – measured with a hygrometer.
The amount of water held in the air.
Wind speed –measured using an
anemometer in knots or metres per
second.

What is a climate graph?

A climate graph shows what the weather
in a place is usually like –taking the
average temperature and rainfall from
the past 30 years.
On a climate graph the blue bars
represent average rainfall totals each
month, while the red line represents
average temperatures for each month.

What happened in the Great
Storm of 1987?

• 15 million trees blown down
• 19 people killed
• £1 billion cost of the damage

Geography
1 – Weather and Climate (Cont.)
From Latin
“praecipitatione”
meaning 'to fall’.

Any type of water which falls
from the sky. E.g., Rain, hail,
sleet, snow.

From Old French
“presseure” meaning
to press on the heart.

A measure of the pressure
exerted by the air on the Earth.

Form Latin “aspectus”
meaning 'looking at’

From Latin “albus”
meaning 'whiteness’

Urban heat
island

Aspect

Micro from Greek
A climate over a very small area
“Smikros” and Climate (which might be very different to
from Greek “Klima”
the climate experienced nearby).
meaning 'region or
zone’.

Albedo

Microclimate

Air
Precipitation
Pressure

Key vocabulary

From Latin “urbans”
'city life' + Old English
haeta meaning 'heat'
+ Old English Igland
meaning 'island’.

The direction a building or
landscape faces. (In the northern
hemisphere south facing places
will be warmest).
How much light is reflected by a
surface. (Ice has a high albedo,
dark grey tarmac has a low
albedo.)
Where an urban area is much
warmer than a rural area.

What are the three types of rainfall?
Rain occurs when moist air rises, then cools higher up, condenses and then falls as
rain. Relief rainfall occurs when air is forced to rise because of mountains, frontal
rainfall occurs when warm air rises over cold air, and convectional rainfall occurs
when air is heated and this makes the air less dense, causing it to rise.

RELIEF

FRONTAL

CONVECTIONAL

What type of weather does an
anticyclone bring?

Anticyclones are areas of HIGH
pressure where the air is sinking. They
bring clear skies with little mixing of air.
These conditions are stable and, in the
summer, bring hot weather.

What type of weather does a
depression bring?

Depressions are areas of LOW pressure
where the air is rising. This creates
unstable conditions with wind, cloud
and rain.

Why are urban areas warmer than rural
areas?

Urban areas are warmer than rural
areas because of human activity such
as heating, cooking, and the use of
cars. Also tarmac absorbs heat.
Buildings create shelter.

Geography
Coast

The wearing away (removal) of
rock. For example, by water or
wind.
The movement of rock (usually
in small pieces [sediment] form)
from one place to
another. Along the coast by the
process of Longshore Drift.

Deposition Transportation

From Latin
“erosionem”
meaning
gnawing away
From Latin
“transportare”
meaning to carry

From Latin
“depositionem”
to lay aside

The dropping of sediment as the
agent of erosion does not have
enough energy to keep it
moving.

Headland

Where the land meets the sea.

From Old English
“heafod lond”

A piece of resistant (hard) rock
that juts out into the sea.

Storm surge

From Old French
“coste” meaning
coast

Erosion

Key vocabulary

From Latin
“surgere”
meaning to rise
up

2 – Coasts and Rivers
How do headlands form?
Headlands forms where resistant rock is surrounded by softer rock. The softer
rock is eroded away, leaving the more resistant rock sticking out into the sea.

What other erosional landforms can be found along a headland?
Other erosional features can be found along a headland: Cracks, caves, arches,
stacks and stumps.

What is longshore drift?
Longshore drift is how sediment
is transported along a beach.

Where the size of the waves at
the coast are increased
considerably due to powerful
winds. For example, during a
powerful storm.

Geography

Irrigation

Saturated

Infiltration Watershed Tributary Mouth Source

Key vocabulary
From Old French
“sourse” meaning
start of a stream

Where a river begins.

From Old English
“muþ” meaning
opening

Where a river meets the sea.

From Latin
“tributarius”
meaning tributary

A smaller branch of a larger river.

From Old German
“Wasser-scheide”
meaning watershed

An imaginary line around a river basin
which marks out the catchment area
and gives the boundary between one
river basin and another.

From Latin
“infiltratio”
meaning infiltration

The process of water on the surface
of the land sinking into the soil.

From Latin
“saturatus”
meaning to fill full

A term that means that the soil of a
place is so full of water it can no
longer absorb any more water –
consequently water flows over the
surface instead.

From Latin
“irrigationem”
meaning to water

2 – Coasts and Rivers (Cont.)
What are the different parts of a
drainage basin?

Watershed

The watering of crops. (Artificially as
rainfall can be insufficient).

What makes flooding more likely?

• Heavy rainfall which causes the
ground to become saturated
• Impermeable rock (this is rock water
cannot infiltrate)
• Tarmac (this is also impermeable)
• Deforestation (trees slow down how
long it takes rain to reach the
ground, without trees it is more
likely to flood)
• Steep valley sides

What happened in the Boscastle
flood of 2004?

• 60mm of rain fell in 2 hours
• The river broke its banks
• The people of Boscastle had to be
evacuated by helicopter
• Cars were lifted-up and carried off by the
flood
• Homes and businesses were damaged

Geography
Population
distribution

From Latin
“distributionem”
meaning
distribution

How people are spread
out. Densely populated
=crowded
Sparsely populated = few people

Natural
Increase

From Old French
“Increase”
meaning to
increase

Where the number of people in a
place increases due to births being
higher than deaths. (Calculated by
Birth Rate – Death Rate.)

Migration

From Latin
“migrationem”
meaning to
move to a new
house.

The movement of people from one
place to another.

Pull factor

From Old English
“pullian”
meaning to pull
out

A factor which attracts people to an
area. E.g., Jobs, better education
for children, healthcare services.

Push factor

From Latin
“pulsare”
meaning to push

A factor which pushes people away
from an area. E.g., Few jobs,
drought, little food, war.

Population
structure

Key vocabulary

From Latin
“structus”
meaning to pile

The proportion of males and
females in different age groups.
Often shown on a population
pyramid.

3 – Population
How is the world’s population
distributed?

The world’s population is unevenly
distributed.
Much of Europe and Asia is very densely
populated, particularly in flat fertile areas
and areas along the coast.
Places that are difficult to live in such as
central Australia, the Sahara Desert, the
tundra, the Himalayas and Antarctica are
very sparsely populated.

What is a population pyramid?

A population pyramid shows the population
structure of a place.
The population pyramid shown is for the UK
in 2018.
It shows that marginally more boys are born
than girls and that we have a steady birth
rate. The age-group with the largest
numbers is the 50-54years.

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of a ‘youthful’
population?

Advantages include having more people to
work in the future.
Disadvantages include requiring a lot of
education and jobs for all the young people.

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of an ‘ageing’
population?

Advantages include having a lot of
experienced people and people who are
retired who can volunteer to help others.
Disadvantages include needing more money
spent on healthcare and fewer people in the
future to work and make money.

Geography
Energy provides the ability to do
work. E.g. To pull something or to
make a machine or vehicle move.

Fossil fuel

From Latin
“fossilis”
meaning dugup

A fuel made from the fossilised
remains of plants and/or animals.
E.g., Coal, oil and gas are all fossil
fuels.

From Latin
“renovare”
meaning to
flourish once
more

A fuel which is either not diminished
when it is used –such as wind or
hydroelectric power. Or a fuel which
can be grown again.

Opposite of the
above –unable to
flourish again.

A fuel which is used-up when it is
used. E.g., Coal or oil.

From Old
English
“slician”
meaning slick

When oil leaks from a ship and it
forms a layer on the surface of the
sea.

From Old
English “Tar”
meaning
bitumen

Sand which is covered in a layer of
bitumen. The bitumen can be
steamed off and refined to make
petrol.

Tar Sands

Oil slick

Nonrenewable
Energy

Energy

From Greek
“energeia”
meaning
action

Renewable
Energy

Key vocabulary

4 – Energy
What are the advantages and
disadvantages of using fossil
fuels?

The advantages of using fossil fuels
include the fact that they are relatively
cheap, widely available and easy to us.
The disadvantages are they released
greenhouse cases which cause climate
change, they are often dirty and
polluting and they will eventually run
out.

What problems do oil slicks
cause?

Oils slicks endanger all sea life. In an
oil slick, oil can stop birds from being
able to fly or keep warm, poison
dolphins and fish, and obliterate
seaweed. Many hundred of miles of
sea may be affected at a time.

Is extracting fuel from tar sands a
good idea?

On the one hand, yes, because it helps the
economy, brings jobs and allows people to
use their cars and fly to different places.
On the other hand, no, because it destroys
huge areas of forest, causes a lot of pollution
and contributes towards climate change.

Geography
Middle East

The region of world so called
because it is half-way to China (in
the East) from Europe.

Nomads

From Greek
“nomas”
meaning roaming

People who habitually move from
one place to another. (Often to find
better grazing for their livestock).

HEP

From Greek
“hydro” meaning
water

HEP stands for Hydroelectric
Power. Water which falls from
height can be used to turn a
turbine. This is often done with the
turbine secured within a dam.

Textile
Industry

From Latin
“textilis”
meaning woven
fabric

An industry where money is made
from taking cotton fibres from the
cotton plant, weaving them into
cloth and making the cloth into
clothing.

From Latin
“sustinere”
meaning to
endure

A city which is designed to be able to
continue indefinitely by using
renewable energy and by producing
zero waste or pollution.

From Latin
“solaris” meaning
of the sun

The conversion of sunlight into
electricity. (This is often done using
photovoltaic panels which convert
light into electrical pulses.)

Solar Power

From Old English
“middel”
meaning halfway between two
points

Sustainable
City

Key vocabulary

5 – The Middle East
What is the city of Cairo like?

Cairo is the capital of Egypt and is the
largest city in the Middle East with over
20 million living in the city and its
outskirts. It is very densely populated.
Some people have to live in an old
graveyard called the City of the Dead.

Was the Aswan Dam a success?

On the one hand, yes, because it produces
about 25% of Egypt’s electricity through
HEP. This has helped improve the textile
industry and has helped the country to
develop.
It has provided a secure supply of water for
growing crops and has prevented floods
which used to kill people each year.
On the other hand, no, because it requires a
lot of maintenance. It gets silted up. The
land downstream also doesn’t benefit from
the fertile silt and so the people must use
fertilisers.

In what ways is Masdar City a
sustainable city?

Masdar City is run mostly on solar power.
Buildings are designed to be kept cool so
that less air conditioning is needed.
Grey water is used to irrigate gardens.
Much of the area is car free or uses electric
vehicles.
The city aims to have zero waste.

Geography
A service industry which provides
people with places to visit and
leisure activities.

Disposable
Income

From English
“disposable”
meaning that
which can be done
without

The amount of income people have
once they have paid for necessities
such as rent and food.

From Latin
“structura”
meaning building

Transport and communication links,
power supplies and health and
education services necessary for a
country to function well.

Eco-tourism

MNC

Multiplier
Effect

Tourism

From French
“tourner”
meaning
excursion

Infrastructure

Key vocabulary

From Latin
“multiplicare”
meaning to
increase

When there is investment in a place
which starts a virtuous cycle of job
creation, increased business, an
improvement in services and an
influx of people and further
investment.

From Latin
“multis” meaning
many

A multinational company. A
company which is located in many
countries.

From Latin “oeco”
meaning home or
Earth

Tourism which aims to benefit
ecosystems whilst not causing
pollution nor exploiting people.
Ecotourism resorts often have
parks, cycle lanes, solar power.

6 – Tourism
Why has the amount of tourism
increased over time?

The amount of tourism has increased over
time for the following reasons:
• People are wealthier and can afford time
off for holidays.
• People have more disposable income.
• Transport has improved.
• Arranging tourist activities has become
easier because of the internet
• People know much more about different
places to go to because of the media
• People can protect themselves against
potential diseases in other countries
through vaccinations

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of tourism?

The advantages of tourism for a place
include:
• Money from tourists
• Job creation
• Improved infrastructure
The disadvantages of tourism for a place
include:
• Pollution and litter
• Environmental degradation
• The potential for exploitation of the locals
• Profits may go to MNCs and not the local
people
• Flights contribute to climate change

History
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History
Latin word “bella
civicus”

Restoration

A war fought between different
groups of people living in the
same country.

Greek word ”monarkhia”
(absolute rule)

The system of having a king or
queen rule a country.

Old French
word ”parlement” (a
speaking, talk)

In some countries, the group of
(usually) elected politicians or
other people who make the laws
of their country.

Medieval Latin
word ”executare,” Old
French ”executer”

To carry out a sentence of death
on (a legally condemned person).

From Latin “respublica”

A state in which supreme power
is held by the people and their
elected representatives, and
which has an elected or
nominated president rather than
a monarch.

Republic

execute

Parliament

Monarchy

Civil War

Key vocabulary

From Late
Latin ”restorationem”

1 – The English Civil War (1642-1651)
What was the English Civil War?

A war between Charles I (and his army) and
Parliament (and their army)

How did money cause the English
Civil War?

Parliament would not give Charles I the money he
wanted.

How did religion cause the English
Civil War?

Parliament was worried that Charles I wanted to
make England Catholic again.

How did power cause the English
Civil War?

Charles I wanted to run the country without the
interference of parliament.

What happened in the English
Civil War?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

At first the Royalists did well.
Then Charles I ran out of money.
Cromwell set up the New Model Army which
was better than the King’s Royalist army
Charles I and Cromwell fought at the Battle of
Naseby
Many Royalist soldiers were killed and 4000
were captured
Charles I surrendered in 1646 and was put in
prison
Whilst in prison he started the Civil War again
Cromwell defeated the Royalists

To build up again, repair.

Who won the English Civil War?

Parliamentarians

What happened to Charles I?

He was executed

History
3 – The Great Fire & The Great Plague
2 – England after the Civil War
Why was Oliver
Cromwell considered a
good man?

Why was Oliver
Cromwell considered a
bad man?

What was the
Restoration?

What happened in the
Great Fire of London?

1. He stopped a rebellion in Ireland
2. He let people worship who they wanted
in their houses
3. He tried four times to
recall parliament, but the MPs failed to
get along
1. He took heavy taxes
2. He stopped Christmas, dances and horse
races
3. He was very cruel in Ireland, when he
captured the castle of Drogheda, he
lined up the enemy soldiers and killed
every tenth man
• After Cromwell’s death the monarchy was
restored.
• Charles II became King but Parliament
had more power than ever before.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hot coals fell out of a baker’s oven on Pudding Lane
These coals set some straw alight which was lying on the
ground
The fire spread from house to house because they were made
from wood and very close to each other
The Mayor of London did very little at first because fires were
very common in London
The fire could not be put out because the pump was not
working

How was the fire put
out?

•
•

How long did it take to
put the Great Fire of
London out?

Four days

Why was there an
outbreak of the Bubonic
plague in 1665?

•
•

How did London deal
with the plague?

•

Why were these orders
hard to enforce?

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Houses were pulled down to make a break in the fire
The wind changed which blew the fire to the stone part of the
city which slowed the fire down

Most houses were dirty and cramped
There was no sewage system and so waste was thrown in the
streets
Water came straight from the river and streams .
Infected houses to have watchmen to ensure no one enters or
leaves
Graves to be at least six foot deep
Rubbish to be collected from houses daily
No animals to be kept within the city.
People ignored them
Beggars caught the plague but stayed on the streets begging.
Parliament refused to turn the orders into laws.
Out of the nine men were left in charge of dealing with the
plague, six fled.

History

Auction

Abolish

Slave

Trade

Pilgrimage

Kingdom

Key vocabulary
Old English
word ”cyningdom,”
Old Norse
word ”konungdomr
”

A country ruled by a King or Queen

Old
French ”pelrimage”
(distant journey)

A special journey made by a person,
normally for religious reasons.

Middle Dutch word
“trade” (track,
course, action)

The activity of buying and selling, or
exchanging,
goods
and/or
services
between people or
countries.

Medieval Latin
word ”Sclavus”

A person who is legally owned by
someone else and has to work for
that person.

Latin
word ”abolere”
(destroy, annihilate;
cause to die out)

To officially end a tradition or
activity (ie. slavery was abolished)

Latin word
“auctionem” (a sale
by increasing bids)

A usually public sale of goods or
property, where people make
higher and higher bids for each
thing, until the thing is sold to the
person who will pay the most.

4 – The Mali Empire
What was the
Mali Empire?

1. The empire developed by small kingdoms pledging
allegiances to the Mali Empire and offering annual tributes
(gifts) in the form of rice, lances and arrows.
2. The city of Timbuktu in Mali was famous as a centre of
learning and architecture.
3. Islam became the dominant religion in 1300s.

Who was
Mansa Musa?

• In 1324, he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca, passing through
the Sahara Desert and Egypt.
• He left the empire of Mali with a caravan of 60,000 men.
• A hundred camels were in tow, each carrying hundreds of
pounds of pure gold.

What happened
on Musa’s
pilgrimage?

• Musa handed out his gold so generously in Cairo that he
caused the price of gold to crash, wrecking the economy.
• His excessive generosity caught the eyes of the world.
• Mansa Musa had put Mali on the map.

What impact
did the
pilgrimage have
on Timbuktu?

• Mansa Musa returned from Mecca with several Islamic
scholars, including direct descendants of the prophet
Muhammad.
• Musa also funded literature and built schools and libraries.
• Timbuktu soon became a centre of education.
• People travelled from around the world to study at what
would become the Sankore University.

History
5 – The Kingdom of Kongo
Why did the Mali
Empire fall?

• It often suffered with poor leadership.
• In 1460, King Sunni Ali of the Songhai kingdom, took advantage of the
weakened Mali and invaded much of the empire.
• By 1468 he conquered the famous city of Timbuktu.
• In 1610, The Mali Empire officially came to an end and was broken up
into a series of smaller kingdoms.

How was society
structured in the
Kingdom of Kongo?

• Nkani -> This was the King of Kongo. He had a standing army composed
of slaves of up to 20,000 men.
• Mwisikongo --> these were high ranking members in society. They
advised the King.
• Nganga --> these were the spiritual people of the Kongo society. They
worked as spiritual healers, magicians and negotiators.

Why did the
Kingdom of Kongo
fall?

• The Portuguese were kidnapping freeborn Kongolese and selling them
into slavery.
• Several civil wars and rebellions further weakened the King’s authority
by the early 17th century.
• The only way kings of the Kongo could continue their trade and positive
relations with European countries was by trading slaves, and often their
own freeborn people.
• This kept the Kongo kingdom afloat and prevented total invasion by
European forces, but at a terrible cost.

History

7 – Slave Auctions & The Plantation
What happened at
a slave auction?

6 – Slavery & The Middle Passage
What were the
three stages of the
Triangular Slave
Trade?

1.

How were slaves
captured?

1.

2.
3.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Manufactured goods were taken from Britain to Africa to
buy slaves
Slaves were taken to America to be sold to produce
sugar, cotton and tobacco
Sugar, cotton and tobacco were taken to Britain to be
sold
Men, women and children would sometimes be
captured at night while they were sleeping.
Sometimes they would be taken while they were hunting
or fishing.
Once captured, slaves were marched to the coast where
they would be held in ‘factories’ until they were sold.
Europeans would come to these ‘factories’ to buy the
slaves captured by Africans.
They would be examined by a doctor.
Once a slave was thought to be fit enough, they would
be bought and branded with a hot iron on the chest or
back with the initials of the ship owner.
They would then be stripped of their clothing and their
hair and forced on board ships.

What was the
Middle Passage?

The voyage the slaves took across the Atlantic from Africa to
America

What was the
Middle Passage
like?

•
•
•
•
•

Slaves were squashed in
They had to lie down
They were chained in
They were sick from the smell of human waste and the
sea movement
25% died

•
•
•
•

Before the auction they had to wash and were given new
clothes. They were fed.
Then the buyers felt their arms and bodies and asked what
they could do.
They had to open their mouths and show their teeth
They would talk about what a healthy body they had. They
would talk about what kind of work they would be fit for

What happened to
families at the
auction?

•
•

What happened
after the auction?

•
•

Slaves had to walk from the auction to their new farms.
Sometimes this showed that they were not as healthy as
they first thought.

What was a
plantation?

•
•

Plantations / farms were located in the Americas.
The slaves would produce sugar, tobacco and cotton

What punishments
were used on
plantations?

•

Rebellions – rebels nailed to ground, fire applied starting at
the feet and moving upwards.
Running away – neck ring or iron muzzle.
Continued running away – removal of hand or foot.
Flogging – one lash for each year of slave’s life.

•

•
•
•

Families were split up at the auction.
When husbands and wives were kept together, they were
not allowed near each other.
Mothers often killed their babies with poison rather than
letting them be sold.

History
8 – How slavery was abolished
Who was William
Wilberforce?

White British campaigner who campaigned for the
end of the Slave Trade.

What did Wilberforce
do?

• Published leaflets.
• Organised a petition.
• Showed people around a slave ship so they could
see how bad it was.

Who was Olaudah
Equiano?

Slave who managed to buy his freedom who
campaigned for the end of the Slave Trade.

What did Equiano do?

Wrote a book about the story of his life as a slave
which the British people read.

When was the Slave
Trade abolished?

1807

When did slavery end
in the USA?

• 1863, when President Abraham Lincoln signed
the Emancipation Proclamation.
• The proclamation declared "that all persons held
as slaves" within the rebellious states "are, and
henceforward shall be free.”

History
Latin
word ”revolutionem”

The companies and activities
involved in the process of
producing goods for sale,
especially in a factory or special
area.

Italian
word ”independente”

Old French
word ”entreprendre”

Someone who starts their own
business, especially when this
involves seeing a new
opportunity.

Spanish word
“guerrilla” (little war,
skirmishing warfare)

Making sudden, unexpected
attacks on a larger military
force.

Anglo-French word
“treson” (betraying,
breach of faith)

The crime of showing no loyalty
to your country, especially by
helping its enemies or trying to
defeat its government.

Treason

Guerrilla

Independent

Latin ”industria” (dilige
nce, activity, zeal)

A change in the way a country is
run, usually to a different
political system. Violence and
war are often used to make
these changes happen.

Entrepreneur

Industry

Revolution

Key vocabulary

Not influenced or controlled in
any way by other people,
events, or things.

9 – The Industrial Revolution
How did banks cause the
Industrial Revolution?

They leant money to businesses to help them buy
machinery and raw materials

How did raw materials cause
the Industrial Revolution?

• Coal was used to power steam engines
• Cotton was used to make clothing

How did transport cause the
Industrial Revolution

Better roads, canals and railways carried raw materials to
the factories

How did entrepreneurs cause
the Industrial Revolution?

They turned ideas into successful businesses to make
money

How did the British Empire
cause the Industrial
Revolution?

India provided cotton for clothes and then they bought
back the finished goods

How did farming improvements
cause the Industrial
Revolution?

Farmers grew more crops to feed the increasing
population in the towns and cities

How did the higher population
cause the Industrial
Revolution?

They provided the workforce for the new factories

What were the effects of the
Industrial Revolution?

• Most people lived in the towns instead of the
countryside
• It took 9 hours instead of 12 days to travel from
London to Scotland
• Great iron ships instead of small wooden ships sold
goods to the Empire
• People voted for who run the country instead of a few
rich people ruling
• Cars and trains were used instead of just rivers to
transport goods

History
10 – The American Revolutionary War
What were the
causes of the
American
Revolution?

1. The Townshend Act → this used all the money collected for imported goods to
pay the salaries of British soldiers. This led colonists to boycott British goods.
2. The Boston Massacre → a clash between British troops and colonists in which
five colonists were killed. Six of the soldiers were acquitted of the shooting
3. The Tea Act → a tax on all imported tea from Britain. A protest against the Tea
Act, known as the Boston Tea Party, was organised. The colonists dressed
up as Indians and snuck on-board the British ships in the harbor. Then
they threw all the tea on the ships into Boston Harbor.

Why did Britain lose
the American
revolutionary war?

1. Distance → America was a long way from Britain. It took a long time to ship
troops and supplies to America.
2. Time → Reports to London were about 2 months out of date by the time they
arrived. Orders to America usually arrived after the situation had changed.
3. Terrain → America was huge and the British couldn’t control the area by force
→ not enough manpower.
4. Allies → Spain, France and the Netherlands joined on the side of the colonists.
Their new allies gave them more manpower, money and supplies.
5. Tactics → The Revolutionaries often used guerilla warfare tactics (Hit and run
attacks).

What was the Peace
of Paris?

• The peace treaty ending the war. It was signed in Paris in 1783.
• Britain obviously lost the 13 colonies but kept the rest of her Empire intact.

History
12 – The French Revolution
11 – The French Revolution
What was life
like for the First
Estate?

•
•
•

Made up of priests and religious leaders.
1% of the population and controlled 10% of the
land.
This brought them a lot of wealth from the
product. produced on it and from rent from
peasants.

What was life
like for the
Second Estate?

•
•
•

Made up of the nobility.
They live on manors which they inherited.
They make up 2% of the population and own about
25% of the land.

What was life
like for the Third
Estate?

•
•
•

Everyone else – 97% of the population.
They had few rights and little political power.
They were required to pay a 10% tithe (10% of
what they produced) to the church, taxes to the
nobles and a land tax to the king.
They were left with little money to support their
families.

•

Why did debt cause
the King
problems?

• He inherited a massive amount of debt.
• King Louis XVI was desperate to raise funds to pay off the
debts
• He decided he would tax the first and second estates, which
had never had to pay taxes
• They refused.

How did the French
Revolution begin?

• The feeling of revolution was expanding through the city.
• King Louis XVI was scared and so placed troops throughout the
city
• Supporters of the National Assembly were worried that the
King planned to use these troops to put an end to the National
Assembly and to the reforms they were making

What happened at
the Bastille?

• To defend the National Assembly, rioters attacked the Bastille
Prison where weapons and ammunition were stored
• The rioters gained control of the prison and set up a new
government in Paris

What was the
Great Fear?

•
•
•
•

What was the
Declaration of
Rights?

• A series of laws that abolished the unfair taxes and established
taxes on members of the first and second estates
• The Declaration of Rights also included the freedom of speech,
the freedom of the press and the freedom of religion.
• It also protected citizens from being falsely arrested.

This violence spread to the countryside
Peasants broke into manor houses
They killed many of the nobles
They took possession of their properties

History
14 – The Reign of Terror
13 – The French Revolution
Why was King
Louis XVI
beheaded?

•
•
•
•

Why did the
revolution
become
threatened?

•
•
•
•
•

In 1792 King Louis XVI was tried before the National
Convention.
He was found guilty of having conspired against the
liberty of the nation.
In January 1793 he was put to death by the Guillotine
News of the death of the king was received with great
joy and celebration throughout Paris and France

Monarchs throughout Europe joined together to fight
against France to prevent revolution spreading.
Soldiers were sent to fight the revolutionaries.
This made life very difficult.
In order to fight the large armies, the new French
government called up all men between 18 and 45 to
fight for their freedom.
This started a civil war in Western France where royalists
who had supported the king were angry that their sons
had been forced to fight in a war they did not support.

What was the Reign
of Terror?

•

•
•
•

The leading political party known as the Jacobins determined
they would crush any resistance within France.
They believed this would bring order to the nation.
They established neighbourhood watches that were intended
to find anyone who was not loyal.
These watches would turn in suspected traitors who would
often be put to death.

How many people
died during the Reign
of Terror?

•
•
•

This Reign of Terror lasted from July 1793 until July 1794.
17,000 people were executed.
It was led by Robespierre.

What was the
Directory?

•
•

After the Reign of Terror ended, the Jacobins lost their power.
A new constitution was written which established the office of
five directors, known as the Directory, who ruled France.

How long did the
Directory rule for?

•
•
•

They ruled from 1795 to 1799.
They used the army to put down a number of disputes.
Once again the rich grew wealthier and the poor had very
little.
The same old problems returned.
The government was also running out of money.

•
•

History
Latin word
“imperium” (a rule;
supreme power ;
military authority)

Latin
word ”colonia” (settle
d land)

A group of countries ruled by
a single person, government
or country.

What was the British
Empire?

•

How did the British build
their Empire in the
1800s?

•
•

•

•
•

Massacre

•
•

Old French ”macacre,
macecle” (butchery,
slaughter)

Latin word
”importare” (bring in
from abroad)

To buy or bring in products
from another country.

Latin word
”exportare” (to carry
out, send away).

To send goods to another
country for sale.

Export

15 – The British Empire

A country or area controlled
by a more powerful country
that is often far away.

Import

Colony

Empire

Key vocabulary

An act of killing a lot of
people.

What did the Victorians
do because they were
proud of their Empire?

•
•

By 1900 the British Empire controlled nearly a quarter of the
world
They gained this through trade (they wanted to control land to
sell their goods), war and exploration
1793-1815: British gain more colonies in wars with France
1857-1859: Mutiny of Indian soldiers in India because British rule
didn’t respect Indian culture. They killed some of their soldiers
and rebellion spread
1858: Rebellion in India was crushed by the British and Britain
take direct control of India and the East India Company is ended
1875: Buys shares in the Suez canal which provided a trade route
to India and the Far East
1876: Britain receive the rest of Canada through treaties
1899-1902: British Empire extends over the rest of Australia

Empire Day (May 4th Queen Victoria’s birthday) became a public
holiday in 1902.
Children were encouraged to dress up and sing patriotic songs.

History
16 – The Sepoy Rebellion
What were the shortterm and long-term
causes of the Sepoy
mutiny in 1857?

1. The East India Company and many British rulers in India did not
seem to respect the traditional Indian values and way of life.
2. They started to introduce new laws, new technology and tried to
force Christianity upon the Indian people.
3. The Sepoys didn’t have much reason to feel loyal to their British
commanders.

What was the trigger
event which caused
the Sepoy mutiny in
1857?

• The introduction of the Lee Enfield Rifle to the army.
• Loading it involved biting the end off the cartridge, which was
lubricated with beef and pork fat.
• Hindus saw cows as sacred and Muslims saw pigs as unclean.
• Soldiers refused to use the rifle.

What was the outcome
of the Sepoy mutiny?

• It took fierce fighting and over a year for the British to regain
control.
• Anyone suspected of being involved in the rebellion was treated
harshly: many were tied to cannons and blown to pieces.

How important was the
Sepoy mutiny?

• The Victorians played down the importance of the rebellion.
• They called it a ‘mutiny’ (a rebellion limited to the army).
• Modern historians see the rebellion as very important and the
start of Indian resistance to British rule.

History

17 – The British in India
Why did the British leave
India in 1947?

13 April 1919: Massacre at Amritsar.
• Thousands of unarmed Indians formed a peaceful crowd in protest against British
rule.
• The world was shocked when 100 British troops under officer General Dyer, shot
and killed 379 of the protestors.
September 1920–February 1922: Non–cooperation.
• Gandhi launched a non-cooperation movement all across India.
• While many people stopped paying tax or sending their children to school, many
Indian lawyers and politicians still continued to work for the British.
• Gandhi ended the movement after some of his supporters used violence.

What happened during The
Salt March (March-April
1930)?

•
•

What happened at The
Round Table Conference
(1930-31)?

•
•
•
•

In 1929 a new government came to power in Britain.
They set up talks with Indian leaders in London.
Gandhi wanted to speak for all Indians at these talks.
But the Indian princes, Muslims and untouchables wanted some power and all opposed
Gandhi’s ideas on how India should be run.

How did the Second World
War contribute towards the
British leaving India?

•
•
•

As part of the British Empire, India had no choice but to join Britain in war with Germany.
Gandhi organised a non-cooperation campaign called “Quit India” to protest.
23,000 Indians were imprisoned for supporting Gandhi, but “Quit India” was defeated.

When did the Indians gain
their independence?

•
•

India was divided into two countries: India (mostly Hindu) and Pakistan (mostly Muslim).
Gandhi had opposed the division.

•

Gandhi walked over 200 miles from his home to the seaside to make salt.
Only the government was allowed to make and sell salt, so Gandhi and over 60,000 other
Indians were arrested.
Headlines around the world said the British were being unfair.

History
Key vocabulary
Imperialism

Assassinate

To kill someone famous or
important.

Latin
word ”conscriptione
m” (a drawing up of a
list)

The process of forcing people
by law to join the armed
services.

Latin
word ”propagare”
(set forward, extend,
spread, increase)

Information, often only giving
one part of an argument, that
is spread with the intention of
influencing people’s opinions
or changing their behaviour.

Old French
word ”comun”
(common, general,
free, open, public)

The belief in a society without
different social classes in which
methods of production are
owned by all of its members
and everyone works as much
as they can and receives what
they need.

Communism

Propaganda

Medieval Latin
word ”assassinare”,
Arabic
word ”hashīshīn.”

Conscription

A system in which a country
rules other countries,
sometimes having used force
to get power over them.

Latin
word ”imperialis”

18 – The Build up to World War 1
Why was there an
explosive situation in
1914?

In 1914 the major powers of Europe were divided into two groups.
1. TRIPLE ENTENTE (France/Russia/Britain)
2. TRIPLE ALLIANCE (Germany/Austria-Hungary/Italy)
Great hatred between these two groups
All that was needed was a spark to set off World War!

How was Franz
Ferdinand
assassinated?

1. Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria visited Sarajevo in Bosnia
2. Six teenage terrorists waited amongst the crowds for the
procession of cars to appear
3. The driver of the car was not told about a new route to avoid the
crowds
4. The driver realised he had taken the wrong route and stopped to
reverse
5. Gavrilo Princip, one of the assassins pulled a pistol from his pocket
and fired two shots
6. They both died.

How did the
assassination of Franz
Ferdinand cause WWI?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Austria-Hungary declares war on Serbia.
Russia prepares for war against Austria-Hungary.
Germany declares war on Russia to help her ally, Austria Hungary.
Germany declares war on France, Russia’s ally. They attack through
Belgium.
5. Britain orders Germany to withdraw from Belgium.
6. Germany does not withdraw and Britain declares war on Germany
to support Belgium and France.

History
19 – How was the First World War fought?
What is trench
warfare?

• Trench warfare is a type of fighting where both sides
dig deep trenches into the ground as a defence
against the enemy.
• The trenches of WW1 stretched for over 700km
along the Western Front.

Why were
trenches built?

• To make it almost impossible for one side to advance
on the other
• By the end of 1914 both sides had built trenches to
protect their positions.
• This is because the Germans could not advance any
further.
• Neither side advanced much for three and a half
years

Why was
propaganda
needed?

1. To persuade men to join up as Britain’s army was
voluntary.
2. To heavily influence/change people’s
thinking/behaviour about the War.

20 – The Battle of the Somme
What was the plan
for the Battle of the
Somme?

1. Bombard the German defences with one and
a half million shells for seven days.
2. This would break their barbed wire, destroy
their defences and kill most of the German
soldiers
3. Dig and explode three big mines and seven
small ones under German strong points
4. After this the new army can WALK across No
Man’s Land and occupy the German trenches
5. All the Germans would be dead and so could
not shoot back

What happened in
the Battle of the
Somme?

1. The army was not experienced enough to win
the battle
2. The barbed wire was too strong and too far
away and so was not destroyed by the British
shells
3. Most German soldiers were not killed because
they hid in big German dug-outs under
ground
4. The explosion of the mines made the
Germans realise that they would be attacked
and so they prepared themselves
5. The German’s shot the British one by one as
they walked across

History
21 – How was WW1 won?
Why did America
get involved in
WW1?

What did Russia
stop fighting in
WW1?

How was the War
lost by Spring
1918?

• A deadly German ‘U-Boat’ submarine had sunk
the British liner ‘Lusitania’ in 1915, killing many
Americans who were on board.
• This convinced the USA to join the war in April
1917, on the side of the Allies.

• People called ‘Communists’ (who believe that
poor people should kill the rich and share their
property amongst everyone) took over in Russia in
November 1917.
• The Communists pulled Russia out of the war,
which meant that all the German army could
concentrate fully on the Western Front.

• Germany took the chance to pour all their troops
into one last full-on attack in Spring 1918.
• But their soldiers were weak, sick and
demoralised and the attack failed.
• Germany was now almost certain to lose the war,
especially as thousands of energetic fresh
American soldiers were arriving to fight them.

22 – How was WW1 won? (cont.)
How did the British
Navy contribute
towards victory in
WW1?

• The British Royal Navy successfully blocked any ships
getting to Germany.
• No food was getting through and thousands of
ordinary Germans were starving.
• German Communists were ready to take over, just
like in Russia.

How did the War
end?

• Knowing that they were going to lose, the German
Navy decided there was no point anymore.
• In October 1918 they refused to obey orders.
• The leader of the German Army resigned.
• In November, Germany agreed to an ‘Armistice’
(ceasefire).
• German leader Kaiser Wilhelm II resigned and
escaped to Holland.
• WW1 was finally over!!

History
23 – Crime & Corruption in the USA

immigrate corruption

Illegal, bad, or dishonest
behaviour, especially by people
in positions of power.

Latin word
“corrumpere” (to
destroy; spoil)
Latin
word ”immigratus”
(go, move in)

To come to live in a different
country

emigrate

To officially refuse to allow a
particular thing. In this case,
alcohol.

Latin
word ”emigratus”
(move away)

To leave a country permanently
and go to live in another one

legislation

Latin
word ”prohibitus,”
past participle
of ”prohibere” (hold
back, prevent)

Latin word
”legislationem”

A law or set of laws suggested
by a government and made
official by a Parliament

Segregation

prohibit

Key vocabulary

Latin
word
”segregationem”

The policy of keeping one group
of people apart from another
and treating them differently,
normally because of race, sex
or religion

What was prohibition?

A period of time between January 1920 and December 1933
when it was illegal to make, sell or transport alcoholic drinks in
the USA

What were speakeasies?

• Illegal saloons, often in a cellar behind locked doors with
peepholes.
• There were more speakeasies than there had been
saloons.

What were bootleggers?

• Bootleggers brought illegal supplies of alcohol into cities.
• They became very rich.

How did prohibition lead to
gangsters?

• Gangsters, such as Al Capone, made a fortune from
supplying speakeasies with illegal alcohol.
• This often led to violence between rival gangs as they
fought to gain control of particular districts .

How did prohibition lead to
corruption?

• Government agents were set up to enforce prohibition.
• They were badly paid and many were willing to accept
bribes from gangsters.

What was the
St Valentines Day
Massacre?

• In 1929 the St Valentines Day Massacre was the climax of
the gangster wars.
• Bugs Moran killed one of Al Capone’s friends.
• In retaliation seven members of Moran’s gang were killed
by Capone’s men disguised as police officers.
• This turned the public against prohibition.

How did the Great
Depression end
prohibition?

• Legalising alcohol would create more jobs and money and
the government could get taxes from alcohol.

History
24 – Life for Black Americans
What was political life like
for Black Americans in the
South?

• The Jim Crow Laws prevented Black Americans from
voting.
• The Grandfather clause said that you could only vote if
your grandfather voted.
• The Literacy clause said that you could only vote if you
proved you could read.

What was political life like
for Black Americans in the
North?

• There were no laws preventing voting.
• However poverty prevented voting because they could
not afford to go to the towns to register to vote.

What was life like socially
for Black Americans in the
South?

• The Jim Crow laws introduced segregation which
segregated transport, education and public facilities.
• The facilities for Black Americans were a lot worse.

What was life like socially
for Black Americans in the
South?

There were no laws that discriminated against Black
Americans but their ghetto life led to the feeling of
discrimination

What was the economic
life like for Black
Americans in the South?

Many Black Americans were employed as sharecroppers
which meant they only got paid a share of the crop
instead of money.

What was the economic
life like for Black
Americans in the North?

Many were unemployed and faced great hardship.

History
26 – Immigration

25 – The KKK
Who were the Ku
Klux Klan?

What methods did
the KKK use?

Why did support
for the KKK
decline?

They were a white supremacy movement
that used violence to intimidate Black
Americans.

They used parades, beatings and lynchings.

David Stephenson, the Grand Dragon of
Indiana, was found guilty of raping and
murdering a woman. People turned
against the Klan after this.

What was the Open-Door
policy?

The US government encouraged immigration to populate
the continent. The US became a melting pot of different
races, cultures, religions and languages.

What were the pull factors
why people wanted to
emigrate to America?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Space – Lots of farmland and growing cities
Lots of natural resources
Land of the Free
Higher wages

What were the push factors
which made people want to
leave Europe and go
somewhere else?

1.
2.
3.
4.

European cities were overcrowded
Many European workers were unemployed
Much of Europe was class based
Many people in Europe faced persecution for political
or religious reasons

Where did most immigrants
arrive in America?

Ellis Island

Why did the US government
pass acts to limit
immigration?

1. Fear that immigrants from southern and eastern Europe
were bringing Communism
2. Many were poor, illiterate and blamed for drunkenness
3. People thought they were taking all the jobs
4. WWI meant that German immigrants were hated

What did the acts to limit
immigration say?

1. Literacy Test – Pass a series of tests to prove you could
read or write
2. Emergency Quota Act – Limit of 357,000 immigrants
per year
3. National Origins Act – Only 2% of the population of any
foreign group could arrive (based on population in
1890)
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Empire

A group of territories or peoples
under one ruler

Old French word
“sourse” (a rising,
beginning)

Someone or something that
supplies information

Latin word
“aquaeductus” (a
conveyance of water)

An artificial channel used to carry
water over a valley

Latin word
“musaicum” (mosaic
work, work of the
Muses)

A decoration on a surface made by
settling small pieces of glass, stone
or tile in different colours to make
patterns or pictures

Latin word
“inscriptionem” (to
write on something)

Words or a name written on a
surface

Latin word
“architectus” (master
builder, chief
workman)

The design of buildings

Architecture Inscription

Latin word
“imperium” (a rule,
authority, control,
power)

Source

Something that comes from the
past or a person of the past as a
memory

Aqueduct

Latin word “legatus”
(ambassador)

Mosaic

Legacy

Key vocabulary

1 – Roman Legacy
When were the Romans around?

753 BC – 476 AD

What did the Romans introduce that is still
used?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Public libraries
Roads
Public baths
Architecture and buildings
Calendar
Sanitation
Education
Arts
Latin language
Towns
Wine
Literature

2 – Archaeology of ancient Rome
When did the Roman civilisation begin?

Over 2 thousand years ago

How do we have information about how the
Romans lived?

From sources

What evidence do archaeologists use to
study the Romans?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Roman buildings
Objects
Pottery
Coins
Literature
Stone inscriptions
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3 – Roman empire

4 – Origins of Rome

What is the Roman empire?

The largest empire of the ancient
world

What are the two different versions of
how Rome originated?

1. Literary tradition
2. Archaeological evidence

How long did the Roman empire last
for?

Over 500 years

What were the first people who lived
in Italy called?

The Etruscans

What city was the central point of the
empire?

Rome in Italy

What is the river in Rome called?

Tiber river

When did the Roman empire begin?

27 BC

What was the main sea surrounding
the Roman empire?

The Mediterranean Sea

How many hills is Rome built on?

Seven hills

When was Rome founded?

753 BC

Who is Aeneas?

Aeneas is known as the founder of
Rome after he escaped from the
Trojan war and landed in Italy

What is ‘The Aeneid’?

The Aeneid was written by Virgil in the
last 1st century BC on the story of
Aeneas

Who are Romulus and Remus?

Two twins who were brought up by a
she-wolf and are known as the
legends of Rome

Who was the city of Rome named
after?

Rome is named after Romulus

Latin & Classical Civilisations
Republic
Government

Latin word
“gubernare” (to
direct, rule, guide)

Hereditary

Latin word
“hereditas”
(inheritance,
heirship)

Capable of being passed from
parent to offspring

Latin word “anno
domini” (in the year
of the lord)

Refers to years after the birth of
Jesus

English for ‘Before
Christ’

Refers to years before Jesus was
born

Latin word “senatus”
(council of elders)

A council with the power to
make laws

Election

Senate

BC

Latin word
“respublica” (a
commonwealth,
state, republic)

AD

Key vocabulary

Latin world ”electio”
(a choice, selection)

4 – Kingdom, Republic and Empire

A type of government that has
no king, queen or other monarch
to represent them or make the
laws

What does the word ‘government’ mean?

The group of people with the authority to
control or rule a country or state

What is a Kingdom?

Ruled by kings

A group of people that have the
power to rule in a territory (a
country, a state or province)

When was Ancient Rome a Kingdom?

753 BC to 509 BC

What is a Republic?

Ruled by people elected by citizens

When was Ancient Rome a Republic?

509 BC to 27 BC

What is an Empire?

Ruled by emperors

When was Ancient Rome a Empire?

27 BC to 476 AD

What is the Senate?

A collection of the rich nobles of Rome
which was the most important part of the
Roman government

What was the last king of Rome called?

Tarquin the Proud

Who were the most powerful men during
the Republic?

The two consuls

Who was the Republic overthrown by?

The Republic was overthrown by Julius
Caesar in 44 BC

Who was the first emperor of Rome?

Augustus in 31 BC

A way people can choose their
preferences in a representative
democracy or other form of
government

Latin & Classical Civilisations

Latin

Pronunciation Consonant Diphthong

Vowels

Language Numerals

Key vocabulary
Latin word
“numeralis” (of or
belonging to a
number)

A symbol or group of symbols
representing a number

Latin word “lingua”
(tongue, speech)

The words and expressions used
and understood by a large group
of people

Latin word “vocalis”
(vocal letter – from
voice)

A particular kind of speech sound
made by changing the shape of the
area in the mouth above the
tongue

Ancient Greek word
”diphthongos”
(having two sounds)

The double vowel sound that can
occur when there are two vowels
side by side

Latin word
“consonantem”
(sounding together,
agreeing)

A sound in a language made by
stopping or restricting the flow of
air through the mouth using the
tongue, teeth or lips

Latin word
”pronuntiationem”
(act of speaking,
delivery)

The act or way of saying a word or
words

Latin word “Latinus”
(belonging to Latium)

The language of the ancient
Romans

5 – Latin Language
What language did the Romans speak?

Latin

What is a macron in Latin?

An accent on top of a vowel to show that
the word needs to be pronounced longer
(e.g ā)

What is ‘hello’ in Latin?

salvē

What is ‘how are you’ in Latin?

quid agis?

What is ‘good’ in Latin?

bene

What is ‘thank you’ in Latin?

grātiās

What is ‘please’ in Latin?

perplaceo

What is ‘my name is’ in Latin?

mihi nomen est…

6 – Roman numerals
What is 1 in Roman numerals?

I

What is 5 in Roman numerals?

V

What is 10 in Roman numerals?

X

What is 50 in Roman numerals?

L

What is 100 in Roman numerals?

C

What is 500 in Roman numerals?

D

What is 1000 in Roman numerals?

M
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7 – Rome in 64 AD

8 – Rome and The Subura
Why did people come to Rome?

•
•
•
•

• Seneca – philosopher and
intellectual
• Burrus – a military commander

Was Rome a multicultural city?

People travelled from across the empire
with a wide variety of cultural and religious
practices

What was Nero popular with
much of the population?

He was a great supporter of the arts
and sporting events.

What does the lack of evidence about
women tell us?

Women were responsible for having and
raising children and domestic work.

Why was Nero called ‘cruel’ at
times?

His behaviour was erratic and he often
killed or exiled people.

What sort of jobs did women have?

They were textile-workings, doctors,
artisans and performers/dancers.

How do we know about Nero?

Most information comes from Roman
historians who have written about
him.

9 – Roman insula

What is the Subura?

A densely populated district near the
centre of Rome in 64 AD.

What did most of Rome’s population
live in?

A rented flat in a block of flats called an
‘insula’

How many people lived in the city
of Rome in 64 AD?

About one million people

What were landlords?

A landlord of an insula was responsible for
managing the property and collecting rent
from the other tenants.

What was the best accommodation in
an insula?

The ground and first floor were the best.

What was the ground floor of an insula
like?

Tenants owned a portable heater, and it
was divided into shops and workshops.

What kind of shops and workshops
were there in the Subura?

Bakers, barbers, cobblers and lots of places
selling food and drink.

Why did most people spend a lot time
outside?

Accommodation was cramped and
unsanitary.

Who was Nero?

Nero was the fifth emperor of ancient
Rome

Who was Nero’s mother?

Her name was Agrippina

Who was Nero’s advisers when
he was young?

To undertake a career in politics
Attracted by employment opportunities
Hope to receive the free grain dole
To be sold at the slave markets
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10 – Chapter 1 vocabulary

11 – The present tense

habitō

live

minimē

least, not at all

What is the present tense?

It describes an action that is currently
happening or happens regularly.

īnsulā

island, block of flats

cellā

room

What is a verb?

Words that show an action

ego sum

I am

mendāx

liar

What is a regular verb?

It follows a set of rules when conjugated

hōra

hour

servus

slave (male)

What is an irregular verb?

clāmōsa

noisy, loud

in viā

in the road

It does not follow the rules and changes
when conjugated

popīnā

bar, cafee

ambulo

walk

What are the endings for the
present tense singular verbs?

-o
-s
-t

prima

first

iuvenis

young person

labōrō

work, be in difficulty

senex

old person

pater

father

turba

crowd

negōtiātor

businessman, trader

meus/mea

my

frāter

brother

rīdeo

laugh, smile

amita

aunt

nox

night

dormio

sleep

bibo

drink

ubi

Where? when

fūr

thief

fīlia

daughter

quoque

also

legō

read, choose

pauper

vīnum

wine

soror

Regular verbs

Person

Latin

Meaning

1st singular

I

labōrō

I am working, I work

2nd singular

you

labōrās

You are working, you
work

3rd singular

He/she

labōrāt

She is working, he
works

Irregular verb: ‘to be’

Person

Latin

Meaning

1st sing.

I

sum

I am

poor

2nd sing.

you

es

You are

sister

3rd sing.

He/she

est

He/she is
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Latin word “evidens”
(obvious, apparent)

A sign which shows that something
exists or is true

Legion

Something that can be used for a
purpose

Resources

A group of soldiers that make up
the chief army unit

Latin word
“legionem” (body of
soldiers)
French word
“resourse” (a source,
a spring)

Hygiene

A person who looks on

Greek word
“hygieine” (living
well)

The practice of keeping clean to
stay healthy and prevent disease

Manumission

Latin word
“spectator’ (viewer,
watcher)

Latin word
“manumissionem”

The act of freeing slaves by their
owners

Format

Spectators Evidence

Key vocabulary

Latin word “forma”
(form, shape)

(freedom) - “manu” =
‘hand’ and “mittere” =
‘let go/release’

To organize or arrange in a certain
way

12 – All roads lead to Rome
What is the Via Flaminia?

One of the roads out of Rome to the north
(leading to France and Britain)

What is the Via Appia?

One of the roads out of Rome leading to
the south-east coast of Italy

What is the Via Aurelia?

One of the roads going towards the northwest coast and leading into France

13 – Forum Romanum
What is a ‘Forum’?

A rectangular open space in the centre of
a Roman town

What is the biggest forum you can still
see?

The Forum Romanum in Rome

What was the main purpose of the
forum?

It was the political, religious and
commercial centre of Rome and the
whole Empire

What buildings would you find at the
Forum Romanum?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temple of Concordia
Rostra
Curia
The Golden Milestone
Basilica Julia and Basilica Aemilia
Shrine of Vesta
Prison
Tabularium
Temple of Saturn
Temple of Caesar
Regia
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15 – Nominative & Accusative singular nouns

equus

horse

dominus/a

master, owner

dūco

lead, take

psittacus

parrot

vitupero

curse

cado

fall

teneo

hold, keep

cibus

food

canis

dog

et

and

voco

call

filius

son

sepulcrō

tomb

forum

marketplace

amīcus/a

friend

intro

enter

habeo

have

magnus

big, large, great

īnfāns

infants

me

me

arcus

arch

pecūnia

money

imperātor

emperor

sed

but

video

see

mercātor

merchant

laetus/laeta

happy

ancilla

slave (female)

specto

look at, watch

cum

with

quaerō

look for, ask

puella

girl

salūto

greet

vendeo

sell

What is a case?

Endings added to the stem of a noun or
an adjective

What is a noun?

It does not follow the rules and changes
when conjugated

What is the nominative case?

A noun which is the subject of the
sentence (carrying out the action)

What is the accusative case?

A noun which is the object of the
sentence (receiving the action)

What is a declension?

The changing of the form of the word to
explain a word’s function in the sentence.

What are the endings of Latin
singular nouns?

1st declension (feminine) – a
2nd declension (masculine) – us
3rd declension (neutral) – s (anything)

Nominative and Accusative singular nouns
Case

Accusative Nominative
singular
singular

14 – Chapter 2 vocabulary

What to
look for

-m

1st declension
(feminine)

2nd declension
(masculine)

3rd declension
(masc. or fem.)

īnsula

amīcus

canis

īnsulam

amīcum

canem
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16 – Roman traditions and festivals

17 – Chariot racing

Why were Roman festivals
important in ancient Rome?

They were a very important part of
Roman religious life

What was the Circus Maximus?

The most famous and largest ancient
Roman chariot racing stadium

What were state holidays?

They were celebrated by the Roman
people and received public funding

What was chariot racing?

What were the ‘dies festi’?

They were religious holidays (holy
days) which were celebrated
throughout the year.

A popular form of contest between small,
two-wheeled vehicles drawn by two, four,
or six-horse teams

Why was chariot racing popular?

It was a form of public entertainment and it
attracted huge crowds

What did the circus look like?

It was a large oval-shaped open-air stadium
(like a modern athletics track)

How many spectators could the Circus
Maximus hold?

Up to 200,000 spectators

What were the different areas of the
Circus Maximus called?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What were charioteers?

A chariot driver which was usually a slave
but could win fame or fortune

What did charioteers wear?

Tunics and a helmet in the colour of the
team they represent

What were the four main teams of
charioteers that competed regularly?

•
•
•
•

What did celebrations include?

• Processions
• Prayers
• Offerings to the gods

What were the ‘ludi’?

They were games and were free to
attend for all spectators

Why was there a variety of
festivals?

They were held in honour of a wide
range of gods and each had its own
rituals and traditions

Box for presiding magistrate
Pulvinar
Altar of Consus
Metae
Cavea
Carceres
Euripus
Shops

Green team (prasinus)
Blue team (caeruleus)
Red team (russeus)
White team (albus)
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18 – Chapter 3 vocabulary

19 – Nominative & Accusative plural nouns
What is a plural verb?

Describes an action that is more than one
– we, you all, they

carry

What is the ending of a regular
verb in the 3rd person plural?

- nt (e.g. labōrant – they are working,
they work)

audiō

hear, listen

What is the 3rd person plural for
the irregular verb ‘to be’?

sunt (they are)

hurry

subitō

suddenly

What is a plural noun?

Describes an object that is more than one

gladius

sword

adest

is here

What is the nominative singular?

If one person is doing something

(in)fēlix

(un)happy

sedeo

sit

What is the nominative plural?

multi

many

quadrīga

chariot

If more than one person is doing
something

multus

many, much

sponsio

bet

omnis

all, every

facio

do, make

per

through, along

quid?

what?

primus

first

mātrōna

lady

senator

senator

mē miserum

I am sad (masc.)

sunt

they are

prasinus

green

urbs

city, town

taberna

shop, inn

vinco

conquer, win

pulcher

beautiful

post

after

iterum

again

consumeo

eat

curro

run

porto

dico

say

festīno

Nominative and Accusative plural nouns
No.

Case

1st declension
(feminine)

2nd declension
(masculine)

3rd declension
(masc. or fem.)

Nom.

shouting, noise

īnsula

amīcus

canis

Acc.

clāmor

īnsulam

amīcum

canem

Nom.

husband

īnsulae

amīcī

canēs

Acc.

maritus

Singular

shout

Plural

clāmo

īnsulas

amīcōs

canēs
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21 – Roman temples

20 – Religion
What was Christianity for the
Romans?

It was a new religion which originated from
Judaea

Why did Christianity appeal to the
poor and the slaves in ancient
Rome?

It was said that whoever worshipped Jesus
Christ and led a good life would be
rewarded with a blessed afterlife

What type of religion was
Christianity?

Monotheistic (believe in one god)

What type of religion was the
state religion?

Polytheistic (believe in more than one god)

What is the ‘pax deorum’?

Peace with the gods

How did the Roman state religion
keep ‘peace with the gods’?

They worshipped the many gods that looked
after Rome with sacrifices, festivals, rituals
at temples and processions

Why did a lot of people attend
public ceremonies?

They believed that if they did not attend,
the deity would be offended and would
disrupt the pax deorum

What were the main gods the
Romans worshipped?

They corresponded to the Greek Olympian
gods (12 main gods)

Why was Vesta important to the
Romans?

As the goddess of the hearth, home and
domestic life, she was the centre of activity

How did the Romans worship
Vesta?

Vesta had a shrine in the Forum Romanum
with a fire which kept burning at all time

What was the Vestalia?

A festival in honour of Vesta every June

What were the Vestals?

Priestesses who looked after the fire

What were temples?

Temples were considered to be the
homes of the gods

What was inside each temple?

Each temple had a big statue of the
god and altars

What did people do for the gods?

All kinds of people would bring gifts to
their gods at their temples and pray to
them

What type of sacrifices did the
Romans make for the gods?

From small offerings such as food or
wine to slaughtering animals

When were public sacrifices held?

On days of significance in the calendar
or when the help of a god was needed

What is an omen?

A sign intimating the future

What are ‘augures’?

Roman officials in charge of observing
and interpreting omens
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23 – Neuter gender and the Present tense

22 – Chapter 4 vocabulary
ad

to, towards, at

ex

out of

adsum

be here, be present

lente

slowly

deus

god

saxum

stone, rock

laudo

praise

fenestra

window

In 2nd declension and 3rd declension
nominative and accusative cases

danger

gereo

wear

perterritus

terrified

sordida

dirty

quod

because

rotundum

round

rex

king

curo

care

Romanus

Roman

ignem

fire

sumus

we are

donum

gift

templum

temple

omnes

all

tollo

raise, lift up, hold up

asini

donkeys

venio

come, go

cave

beware

vos

you (plural)

amo

I love
priest

(masc.)

(neuter)

(masc.)

(neuter)

Nom.

periculum

(fem.)

īnsula

amīcus

vīcum

canis

caput

Acc.

clothing

3rd declension

īnsulam

amīcum

vīcum

canem

caput

Nom.

vestimenta

2nd declension

Case

īnsulae

amīcī

vīna

canēs

capita

Acc.

small

Singular

parvus

Plural

word

1st declension
No.

īnsulas

amīcōs

vīna

canēs

capita

Present tense
Regular verbs
No.

Singular

verbum

sacerdos

Where can you find the neuter
gender?

Plural

we, us

leave, depart

It refers to nouns whose gender is not
specified, such as ‘it’ or ‘its’

Nominative and Accusative neuter nouns

nos

discedo

What is the neuter gender?

Person

Irregular verb – to be

Latin

Meaning

Latin

Meaning

1st

I

labōrō

I am working,
I work

sum

I am

2nd

you (sg.)

labōras

You are working,
you work

es

You are

3rd

He/she

labōrat

She is working,
He works

est

He/she is

1st

we

labōramus

We are working,
we work

sumus

We are

2nd

You (pl.)

labōratis

You are working,
you all work

estis

You all are

3rd

they

labōrant

They are working,
they work

sunt

They are

Latin & Classical Civilisations
25 – Water supply

24 – Roman baths

Where did the water supply come
from?

From rivers, streams, springs, wells
and at times rainwater

What did the Romans construct to bring
water from the sources to the city?

Aqueducts

What did the water supply?

Public baths, fountains, toilets and
some private houses
From water tanks to smaller
aqueducts and pipes

Why did the Romans believe in
being healthy?

Being fit and healthy prevented illness

What did the Romans do to
improve their personal hygiene?

They had public baths for all citizens, and
it was very cheap

Why were all Romans encouraged
to bathe?

This would improve and regain their good
health

What is a bath called in Latin?

Thermae

How did water get distributed around
the city?

Why were baths popular?

They were a social centre where Romans
would meet with friends

26 – Sanitation

What did all baths have?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How did Romans keep baths hot?
Who used the baths?

Apodyterium (changing room)
Frigidarium (cold room)
Tepidarium (warm room)
Caldarium (hot room)
Palaestra (exercise ground)
Piscina (swimming pool)
Laconicum (sauna)

They developed the hypocaust (underfloor
heating system)
Men, women, the poor and slaves were
able to use the baths

Where did the majority of
population go to the toilet?

Either a pot or a bucket at home or a
public toilet

What were the public toilets?

Social spaces where people could chat
whilst going to the toilet

What did the Romans use instead
of toilet paper?

A sponge on a stick (a xylospongium)

How did waste get flushed away?

Excess water would flush waste through
the main sewer, Cloaca Maxima

How did the Romans ensure the
water was clean?

The water was filtered using settling tanks
and they examined taste, temperature,
smell and appearance

How did Romans use urine?

They would empty it into clay pots for
cleaning cloths, tanning leather, preparing
wool and cleaning teeth

Why was urine collected?

It contains ammonia and worked well as a
cleaning agent

Latin & Classical Civilisations
26 – Chapter 5 vocabulary

27 – Infinitive and Modal verbs

aqua

water

volo

want

cupio

want, desire

pugnare

fight

custodes

guards

febris

fever

debeo

owe, should, must

ludo

play

do

give

calidus

hot

effugio

escape

lacrimo

cry, weep

maneo

remain, stay

finis

end

neminem

no one (acc.)

aeger

sick, ill

nemo

nobody

quaero

ask

noctes

nights

plena

full

nolo

not want, refuse

salio

jump

possum

am able

aedificare

to build

peur

boy

domum

house

respondea

reply

latrina

taceo

be silent, be quiet

timeo
vendo

What is an infinitive verb?

It is the base form of a verb with the word
‘to’ in front of it.

What does ‘to conjugate a verb’
mean?

The change that takes place in a verb to
express tense, mood or person. Usually only
the ending changes.

What are modal verbs?

Verbs which are followed by an infinitive
verb

Infinitives of the four conjugations

1st conj.

2nd conj.

3rd conj.

4th conj.

-āre

-ēre

-ere

-īre

pugnāre

tacēre

ludere

audīre

Modal verbs - ‘be able’, ‘want’, ‘not want’
No.

Person

‘be able’

‘want’

‘not want’

I

possum

volo

nolo

2nd

you (sg.)

potes

vis

non vis

toilet

3rd

He/she

potest

vult

non vult

visito

visit

1st

we

possumus

volumus

nolumus

fear, be afraid

rusticus

rural

2nd

You (pl.)

potestis

vultis

non vultis

sell

vita

life

3rd

they

possunt

volunt

nolunt

Plural

Singular

1st

Latin & Classical Civilisations
28 - Slavery in the ancient world

29 – Freedom

What was a slave in the Roman
world?

The property of his or her enslaver which
could be bought or sold

What were slave revolts?

It is an uprising by enslaved people to
fight for their freedom

What did slaves have to do?

They could not choose what to do and had
to obey the orders of their master

What is the name of the most
famous revolt leader?

Spartacus

Where were enslaved people
from?

From all over Europe and North Africa –
they were not distinguished by skin colour
or race

What is a gladiator?

Men who fought to entertain an
audience

What does the Latin word ‘familia’
mean?

Household – all who live in the house

How did slaves put up resistance in
their daily lives?

• Working inefficiently
• Stealing
• Running away

How were people enslaved?

•
•
•
•
•

What would happen if slaves were
caught running away?

They risked harsh punishment

What is manumission?

To be able to earn or buy your
freedom if you were a slave

When were slaves often freed?

• After the death of their owner
• Able to save up money to use to
buy their freedom

What is a freed former slave
called?

Libertus (freedman) or liberta
(freedwoman)

What did Romans write on?

On papyrus which was a material made
from reeds grown in Egypt

What was the format of Roman
letters?

The same as modern letters:
• Date of writing
• A greeting
• A farewell

Prisoners of war
Pirates and kidnappers
Born a slave
Abandoned children
Choosing to be a slave

Where did people buy a slave
from?

The slave market in every town

What are the 2 different types of
slaves?

• Household slaves
• State slaves

What are the different types of
jobs slaves had to do?

•
•
•
•

On the farms
Educated slaves – skilled workers
Domestic slaves
In the mines
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31 – Numbers
What are cardinal
numbers?

Numbers used in
simple counting

30 – Chapter 6 vocabulary

(e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4…)

media

middle, middle of

cella

room

annuus

yearly, annual

sarcina

bag

capio

capture, catch

circumspecto

look around

liberi

children

dies

day

iratus

angry

tacite

quietly, silently

discedo

depart, leave

hodie

today

quo?

where…to?

iam

now, already

vir

man

nihil

nothing

inquit

says, said

frustra

in vain, success

What is an ordinal
number?

A number that tells
the position of
something in a list
(e.g. 1st, 2nd, 3rd…)

Numbers

Cardinal

Ordinal

1

unus, una,
unum

1st

primus, prima,
priumum

2

duo, duae,
duo

2nd

secundus, secunda,
secundum

exspecto

wait for

mater

mother

flumen

river

uxor

wife

rogo

ask, ask for

corpus

body

3

tres, tres,
tria

3rd

tertius, tertia,
tertium

procedere

to proceed

tristis

sad

dolor

pain

4

quattuor

4th

quartus, quarta,
quartum

latrare

to bark

sto

stand

epistula, littera

letter

5

quinque

5th

quintus, quinta,
quintum

obscura

dark

totus

whole

liber

book
6

sex

6th

columba

pigeon, dove

tuus

your, yours

scribo

write

sextus, sexta,
sextum

7

septem

7th

septimus, septima,
septimum

volare

to fly

ascendo

go up, climb

philosophia

philosophy

manere

to stay

tectum

the roof

historia

history

8

octo

8th

octavus, octava,
octavum

mures

rats

reficere

to repair

legatus

governor

9

novem

9th

nonus, nona,
nonum

ianuam

door

capere

to catch

sapiens

wise

10

decem

10th

decimus, decima,
decimum

celeriter

quickly

instrumentum

tool

fidelis

faithful
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32 – The Ablative case and Time constructions

33 – Prepositions

What is the ablative case?

It is often seen in prepositional phrases

What are prepositions?

They tell us where something is or when
something is happening

What are the ablative case
prepositions?

What are examples of
prepositions in English?

After, before, on, under, inside, outside

Nominative, Accusative and Ablative declensions
1st declension

Ablative prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

ā, ab

by, from

cum

with

dē

from, down from

ē, ex

from, out of

in

in, on

prō

in front of

3rd declension

(neuter)

(masc.)

(neuter)

Nom.

puella

amīcus

dōnum

canis

caput

Acc.

puellam

amīcum

dōnum

canem

capite

puellā

amīcō

dōnō

cane

capita

Nom.

(masc.)

puellae

amīcī

dōna

canēs

capita

Acc.

(fem.)

Ab.

Case

puelllās

amīcōs

dōna

canēs

capita

Ab.

Plural

Singular

No.

2nd declension

Little words which come in front of nouns
to form a phrase

puelllīs

amīcīs

dōnīs

canibus

capitibus

What does it mean when time is
given in the accusative case?

It tells us how long something lasts for

What does it mean when time is
given in the ablative case?

It tells us when something is happening

What are the accusative case
prepositions?

A noun which comes after a
preposition

Ablative prepositions
Preposition

Meaning

ad

to, towards

apud

at the house of, among

in

into, onto

per

through

post

after, behind

prope

near

Latin & Classical Civilisations
34 – Chapter 7 vocabulary

35 – Imperfect tense

appropinquo

approach, come near

hic

this

cur?

why?

adiuvare

to help

homo

human being

pontem

bridge

ingens

huge

fabulae

stories

miles

soldier

vicus

settlement

narro

narrate

Britanni

nauta

sailor

nunc

What is the imperfect tense?

The action is taking place in the past over a
long period of time (used to/ was doing)

Imperfect tense – regular verbs
No.

Person

Latin

Meaning

I

laborabam

I was working, I used to work

2nd

you (sg.)

laborabas

You were working, you used to
work

Britons

3rd

He/she

laborabat

He was working, she used to work

dux

leader

1st

we

laborabamus

We were working, we used to work

now

fructus

fruit

2nd

You (pl.)

laborabatis

You (pl.) were working, you (pl.)
used to work

olim

once, some time ago

menta

mint

3rd

they

laborabant

They were working, they used to
work

pars

part

malum

apple

pugno

I fight

cucumis

cucumber

res

thing, matter, event

antea

before

saepe

often

gusto

I taste

silva

wood

sporta

basket

tum

then

terra

ground

vehementer

violently, loudly

cuniculus

rabbit

conspicire

to see, behold

prunum

plum

Plural

Singular

1st

Imperfect tense – irregular verbs

Plural

Singular

No.

‘to be’

Person

‘to be able to’

1st

I

eram

I was

poteram

I was able

2nd

you
(sg.)

eras

You were

poteras

You were able

3rd

He/she

erat

He/she was

poterat

He/she was
able

1st

we

eramus

We were

poteramus

We were able

2nd

You
(pl.)

eratis

You (pl.) were

poteratis

You (pl.) were
able

3rd

they

erant

They were

poterant

They were
able
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36 – Romans invading
Why did the Romans invade other
lands?

37 - Londinium
• For military victories
• Personal wealth
• Property and resources

What were the territories of the
Roman empire called?

Provinces

What were the mineral resources
of the invaded territories

•
•
•
•

How did the Roman Empire
expand?

Mostly through trade

What did the native Britons live in?

They lived in round huts – wooden framed
walls filled in with earth and clay

Metals (gold, silver, iron, tin)
Crops
Animals
Timber

What is Londinium?

The Roman Latin name for London

Which emperor successfully invaded
Londinium?

Emperor Claudius in 43 AD

What was in the area before the
Romans arrived?

Pasture and farmland surrounded by
forests

What is the river called in
Londinium?

River Thames

What was Londinium originally
established as?

As a trading base which connected it to
other parts of Britannia

What people would be found in
Londinium?

• Local native Britons
• Roman soldiers
• Traders and craftsmen

Why were skilled metalworkers in
demand?

To make tools, weapons and other
metal objects

What would people in Londinium
make as part of their job?

•
•
•
•
•

What did the Romans introduce to
Britain?

New foods and new methods of cooking
and farming

What foods did the Romans
introduce to Britain?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Glass
Wool and clothes
Metalwork
Jewellery
Leather

Oysters
Olives and olive oil
Fish sauce
Spices
Dates
Wine
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38 – Chapter 8 vocabulary

39 – Perfect tense and Superlatives

ago, egi

I do, act, drive/ I did

abest

missing

What is the perfect tense?

A completed action in the past (-ed in English)

cado, cedici

I fall/ I fell

attonita

shocked

How can the perfect tense be
identified in a Latin sentence?

It is often indicated by –v- in the ending of the
verb, some other verbs change in other ways

capio, cepi

I take/ I took

invenire

to find

do, dedi

I give/ I gave

accidere

to happen

How can a verb be looked up
in the dictionary?

You are given three parts:
vocō,
vocāre,
vocāvī
(present), (infinitive), (perfect tense)

dico, dixi

I say/ I said

vico

village

conspexi

I noticed

desiste

stop

domus

home

totam

the whole story

eam, eum

her, him

rem

business

iaceo

lie

intellexi

I understood

incendo

burn, set on fire

minor

younger

mox

soon

ibi

there

porta

gate

gens

people, race

postquam

after, when

pax

peace

trans

across

inter

among, between

vinco, vici

I conquer, conquered

super

fortis

brave

oppidum

town

Perfect tense

Plural

Singular

No.

laboro – laborare - laboravi

Person

curro – currere - cucurri

1st

I

laboravi

I worked

cucurri

I ran

2nd

you
(sg.)

laboravisti

You worked

cucurristi

You ran

3rd

He/she

laboravit

He/she worked

cucurrit

He/she ran

1st

we

laboravimus

We worked

cucurrimus

We ran

2nd

You
(pl.)

laboravistis

You (pl.)
worked

cucurristis

You (pl.) ran

3rd

they

laboraverunt

They worked

cucurrerunt

They ran

What are superlatives?

Describes a noun that has more of some
quality than any other
(e.g. using very, most or –est)

-issimus

over

What do you add at the end of an
adjective to make a superlative?

dulcis

sweet

What are some examples of
superlatives?

deleo

destroy

quietus → quietissimus
(quiet → very quiet/ quietest)
fortis → fortissimus
(brave → very brave/ bravest)
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40 - Britannia

41 – The Celts

How did the Romans unify
Britain?

They built a lot of towns linked by a
network of roads

Why did the Romans divide
Britain into areas?

They were divided into areas (civitas) to
administer it more effectively

How did the Romans administer
each area (civita)?

Each civita had a capital town which was
the centre of the regional government

Where did the Romans build
their towns?

Towns were often on, or near, the sites of
Iron Age tribal centres or settlements

What was a legion?

The Roman army was divided into units

Where did British tribes live?

In remote hill forts in the mountains

What happened to the tribes
after the Roman invasion?

After initial resistance, they quickly
accepted Roman rule and adopted the
Roman lifestyle

What was a province?

A region which the Romans had conquered
and made part of their Empire

What was Camulodunum?

A town which was not invaded or conquered
by the Romans but a new settlement

Who was in charge as a
governor of the province?

A high-ranking member of the Roman
Senate

What is Camulodunum today?

The modern-day Colchester in Essex

Why was a large fortress built
in Camulodunum?

It housed the legion which was then
transformed into a town

What is a colonia?

A Roman settlement in conquered territory

Why did Camulodumum
become a colonia?

It became a settlement for veteran soldiers

What happened to the Britons
living in the area?

Some were forced off their land whilst others
found employment

What is the Iron Age?

The time period from approximately 500 BC to
43 AD in Britain as iron was the preferred
choice of metal for making tools

When did the Iron Age end?

When the Romans conquered Britain in 43 AD

Who were the Celts?

The people that lived in Britain during the Iron
Age

How did the Celts differ from
the Romans?

They lived in tribes with a king or queen, and
each tribe had its own land

Who were the Druids?

They belonged to the highest rank of society
and acted as judges, teachers and priests

42 – Camulodunum

Maths

108

Maths

Square Root

Square

Key vocabulary
French word
“esquarre”

Multiply by itself

Compound word
made from French
word “esquarre” and
old English “root”

The number you multiply by
itself to get another number.
The inverse (opposite) of
squaring. The symbol is √

Multiply a number by itself 3
times

How do you find square
of a number?

Square of 3 = 32 = 3 x 3 = 9

How do you find square
root of a number?

Square root of 25 = 25 = 5

How do you find cube of
a number?

Cube of 3 = 33 = 3 x 3 x 3 = 27

How do you find cube
root of a number?

Cube root of 125 =

Cube Root

Cube

Latin ”cubus” and
Greek ”kybos”

1 – Square and Cube Numbers

Latin “cubus” and old
English “root”

The number you multiply by
itself three times to get
another number.
The inverse (opposite) of
3
cubing. The symbol is

3

125 = 5

Maths
Key vocabulary

2 – LCM (Lowest Common Multiple)

Multiple

What is the LCM of 4 and 6?
Late Latin
“multiplus ”

The result of multiplying a
number by an integer (not by a
fraction)

For this question, you should list the
multiples of 4 and 6 and find the lowest
common number from both
4= 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24

Latin
“communis” and
Late Latin
“multiplus ”

LCM - the smallest of the
common multiples

French “facteur”
or Latin ”factor”

"Factors" are the numbers we
can multiply together to get
another number

Factor

LCM

6 = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30
12 is the lowest common multiple

3 – HCF (Highest Common Factor)
What is the HCF of 14 and 28?

List the factors of 14 and then 28 and
find the highest common factor from
both lists
14 = 1, 2, 7, 14

HCF

28 = 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 28
Middle English
word “heih”,
Latin
“communis” and
“factor”

HCF - The largest of the
common factors

14 is the highest common factor
Note: 1, 2 and 7 are also common
factors but they are not the highest.

Maths
Latin ”positivus”
and Old
French ”nombrer
”

A number with no sign.
Example: 5 is really +5

Latin ”negativus”
and Old
French
”nombrer”

A number with “minus” sign.
Example: -5

Latin ”addere”

Join something to something
else so as to increase the
size, number, or amount.

Subtract

Add

Negative
Numbers

Positive Numbers

Key vocabulary

Latin
”subtractus”

Take away

4 – Add Positive and Negative Numbers
How do you use number
line to add positive and
negative numbers?

Use number line for addition. When adding positive
numbers, count to the right.
When adding negative numbers, count to the left.

5 – Subtract Positive and Negative Numbers
How do you use number
line to subtract positive
and negative numbers?

When subtracting positive numbers, count to the left.
When subtracting negative numbers, count to
the right.

Maths
Latin ”positivus”
and Old
French ”nombrer”

Latin ”negativus”
and Old
French ”nombrer”

Divide

A number with no sign.
Example: 5 is really +5

6 – Multiply Positive and Negative Numbers
How do you multiply positive and
negative numbers?

Use repeated adding when multiplying
two integers. The symbol for
multiplication is “x”.
5 × 3 = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15
5 x -3 = -15
-5 x 3 = 15
-5x -3 = 15

A number with “minus”
sign.
Example: -5

7 – Divide Positive and Negative Numbers
Latin ”multiplicare”

Multiply by integers is
repeated addition.

Latin ”divider”

To split into equal parts or
groups.

Multiply

Negative
Numbers

Positive Numbers

Key vocabulary

How do you divide positive and
negative numbers?

12 ÷ 3 = 4
12 ÷ −3 = −4
-12 ÷ 3 = −4
-12 ÷ −3 = 4

Maths
Key vocabulary
Make a number simpler
but keep its value to close
to what it was.

Latin world
“platea” and
“valere”

The value of where a digit
is in the number.
Example: In 352, the 5 is
in the "tens" place, so its
place value is 10.

Place Value

Round

Old
French ”root”

8 – Rounding to Place Value
How do you round to a given
place value?

Identify the position of the last digit that you want
to keep – the ‘rounding digit’
If the digit to the right of the rounding digit is:
Less than 5, round down: rounding digit stays the
same
5 or more, round up: add 1 to the rounding digit
Example: Round to nearest ten:
a) 372 – 370
b) 375 – 380
c)
379 – 380

Maths
Key vocabulary
Make a number simpler
but keep its value to
close to what it was.

Latin
“significans”
and “figura”

The digits in a number
except zeros at the start
of the number.

Significant Figures

Round

Old
French ”root”

9 – Rounding to Significant Figures
How do you round to a given place
value?

Another way of rounding numbers is to
count only the first few digits
(maybe 1, 2 or 3 figures) that have a
value attached to them. This method of
rounding is called significant figures and
it’s often used with larger numbers, or
very small numbers.
Example: Round to two significant digits:
a) 378 – 380
b) 0.235 – 0.24
c)
0.00235 – 0.0024

Maths

Error Interval

Estimate

Key vocabulary
Latin ”aestimatus
”

Find an answer close to the
true answer but easier to
calculate.

Latin ”errorem”
and Latin
”intervallum”

The range of values that a
number could have been
taken before being rounded.

Bounds

French ”bondir”

Lower bound: a value that is
less than or equal to every
element of a set of data.
Upper bound: a value that is
greater than or equal to
every element of a set of
data.

10 – Estimate
You want to plant a row of
flowers. The row is 58.3cm
long. The plants should be 6cm
apart. How many do you need?

"58.3 is nearly 60, and 60 divided by 6 is 10,
so 10 plants should be enough."

11 – Error Interval
A number x has been rounded
to one decimal place. The
result is 4.8. What is the error
interval for x.

Error intervals are usually written as a range
using inequalities, with a lower bound and
an upper bound.
The number below is 4.7 and the number
above is 4.9. You need to look half way
between 4.7 and 4.8 for the lower bound
and half way between 4.8 and 4.9 for the
upper bound. The number must have been
between 4.75 and 4.85 to round to 4.8 to
one decimal place. 4.75 ≤ x < 4.85

Maths

Old
French ”solide”

3D (threedimensional) shapes are
solid shapes that have three
dimensions including length,
depth and width.

Latin ”facies”

One of the flat surfaces of a
3D shape

Face

3-D Shape

Key vocabulary

A corner

Old English ”ecg”

An edge is where two faces
meet.

Edge

Vertex

Latin ”vertex”

12 – 3-D Shapes
What is an example of a 3-D
shape?

Cube, Cuboid

How many faces does a
cube/cuboid have?

6

How many vertices does a
cube/cuboid have?

8

How many edges does a
cube/cuboid have?

12

Maths
Key vocabulary
The amount of space
inside a 3D shape.

Surface Area

Volume

Latin ”volume”

Latin
”superficies”
and
Latin ”area”

The sum of the areas
of each face of a 3D
shape.

13 – 3-D Shapes
What is the volume of a
cube where each length
is 5 cm?

Volume = 5 x 5 x 5 = 125 𝑐𝑚3

What is the volume of a
sphere with radius 5cm?

Volume = 𝜋 𝑟 3
4
= × × 53
=523.60 𝑐𝑚3 (2 d.p)

What is the surface area
of a cube where each
length is 6 cm?

S.A of one face= 5 x 5 = 25
Since, there are 6 faces:
Total S.A = 6 x 25 = 150 𝑐𝑚2

What is the surface area
of a sphere with radius
5cm?

S.A = 4𝜋𝑟 2
= 4× 𝜋
=314 16 𝑐𝑚2 (2 d.p)

Maths
Key vocabulary
A pattern that you can
cut and fold to make a
model of a 3D shape.

French ”plan”

The 2D view of a 3D
object from above.

Latin
”elevationem”

The 2D view of a 3D
object looking from
the front (front
elevation) or the side
(side elevation).

Elevation

Plan

Net

Old
English ”net”

14 – 3-D Shapes
Draw the net, plan, front elevation and side elevation of a
cuboid.

Net

Maths
Key vocabulary
When two or more
parts are identical
after a flip, slide or
turn.

Latin
”planum” and
Greek
”symmetria”

Where you could
slide the 3D object
into two identical
halves that are
mirror images of one
another

Plane Of Symmetry

Symmetry

Greek
”symmetria”

15 – 3-D Shapes
What is the plane of symmetry for a cuboid?

Maths

Exhaustive

Mutually
exclusive

Event or
Outcome

Probability

Key vocabulary
Latin
”probabilitatem”

How likely an event is
to occur

Latin
”eventus”

A possible result of
an experiment or trial

Latin “mutus”
and “exclusivius”
(shut out)

Events that cannot
happen at the same
time.

Latin “exhaust”
(drained out)

Events that cover all
possible outcomes.
The sum of the
probabilities is 1

16 – Probability
What are the values that probability can take?
Probability can have a value between 0 and 1. It can be a fraction, decimal or
percentage

What is an example of Mutually
Exclusive events?

Head and Tail are mutually exclusive

What is an example of Exhaustive
events?

A coin is tossed.
Event X = Head is thrown
Event Y = Tail is thrown
These are mutually exclusive events as
one of these will take place.

Maths

Expected
frequency

Relative
frequency

Frequency

Sample space

Key vocabulary
Latin
”exemplum”
and
Latin ”spatium”

All the possible
outcomes for one or
more events

Latin
”frequential”

The number of times
an event or value
occurs

Latin ”relativus”
and Latin
”frequential”

Events that cannot
happen at the same
time.

Latin
”expectare” and
Latin
”frequential”

Events that cover all
possible outcomes.
The sum of the
probabilities is 1

17 – Probability
Give an example of Sample Space.
Choosing a card from a deck
There are 52 cards in a deck (not including Jokers)
So the Sample Space is all 52 possible cards: {Ace of Hearts, 2 of Hearts, etc... }

Your team has won 9 games from a total of 12 games played.
What is the Relative Frequency of winning?
Relative Frequency = 9/12 = 75%

Maths

Frequency Tree

Key vocabulary
Latin
”frequentem”
and Old
English ”treo”

Shows the number
of people who
chose different
options for different
choices

18 – Probability
A running club has 160 members. 74 of the club
members are female. 58 of the female members are
over 18. 21 of the male club members are under 18.
How can you draw the frequency tree to show this
information?

Solution: Since 74 members are female, 160−74 =
86 members must be male.
58 female members are over 18, so 74−58 =
16 females are under 18.
21 male members are under 18, so 86−21 = 65 males
are over 18.

Maths

Venn Diagram

Key vocabulary
Named for
English logician
John Venn , who
explained them
in the book
"Symbolic Logic"
(1881)

A diagram that uses
circles to represent
sets. The space inside
the circle represents
everything in the set.

19 – Probability
What is a universal set?

Universal set is denoted by the
symbol ε (epsilon). The universal set contains
everything we are interested in at that
particular time. There’ll be circles inside the
box which we use to group the items within
the universal set. Items in the circles form
different subsets.
Set A is the numbers in the circle labelled Set
A.
Set A = {1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12}
Set B is the numbers in the circle labelled Set
B.
Set B = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13}
These are the subsets of the universal.

What is the intersection of sets
A and B?

The intersection is where we have items from
Set A and Set B, these can be found in the
section that overlaps. A∩B = {6, 7, 9, 12}.

What is the union of sets A and
B?

The union of a Venn diagram is the numbers
that are in either Set A or Set B.
A∪B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}

Maths
Key vocabulary
A letter that represents any
number. It can take on any
value

Latin
”coefficiens”

The number before the
variable (letter)

Latin “terminus”
(end, boundary,
limit)

The variable(s), coefficient
and symbol (+/-) before it

Expression

Term

Coefficient

Variable

Latin ”variabilis”

20 – Algebraic Manipulation
What are Like terms?

Like terms - Terms with the same
variable(s) (letters) with the same
powers.
7x, x, −2x
are all like terms because the variables
are all x
2x, 2x2 , 2xy
are all Unlike Terms because the
variables and/or their exponents are
different.

How can you simplify
expressions ?

You simplify expressions by collecting
like terms, i.e. by adding/subtracting the
coefficients.
Examples:

Latin
“exprimere”
(press out,
express)

A collection of terms
(variables, coefficients,
operator symbols) but no
equals (=) sign

7x + x = 8x
Example: 4x3 + 3x2 − 7 − x2 + 2
Combine like terms:
(4x3) + (3x2 − x2) + (2 − 7)
Then add like terms:
4x3 + 2x2 − 5

Maths
Key vocabulary
Multiply each term in the
bracket by what is
outside the bracket

Latin “factor”
(doer, maker,
performer)

Put into brackets. Look
for the highest common
factor (HCF) of all the
terms. It is the opposite
of expanding brackets

Factorise

Expand

Latin
”expandere”

21 – Algebraic Manipulation
How can you expand brackets?

3(x+2) = 3x + 6
-3(x-2) = -3x + 6
2x(x-5) = 2𝑥 2 − 10𝑥

How can you factorise brackets?

3x + 6 = 3(x+2)
-3x + 6 = -3(x-2)
2𝑥 2 − 10𝑥= 2x(x-5)

Maths
Key vocabulary

Base number

The small number on
the top-right; the
number of times a
value/term is
multiplied by itself

The big number on
the left. The
number/term that
will be multiplied by
itself

Laws of indices

Index

Latin ”index ”

Index laws are the
rules for simplifying
expressions involving
powers of the same
base number.

22 – Algebraic Manipulation
What are laws of indices?

The first law: multiplication - The two
terms should have the same base.
The second law: division - The two
terms should have the same base.

The third law: brackets.
Power of one
Power of zero.

Maths
Key vocabulary

Obtuse angle

Acute angle

Right angle

Angle

Latin ”angulus”

Old English ”riht”
and Latin ”angulus”

The amount of turn
from one straight
line to another
straight line
connected at a
point.
A 90-degree angle

Latin ”acutus” and
Latin ”angulus”

An angle which is less
than 90 degrees

Latin ”obtusus” and
Latin ”angulus”

An angle which is
less than 180
degrees but greater
than 90 degrees

23 – Angles
What is the unit of measurement of
angles?

The angles are measured in degrees.

How are angles measured?

The angles are measured using
protractor.

What is the sum of angles around a
point?

The angles around a point sum to 360
degrees.

What is the sum of angles on a
straight line?

The angles on a straight line sum to
180 degrees.

Maths
Key vocabulary

Exterior angles

Interior angle

Polygon

Latin
”polygonum”

A 2D shape with 3
or more straight
sides

Latin ”interior”
and
Latin ”angulus”

The angle inside
each vertex of the
polygon

Latin ”exterior”
and
Latin ”angulus”

The angle between
the side of the
shape and a line
extended from the
next side

24 – Angles
What is the sum of interior
angles of an n-sided polygon?

The sum of interior angles of a
n-sided polygon is 𝑛 − 2 ×
180°

What is the sum of interior and
exterior angles of a polygon?

The sum of interior and exterior
angle of a polygon is 180°.

Maths

Latin ”transform
ationem ”

Change – in this case
the size or position of
a shape

Image
Reflection

25 – Transformations
How can you reflect the shape
in the given mirror line?

1.

2.
3.

Latin “obiectum”

The original shape

Latin
“imaginem ”

The new transformed
shape

Latin
“reflexionem”

The shape is ‘flipped’
in a mirror line

Object

Transformation

Key vocabulary

Measure from the point to the
mirror line (must hit the mirror line
at a right angle)
Measure the same distance again on
the other side and place a dot.
Then connect the new dots up.

Maths

Angle of
rotation

Anti-clockwise

Clockwise

Rotation

Key vocabulary
Latin
”rotationem”

Turn around a point

Latin “clocca”
and German
word “weise”

in the direction of the
hands on a clock

Latin “clocca”
and German
word “weise”

The direction opposite to
hands of clock is
called anticlockwise

Latin “angulus”
and
“rotationem”

The angle with which
shape should be turned.

26 – Transformations
How can you perform rotation?

A shape can be rotated pointby-point by an angle, around
a center point.

Maths
Move the shape

Old French
"enlarger"

Change the size of
the shape. Multiply each
side by the scale factor.

Scale factor

Latin
”translationem”

The ratio
of corresponding
lengths in similar shapes,
i.e. how much larger
or smaller the shapes are.

Similar shapes

Enlargement

Translation

Key vocabulary

One shape is
an enlargement of
the other. Each side
has been multiplied by
the same scale factor.

26– Transformations
How can you perform
translation?

Every point of the shape is
moved:
• the same distance
• in the same direction

How can you perform
enlargement?

Change the size of the shape by
multiplying each side by the
scale factor.
Example: The triangle XYZ has
been enlarged by a scale factor
of 2.

Music
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Music

Polyrhythms

Syncopation

Ostinato

Key vocabulary
From Italian
"ostinato "obstinate,
persistent,"

A repeated melody or rhythm
that is played throughout a
piece of music

From Medieval
Latin syncopationem "
a shortening or
contraction

Off Beat

Use of two or more
rhythms
simultaneously

Many different rhythms being
played together

1 – Rhythm and Percussion
What does Ostinato mean?

A repeated melody or rhythm that is played
throughout a piece of music

What does syncopation mean?

Off beat

What does Polyrhythm mean?

Many different rhythms being played together

What does Melody mean?

The main tune of the piece of the music

Music

leitmotif

underscore

soundtrack

Key vocabulary
From sound + track

pre-existing music that has
been chosen to accompany a
scene.

From under + score

Music that has been composed
specifically for the film.

From
German Leitmotiv,
literally "leading
motive,"
from leiten "to lead"

2 – Film Music
What are the five reasons we use music in
Films?

Creates an appropriate mood.
Creates a sense of time.
Creates a sense of Place.
Depicts the characters. Creates and releases
tension.

What is a musical convention?

It is the way in which something is usually
done.

What is a musical convention?

When the director and composer discuss
each scene including genres, styles of music,
atmosphere and emotion.

What musical conventions are used in
Films?

Major chords for positive scenes.
Minor chords for negative scenes.
Screeching strings for horror.
Soaring strings for romance.
Fast tempo for action.
From slow to fast tempo for
suspense. Instruments used for a certain
historic period.

What is a soundtrack?

Pre-existing music that has been chosen to
accompany a scene.

What is an underscore?

Music that has been composed specifically
for the film.

What is a light motif?

Music which represents a character.

Music which represents a
character.

Music

Genre

Hook

Key vocabulary
Old English hoc "hook,
angle," perhaps
related to Old
English haca "bolt

The catchy part of the song
that gets stuck in the listeners
head

from
French genre "kind,
sort, style"

A specific style or catagories
that music or films fit into
e.g. Rock, pop, Reggae, Rap.

3 – What makes a good song
What structure do songs use

Verse, chorus

What is the difference between a verse and
a chorus?

Verses tell the story of the song
Choruses tell the main message, what they
want the audience to remember.

What is a hook?

The catchy part of the song that gets stuck in
the listeners head

How many chords are used in popular
music?

4 chord I, Iv and V or the Priamry Chords

What is a genre of music?

Music that iif from a specific style of music
e.g. pop, rock, R and B Reggae

Music

How the music is played
e.g. Smoothly, detached

Articulation

How fast or slow a piece of music
is

Articulation comes from the Latin word
for "jointed" or "divided into joints."

Duration

The word tempo came into English by
way of Italian, tracing all the way back
to the Latin word tempus, meaning
time.

The noun duration has come to mean
the length of time one thing takes to be
completed.

How long or short the music is

Texture

How Loud or Quiet a piece
of music is.

from Latin textura "web, texture,
structure," from stem of texere "to
weave"

How many sounds there are in
the music
Thick or thin

Pitch

Dynamics has its origins in the Greek
word dynamis, "force, power.

Middle English pichen, from Old
English pician, from the source of pitch

How high or low the music is

Timbre Structure

Tempo

Dynamics

Key vocabulary

Structure is from the Latin
word structura which means "a fitting
together, building."

How the piece of music is laid out

Timbre comes from the Greek word that
means drum,

The different instrumental
sounds

4– Musical Roots
What are the elements of
music?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Articulation
Tempo
Dynamics
Duration
Texture
Pitch
Silence
Structure
Timbre

What do the elements of music
do?

They are the building bricks of all music
without them music would not exist.

Music
5 – Treble clef and Keyboard skills
What is the Treble clef
(Draw a treble clef)
What is another name for the
treble clef?

Clef that we tells use what the notes are
on the stave.
G Clef

What are the set of five lines
called that we write music on?

Stave

What is the order of notes on
the keyboard?

6 – Note names and Beats/ Values
What is the name for a note that lasts
4 beats?
What is the name for a note that lasts
2 beats?
What is the name for a note that lasts
1 beat?
What is the name for a note that lasts
½ beat?
What is the name for a note that lasts
¼ beat?
What are the different notes and rests
used in music?

What are the two rhymes to
Rember the notes of the
treble clef Lines and Spaces

Lines – Every Good Boy Deveres Fun

Which words are commonly
used to remember the 7
letters of the musical
alphabet

Chicken – Dog - Egg (CDE) Front –
Granny – Auntie – Back (FGAB)

Describe where your hands sit
on the keyboard in order to
play?

Right hand like a spider with your thumb
sitting on C, your fingers then sit on one
note each.
Thumb on C , Index finger on D, Middle
finger on E

Spaces – FACE in the space

1.

Semibreve

2.

Minim

3.

Crotchet

4.

Quaver

5.

Semiquaver

Music

Canon

Key vocabulary
Old
English canon "rul
e, law, or decree
of the Church,"

A canon is a contrapuntal
compositional technique that
employs a melody with one or more
imitations of the melody played
after a given duration. The initial
melody is called the leader, while
the imitative melody, which is
played in a different voice, is called
the follower

7– Musical roots
What is the Bass clef
(Draw a bass clef)
What is another name for the treble clef?

Clef that we tells use what the notes are on
the stave.
F Clef

What are the rhymes to remember the notes
of the lines and spaces

Lines – Green Boggies Deserve Flicking way

Ground bass

Spaces – All Cows Eat Grass

from Late
Latin bassus
"short, low"

A short repeated melodic line
(ostinato) using low pitched notes

What is a ground Bass?

A short repeated melodic line (ostinato)
using low pitched notes

What is a Canon?

The same melody is played by two or more
parts, each coming in separately and at
regular intervals. The parts overlap.

Which instruments normally play the ground
bass in the canon?

Bass Guitar, Cello, Piano

What is a broken chord?

Notes of a chord played one after the other.

What is it called when you have a Treble and
Bass clef combined onto one stave?

The Grand Stave

What do we call the note C that connects the
Treble and Bass clefs on the Grand Staff

Middle C

Music
Loud or Strong

What are dynamics used for?

Use to change how loud or quite the music
is.

"half, moderate,"
Italian mezzo, literally
"middle," from
Latin medius

Medium

What are the different dynamic markings
and meanings?

Soft or Quiet

Piano

piano comes from the
original Italian name
for the
instrument: piano e
forte, "soft and loud."

Fortissimo
Forte
Mezzo Forte
Mezzo Piano
Piano
Pianissimo
Crescendo
Diminuendo or decrescendo

from
Italian crescendo "incr
easing," from
Latin crescendo,
ablative of gerund
of crescere "to
increase, grow"

Gradually getting louder

from
Italian diminuendo "les
sening, diminishing,"
present participle
of diminuire, from
Latin deminuere

Gradually getting quieter

Mezzo

Forte

The word forte actually
comes from the
similar-sounding Latin
word fortis, which
means "strong."

Crescendo

8– Dynamic markings

Diminuendo

Key vocabulary

Music
Andante

from Italian andante,
suggesting "walking,"
present participle
of andare "to go,"

Walking speed

What Does Tempo mean and how does it
effect music?

1. How fast or slow a piece of music is.
2. Tells you haw fast to play a piece of
music.

Very fast

What are the different tempo markings?

Presto

from
Italian presto "quick,
quickly" in conjuror's
patter, from
Latin praestus "ready,"
praesto

Presto – Very Fast
Andante – Walking Speed
Largo - slow
Vivace – Liverly

To lay smoothly

Largo

in music, "smoothly,
without intervals,"
1811, from
Italian legato, literally
"bound," past participle
of legare, from
Latin ligare "tie"
from
Italian pizzicato "plucke
d," past participle
of pizzicare "to pluck
(strings), pinch,"
from pizzare "to prick,
to sting,

To pluck the strings and play
detached

Pizzicato

9 – Tempo

rom Old
French tenir "to hold,"
from Vulgar
Latin *tenire, from
Latin tenere "to hold

To broaden out a note

Tenuto

Key vocabulary

10 – Articulation markings
Name the different articulation markings?

Largo - play smoothly
Pizzicato – plucking the stings and making it
sound detached
Tenuto – broadens out a note
Dot - adds half the value of the note to its
self

Why are articulations important in music?

It can be used to change the character of
the music

Music
11– Music Symbols

11– Music Symbols (cont.)

What are the different ornament
symbols used in Music?

How do you write the symbols for:
Sharps
Flats
Naturals

What are the different dynamic
marking symbols used in music?

What is the symbol for a pause mark or
Fermata?

What are the different time
signatures used in music?

What is the symbol for a repeat?

What is the symbol for a metronome
mark?
How are triplets written out in
music?

How are dotted rhythms written
out?

What is the symbol for using a pedal in
music?

Music
12 – Blues
Why did slaves sing songs?

What instruments did slaves use to
make music?

12 – Blues (cont.)
To tell their unhappiness
Make them feel better
Singing to their children
Passing down traditions or songs Help to
communicate with each other
Drums
Shakers / tambourines
Scrapers Stringed instruments – guitar
and fiddle (violin)

In what centuries did Blues
develop?

17th and 18th Centuries

How many bars are there in a 12
bar blues?

12 bars

How many chords make up the 12
bar blues ?

3 C major, F major and G Major

Who were the first Blue singers?

African slaves

How are Blues lyrics made up?

Only made up of 3 lines
Structure AAB The 1st line is repeated,
and the 3rd line is different.

What notes go into the Blues
scale?

C, D# F, F#, G, A# C 7 notes

What are 3 Famous Blues
Musicians?

Bessie Smith
Muddy Waters
John Lee Hooker
Eric Clapton
Robert Johnson

What were some of the
differences between Rural
and City Blues?

Country Blues – developed in the rural areas of
Mississippi Delta and Texas.
City Blues – was a more sophisticated sound often
backed by a piano or a complete band.

What is Ragtime Music?

Style of jazz that grew up in the late 1800’s by black
people in the Mississippi Valley of North America.

Ragtime music was mainly written for the piano and
became extremely popular across the USA.
Piano music, ragtime songs and ragtime dance bands
became the popular music of the time.
What are the features of
Ragtime music?

1. Chord VAMP in the left-hand/.
2. The structure made up of short contrasting
sections .
3. QUESTION AND ANSWER
4. CHROMATIC scale.
5. SYNCOPATED rhythms.
6. In 2/4 METRE

Music
Tone and semitone

from Old
French ton "musical
sound, speech, words"
(13c.) and directly from
Latin tonus "a sound,
tone, accent," literally
"stretching"

Tone = A whole step

What does a sharp do to a note?

A half a step between two notes. e.g. C –
C#

Semitone = half step

What does a flat do to a note?

Is flattens the note by a semitone. e.g E- E
flat

What does a Natural do to a note?

It returns a note to its natural state
e.g. E flat – E or F# - F

Sharp

Old
English scearp "having
a cutting edge; pointed;

Riases a note by a semitone

What does a chord look like?

3 notes stacked one on top of the other

from flat (adj.). Flatout (adv.) "openly,
directly" noun meaning
"total failure"

Lowers a note by a semitone

Flat

13 – Tone, Semitone and Accidentals

Natural

Key vocabulary

In Middle English, the
word as a noun meant
"natural capacity,
physical ability or
power"

Returns notes to their natural
state

Music

Ambiguity

Minimalism

Key vocabulary
English word Minimalised; minimalis
ing.

Latin ambiguitatem
"double meaning,
equivocalness, double
sense," noun of state
from ambiguus "havin
g double meaning,
doubtful"

Music made up of minimal
ideas or cells of music.

14 – 20th Century music
What is minimalistic music?

Repetitive number of small musical ideas,
melodies, harmonies and rhythms

What are the six features of minimalist
music?

Rhythm plays an important part.
Polyrhythm
Layering
Looping
Pieces are long and hypnotic Harmony
changes slowly

What are broken chords?

Where notes of the chord are played singly
rather than together.

What does Resultant melody mean?

A melody emerges as the same notes occur
at the same time in the phase, giving them
emphasis

What is tonal ambiguity?

The key of the piece is not clear or different
harmonization's are possible

What is rhythmic transformation?

Where a rhythm gradually changes shape.

The quality of being open to
more than one interpretation;
inexactness.

Physical Education
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Physical Education

Hydration

Components of
fitness

Key vocabulary
Latin
"abilitas" (forming
nouns from adjectives
ending in -abilis )

Greek "hydr" (stem of
hydor "water)

Elements of sport specific fitness.
• Heath-related
• Skill-related

Keeping the body fueled
with liquid.

1 – Fitness
What are the 5 health-related components
of fitness?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cardiovascular endurance
Muscular endurance
Strength
Flexibility
Body Composition

What are the 6 skill-related components of
fitness?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Agility
Balance
Coordinaion
Power
Speed
Reaction time

Physical Education
Gamesmanshi Sportsmanship
p

Middle
English "consolation" (solac
e; a source of comfort.)

Sportsmanship mean
s
playing fairly

Proto-West Germanic
"gaman" (amusement,
pleasure, game", literally
"participation, communion,
people together”)

Bending the
rules/laws of a sport
without breaking
them.

Deviance

Key vocabulary

Latin "divisare"
(frequentative)

Behaviour which goes
against the moral
values of a sport.

2 - Sporting behaviour
How can we display
sportsmanship in team
games?

•
•
•
•

What are the consequences
of deviance in sports?

• You could lose your contract with your team
• You could receive or inflict an injury
• You could damage your reputation as a sportsperson

Playing by the rules
Respecting our team players
Cheering and supporting the opposing team
Being gracious in defeat or victory

Physical Education
Heart Rate

Old English "hiertan" (give
heart to, from heart)

The number of times the
heart beats per minute
(bpm)

Cardiac
Muscle

Latin "cardiacus" from
(relating to the heart)

The muscles of the heart
that pump blood around
the body

Muscle
Groups

Latin "mūsculus" (‘a muscle’,
literally ‘little mouse’)

The areas of muscles in
different parts of our
body

Antagonistic Musculo-skeletal Contraction
pair
system

Key vocabulary

Latin "contractionem"
(nominative
contractio) (drawing
together, an abridging,
shortening)

When tension is activated
within our muscles

Latin "systema" (involving or
pertaining to muscles)

The combined body
system of muscles and
bones

Old English "antagonist"
(acting in opposition)

A pair of muscles that
work together to contract
and release e.g bicep and
tricep

3 - Muscle types
How does the
Cardiac muscle
work?

The heart relaxes and contracts continuously throughout our lives.

What are the
three main types
of muscle within
the body?

1. Voluntary muscle: involved in skeletal movement.
2. Involuntary muscle: involved in digestion and vascular shunting
3. Cardiac muscle: in our hearts used to pump blood around the body

The cardiac muscle provides the pumping action that pumps blood
around our bodies.

Physical Education
Tactical Situational
Play
Fitness

Training at different intensities to
meet the demands of an activity

Greek "taktike techne" (art
of arrangement)

Developing and improving
strategies and tactics to gain
advantage

Latin "formationem" (a
forming, shaping)

The positions a team would create
during a team sport / activity

Latin "positionem"

Attacking
Defensive
Centre
Shooting

Positions

Latin "situs" (a place,
position)

Formations

Key vocabulary

4 – Sport and Development
How can we prevent injury?

• Follow all rules and apply them fairly
• Use protective equipment and clothing
•Ensure that all protection is in good working
condition

Why are tactics important to
develop in team games?

Strategies and tactics are important to
maximise our chances of winning

What are the player positions in
a netball game?

Shooting players: Goal Attack and Goal Shooter
Defending players: Wing Defence and Goal
defence Middle court players: Wing Attack and
Centre

What are some key skills in
netball?

Three types of passes we use in netball:
• Chest Pass
• Bounce pass
• Shoulder pass
You can only shoot if you're wearing the GA or
GS bib

How can analyzing
performance help our game?

Analysis can help us
set targets to improve performance.

Physical Education
There are 4 main types of joints:
1. Pivot joints
2. Hinge joints
3. Ball & socket joints
4. Condyloid joints
•
•

Movement
types

Latin "iungere" (to join
together)

Latin
"movimentum" (from to
move, set in motion)

Extension Flexion

Joints

Key vocabulary

Latin "flexionem" (a
bending, swaying; bend,
turn, curve)

Bending a joint. It happens when the
angle of a joint decreases, like biringing a
bicep curl up.

Latin
"extensionem/extention
em" (a stretching out,
extension)

Straightening a joint. It happens when the
angle of a joint increases, like taking a
bicep curl down.

5 - Joint Types
What is flexion?

It is bending a joint towards the body

How does the Cardiac
muscle work?

The heart relaxes and contracts continuously
throughout our lives.
The cardiac muscle provides the pumping action that
pumps blood around our bodies.

Directions of movement at joints.
The range of movement are
different in each joint.
What are the three main
types of muscle within the
body?

1. Voluntary muscle: involved in skeletal movement
2. Involuntary muscle: involved in digestion and
vascular shunting
3. Cardiac muscle: in our hearts used to pump blood
around the body

What is a pivot joint?

A joint at the top of the neck. It allows our head to move
around.

What is a hinge joint?

A joint found in our elbow knee and ankle. It allows
our lower legs, arms and ankle to move back and forth.
The movement is like a door opening and closing.

What is a ball and socket
joint?

A joint found at the hip and shoulder. It allows rotation
of movements.

What is a condyloid joint?

A joint found in your wrist that allows movement in two
axes. You can bend it, straighten it, move it from side to
side, and rotate it.

Physical Education

Vertical axis

Saggital axis

Frontal axis

Transverse
plane

Frontal
plane

Saggital
plane

Key vocabulary
Latin "sagittalis"
"flat surface"

A vertical plane that divides the
body into left and right sides

Modern Latin "frontalis"
(flat surface)

Passes from side to side and
divides the body into the front and
back.

Latin "transversus" (turned
or directed across)

Passes through the middle of the
body and divides the body
horizontally in an upper and lower
half.

Modern Latin "frontalis,
(from front)

This line runs from left to right
through the centre of the body.

Latin "axis, axle, pivot" (axis
of the earth or sky)
Latin "sagittalis" (shaped
like or resembling an arrow)

This line runs from front to back
through the centre of the body.

Latin "axis, axle, pivot"
(axis of the earth or sky)
Latin "verticalis" (overhead)
Latin "axis, axle, pivot"
(axis of the earth or sky)

This line runs from top to bottom
through the centre of the body.

6– Planes and axes of movement

Physical Education
Levers

Latin "capistrum" (halter)

Levers are formed of bones, joints
and muscles.

Fulcrum

Latin "fulcrum" (bedpost,
foot of a
couch) from fulcire "to
prop up, support"

A fixed pivot point

Effort

Latin ex "out" Latin fortis
"strong"

The source of energy that will do the
work

Old English "lād" (course,
journey; way, street,
waterway; leading,
carrying; maintenance,
support)

The weight / resistance to be moved

Load

Key vocabulary

8 – Movement analysis
What is a 1st
class lever?

First class lever – the fulcrum is in the middle of the effort and the
load.

What is a 2nd
class lever?

Second class lever – the load is in the middle between the fulcrum
and the effort.

What is a 3rd
class lever?

Third class lever – the effort is in the middle between the fulcrum
and the load.

7 – Levers
What is a
lever made
of?

• a rigid structure (bone)
• a force acting upon it (muscle) to produce a turning
movement (angular motion)
• a fulcrum which is a fixed point (joint)
• a load or resistance that is placed on the rigid structure
(weight of body part being moved and anything that it is
carrying)

Physical Education
9 – Goal setting to setting to improve performance
What are the benefits in setting
goals?

Creates motivation to improve our sporting performance

What targets can I set to improve my
sporting performace?

You need to set SMART targets. Plan a training schedule that reflects the following:
S = Specifc
M = Measurable
A = Achievable
R = Realistic
T = Timed

What tests can I do to measure my
current level of fitness?

• Identify the component of fitness that you want to develop.
• Use the standard test for the component of fitness to record results.
• Repeat the test once further training has been completed.

How do personal best scores help
athletes to set goals?

Improving their personal best each time they perform gives athletes something specific and measurable to work towards.

How can peer coaching and
assessment develop my performance?

• Feedback from peers can help us identify improvements that we may not see
• Working in a group can aid motivation
• Planning strategies and tactics as a team will give an advantage over opponents

Physical Education
Proteins

Tissue growth – known as the body's
building blocks.

Greek "hydor" (water)

Source of energy. Divided into:
• simple carbohydrates – sugars
• complex carbohydrates – starches.

Latin "pinguis" (fat)

Source of energy. Four types:
1. monounsaturated
2. polyunsaturated (omega 3 and 6)
3. saturated
4. trans fats

Medieval Latin "mineralis"
(mined)

Essential for many processes, eg bone
growth/strength, nervous system, red
blood cells, immune system.

Minerals

Fats

Latin "the first quality,"
(from prōtos )

Carbohydrates

Key vocabulary

Vitamins

*Need small amounts only
Latin "vita" (life)

Essential for many processes, eg bone
growth, metabolic rate, immune
system, vision, nervous system.

Hydration

Old English "hydration" (to
restore moisture)

Keeping yourbody fueld with liquid to
maintain optimum energy levels

Dehydration

*Need small amounts only.

Old English
"dehydration" (removal of
water.)

Not having enough fluids in your body
to keep energised and support good
performance levels.

10 – Nutrition
What is the energy
balance equation?

It is the relationship between energy consumed and the
energy expanded. These are both measured in calories

Why is it unhealthy to
regularly burn more
calories than are eaten?

This would cause significant weight loss. A healthy weight
means being neither too overweight nor too underweight.

How much of our bodies
are water?

Around 60% of your body is water and it plays a vital role
in every bodily function.

What role do water and
fluids play in our physical
health?

The body needs to be hydrated to stay healthy. Failing to
replace lost fluids can result in dehydration.
Dehydration is a more serious condition than lack of food.

Why is it important to
drink during exercise?

You can lose a lot of fluid when you exercise – as much as a
litre or two an hour – mainly through sweating and
breathing.

Physical Education
11 – Hydration and exercise
Why do we need to drink
more when we exercise?

Water helps fuel our muscles, so drinking before, during and after exercise will boost
energy levels, and may help to prevent cramp.
Also, as a result of the loss of fluid through sweat, our body's need more water
toreplenish it.

What will happen if we
don't drink enough water
during sport?

We will start to feel tired and may experience headaches. We won't be able to exercise to
a good standard. If playing a team game we might make poor decisions that effect our
performance.

Why is it important to
keep hydrated before
exercise?

Making sure you’re well hydrated before you exercise is important, especially in hot
conditions.
If you’re dehydrated before you start exercising:
•
•

your core temperature will rise faster
your heart will have to work harder than usual

This will affect your performance and can even lead to heat stroke. Drinking enough will
help you get the most out of your exercise session and feel good while you’re doing it.
When is the best time to
drink water?

One way to know when to drink is to respond to what your body tells you. If you feel
thirsty, you really need to drink as your body is already showing signs that it needs to take
on more fluid

What is the best amount
to drink?

Drinking little and often rather than a lot less often will give you the best chance of hitting
your exercise targets.

How much water should
women drink?

Women should drink around 1.6 litres (approximately 8 glasses) of fluid

How much water should
men drink?

Men should drink around 2 litres (approximately 10 glasses) of fluid per day

Religious Studies
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Samsara

Dukka

Key vocabulary
Sanskrit meaning
anything that is 'uneasy',
'uncomfortable'.

Sanskrit "saṃsāra".

Moksha

Nibbana

Stupa

Sanskrit "stūpa".

Pain.

The cycle of birth, sickness,
old age, death and rebirth.

Is a mound-like or
hemispherical structure
containing relics that is used
as a place of meditation.

Sanskrti for meaning of
the term is 'blowing
out"' or 'quenching'.

Also known as Nirvana
means where Buddhists
go once they have achieved
enlightenment.

Sanskrit "mokṣa".

Enlightenment and freedom
from samsara.

1 – Buddha's early life
Who was Buddha?

Born a Prince, eventually left his palace to
become a religious leader and teach people
how to live a good, ethical life.

2. Why did Buddha not leave the Palace until
the age of 39?

The King (Buddha's father) wanted to
protect Buddha from seeing any sort of
suffering.

3. Why did Prince Siddhartha leave the
palace (forever)?

To find how to overcome suffering and find
greater meaning in life.

2 – Buddha's teachings
What are the ‘four sights’?

An old man, a sick man, a dead man, a holy
man.

What are the three marks of existence and
what do they mean?

Anicca -Everything (situation) is
impermeant and changing.
Anatta -the soul is impermanent, and
people are constantly changing.
Dukkha -impermanence leads to suffering
and suffering exists.

What is the eightfold path?

Eight actions Buddhists should do to live in
the ‘middle way’ and reach enlightenment.
For example, Right action.

Religious Studies
2 – Buddha's teachings (cont.)
What are the four Nobel truths and what do
they mean?

1st Nobel truth -Dukkha -suffering exists.
2nd Nobel truth -suffering is caused by greed
and selfishness.
3rd Nobel truth -Greed and selfishness can be
stopped.
4th Nobel truth -following the eightfold path is
the way to stop suffering.

What are three ways to achieve enlightenment?

Meditation, following the middle way and
following the eightfold path.

What is the ‘middle way’?

Living a life that is not too extreme or not too
deprived of pleasures.

3 – Buddhist festivals and worship
What are different ways a
Buddhist can worship?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to the temple (Vihara)
Meditate
Light incense sticks
Recite the mantra
Offer fruit.

What two festivals do Buddhists
celebrate?

1. Wesak
2. Parinirvana day

What are important Buddhist
places for pilgrimage?

Lumbini, Bodh Gaya, Sarnath, and Kushinagar

Religious Studies
The main means of mass
communication.

Prejudice Stereotype

French "stéréotyp"
(adjective).

Mistaken idea/judging
someone based
on biased information.

Latin "praejudicium",
from prae ‘in advance’
+ judicium ‘judgement’.

Pre-judged view of a group of
people based on their race,
religion and culture.

English 'Islam'; Greek
"phobos” (fear of).

Is the fear of, hatred of, or
prejudice against the religion of
Islam or Muslims.

Censorship

Anti-semitism

Media

Latin "tunica media"
‘middle sheath (or
layer)’.

Islamophobia

Key vocabulary

Greek “anti” (against);
Greek "Sēm” (son of
Noah in the Bible) and
English 'ism' (distinctive
practice).

Latin, from "censere".

4– Religion in the Media
What are the three main types of media?

1. Print media (magazines/newspapers)
2. Broadcast media (TV/Films)
3. Internet (world wide web).

What is a stereotype?

A stereotype is a mistaken idea or beliefs
about a group of people based upon how
they look/behave. Stereotyping people is
a type of prejudice.

What is prejudice?

Unfairly judging someone before the
facts are known.

5 – Islam in the Media
How is Islamophobia portrayed in
the media?

-Associating Islam with violence.
-The news focusing on Jihad
and misinterpreting the true meaning of
Jihad.

What is a fundamentalist?

A person who believes in the strict, literal
interpretation of scripture in a religion.

What are two causes of islamophobia?

1. Media associating terrorism with Islam.
2. Miseducated ideas about Islamic beliefs
on jihad.

What is propaganda?

Biased information used to promote a
political cause or point of view.

Hostility to or prejudice against
Jewish people.

Is the suppression of speech,
public communication, or other
information.

Religious Studies
6 - Anti-semitism in the media
What is anti-semitism?

Hostility or prejudice against Jews.

What are some examples of anti-semitism in
the past?

1. Persecuting Jews in the holocaust
2. Using symbols and images that
stereotype Jewish people.
3. Refusing to acknowledge the Nazi's
caused the Jewish genocide.

What are causes of anti-semitism?

- crucifixion of Jesus
- Zionism
- Israel-Palestine conflict and
misrepresentation of the Jewish community.

7 – Propaganda and censorship
What is propaganda?

Biased information used to promote a
political cause or point of view.

How does the media (film) make light of
religion? (offend religion)

-Takes away the seriousness of God
-Portrays God as a human
-Mocks the purpose of worship and prayer.

Religious Studies
Key vocabulary

From Sanskrit "tri" ('three') +
"murti" ('form,
embodiment of an
idea, person or
deity').

One understanding of the
qualities of God – broken down
into three forms –
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.

Greek "asketikos"
'rigorously selfdisciplined, laborious'.

A person who lives a rigidly
austere life; their focus is
usually a spiritual path.

Sanskrit "union".

Spiritual pathways to
achieve moksha; there are
four: knowledge, action,
devotion and meditation.

Yoga

Trimurti

The different parts which
make up the Ultimate Reality
(Brahman) in Hinduism.

Ascetic

Deities

Latin "deus" 'god'.

8 - Hindu beliefs about God
Who is Brahman and why it this concept
important in Hinduism?

Brahman is the one true reality / God in
Hinduism.

What does Shiva represent?

Shiva is one of the deities in the Trimurti.
Shiva is the destroyer.

What does Vishnu represent?

Vishnu is one of the deities in the Trimurti.
Vishnu is the preserver.

What does Brahma represent?

Brahma is one of the deities in the Trimurti.
Brahma is the creator.

9 - Hindu beliefs about the afterlife
What is Moksha and why is it important?

Moksha is liberation (freedom) from rebirth.
It is important because a Hindus aim in life is
to achieve Moksha and reunite with
Brahman/God.

Why is the atman important in Hinduism?

Atman is the soul. It is important because
Hindu's believe the soul will be
reincarnated in the afterlife.

How can Hindus achieve a good rebirth?

Hindus must be kind, compassionate, pray
and help the poor.

Religious Studies

Ahimsa

Key vocabulary
Sanskrit, from "a"
‘non-, without’ +
"hiṃsā" ‘violence’.

Non-violence/not hurting;
covers thought, word and
action.

10 - Hindu Scriptures
What are the two categories of Hindu
scriptures?

Smurti and Shruti.

What are holy scriptures used for?

Birth of a child, weddings, funerals and
during festivals and prayer.

What are some examples of teachings from
Hindu scriptures?

Ramayana- Good always triumphs over evil.
Mahabharat- stay loyal and trust God even in
difficult situations.
Vedas- God is everywhere.

11 - Hindu worship
What is a Hindu place of worship called?

Mandir.

What are four key aspects/objects in a
temple?

Shrine area, arti tray, offerings, a bell and
murti (image/statue).

What are two ways Hindu’s worship and
explain how.

1. Puja -ceremonial worship of a deity visa
a murti by reciting prayers or mantras.
2. Darshan -act of personal worship on one
particular deity/murti.
3. Act involves bowing of heads and
holding hands together.

Religious Studies

Avatar

Henna

Key vocabulary
From Arabic
"hinna", 'dye
or cosmetic from
the henna plant'.

A dye prepared from a plant
which is used as a skin paint at
festivals and weddings.

From Sanskrit
"avataranam"
descent of a
Hindu deity to
earth in an
incarnate or
tangible form.

Incarnation of
Vishnu, e.g. Rama and Krishna;
always comes to Earth at the
heartfelt request of humans in
suffering.

12 - Festivals in Hinduism
What does the festival of Diwali
celebrate?

Diwali is the festival of lights to celebrate the return
of Rama and Sita. This is the story written in the Holy
Book, the Ramayana, where Rama and Sita were
banished by the king to the forest. They were not
allowed to return until they killed the demon King
Ravana. They returned from the forest after many
years.

What does the festival of Holi
celebrate?

Holi is festival of color celebrate the beginning of
Spring. It also remembers the story of Holika and
Prahlad.

How do Hindus in the UK celebrate
Diwali?

British Hindus may take a day off school or work to
go to the temple and do Sewa. Light candles and put
in decorations. Buy new clothes to wear on the day.

13 - Hindu Pilgrimage
What is the Hindu Pilgrimage called?

Kumbh Mela which happens once every 12 years.

What do Hindu's do during Kumbh
Mela?

Travel to the river Ganges in Varanasi. Here he
sing religious songs, dance and bath in the river.
Hindus also make offerings to nearby temples
dedicated to Shiva.

Why do Hindus go to Kumbh Mela?

To ensure they have a better rebirth.

Religious Studies
Sense of right and wrong.

Conscience

Old French
"moralite" (Modern
French moralité)
'moral' (of a story).

Old French
"conscience" in
English 'conscience,
innermost thoughts,
desires, intentions;
feelings'.

Human sense of right and
wrong.

Justice

Morality

Key vocabulary

Latin "iustitia" in
English
'righteousness,
equity,' from
'upright, just'.

Fairness; bringing greater
equality to the lives of people.

14 - Moral decision making
What influences a person's decision making?

Family, friends, school, religion, social media.

What are the two types of morality?

Absolute morality and relative morality.

How can religion influence decision making?

Religious law such as the 10 commandments
and Shariah Law have a greater influence on
decision making for religious believers.

15 - Law and Punishment
Why keep the law?

- There are punishments for breaking the
law.
- Citizens obey the law because it keeps
them safe.

How are religious laws different from laws
in a country?

Laws in a country change according to the
development of society. Whereas religious
laws are set by God or a religious figure and
therefore do not change.

Why might people break the law?

Poverty, disagreement with the government,
help create positive change eg- females right
to vote.

Religious Studies

Euthanasia

Greek "euthanasia"
'an easy or happy
death'.

Stewardship

Key vocabulary

Old English
"stiward" in English
"house guardian,
housekeeper".

The deliberate ending of
the life of a person.

17 - Environmental ethics
Taking responsibility for the
conservation of the natural
environment; religious duty.

16 - Sanctity of life
Why do Christians believe in
the sanctity of life?

Christians believe life is a gift from
God and therefore life is precious and
should not be taken away by anyone
other than God.

How does euthanasia go
against the sanctity of life?

It is a sin to take away life that God
has gifted a human with. Only God
should have the power to take life.

Why might some people
argue FOR quality of life?

-There is no point living if you are
constantly suffering.
-Life is to be lived; if you cannot do
basic things as a human then you
should have a right to end your life.

How have humans abused the
planet?

- Over using natural resources such as oil and
coal.
- Using too much plastic and throwing waste into
the ocean.
- Intensive animal farming.

Why is the planet important to
religious believers?

Religious believers believe that the earth is a
gift from God and that it is their responsibility
as stewards to take of the earth.

Why is taking care of the planet
important to non-religious
believers?

- Human actions are harming life on earth.
- Future generations will live poorer lives if no
one takes action.

How we do as individuals or
groups to improve
the environment?

- Recyclings
- Use less plastic
- Plant more trees
- Eat less meat

What are examples of
religious environmental organisatio
ns?

-Friends of Vrindavan
-Green Christians
-A Rocha
-EcoSikh

Religious Studies

Poverty

Key vocabulary
Latin "paupertatem"
in English
'poverty', from
"pauper"
meaning 'poor'.

Lacking the basic essentials
of life so that living each day
is difficult.

19 - Helping the poor
What are the six essentials
of life?

1. Food.
2. Water
3. Shelter
4. Education
5. Healthcare
6. Employment

What are the two types of
poverty?

Absolute poverty and relative
poverty.

What are Christian
attitudes to poverty?

Jesus said that whatever people do for
those who have least in society, they
are also doing for him, This means that
Christians should help those in
poverty.

18 - Animal Rights
What are examples of ways
humans use animals?

- As Pets
- For food
- As working animals (e.g. guide dog)
- To experiment on (e.g. product testing)

Why should animals be treated
well?

Animals should be treated well because they
are God's creation and humans are responsible
for them.

Why should animals have rights?

- God created animals too and therefore should
be treated equally.
- Animals are mistreated and as a result
experience suffering, they should be protected
from this.

Religious Studies
Key vocabulary

Martyrdom

Humility

Sangat

Khalsa

Guru

Hindi "guru" in English
'teacher, priest'.

Spiritual teacher; in the Sikh
sense, refers to the Ten
human Gurus who founded
and led Sikhism.

Arabic "ḵāliṣ" in
English ‘pure,
belonging to’.

Group of Sikhs who have
gone through the ceremony
of commitment.

Sanskrit word "sangh",
which means
'company, fellowship
and association'.

The Sikh religious
community.

Old French "umelite" in
English 'humility,
modesty, sweetness'.

Having a modest or low view
of one’s own importance.

Old English
"martyrdom".

Being killed for one’s beliefs.

20 – Sikh beliefs about God
Who is Guru Nanak?

Founder of Sikhism, the first Guru / teacher.

What does ‘Ik Onkar’ mean?

A symbol that represents God. The belief that God is
One.

What are three key teachings
from the Sikh prayer Mool
Mantar?

-There is only one God.
-God is the creator.
-God is trustworthy.

21 – Guru Nanak
What religion was Guru Nanak
born as and why did he reject his
religion?

Guru Nanak was born a Hindu but rejected the faith as
he disagreed with some of the practices and customs
of that religion.

What did Guru Nanak do in the
town of Kartarpur?

-Made this into a Sikh town, sharing his values and
teachings.
- He set up a communal kitchen (langar).
-Ensured that all were welcome to this town,
enforcing the teaching that everyone is equal.

What are two main important
teachings Guru Nanak spread?

- There is only one God, names Waheguru.
- Everyone is equal.
-The ultimate goal in life is to achieve liberation
(Mukti).
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22 – Guru Gobind Singh and the 5 K's
Who was Guru Gobind Singh and why is he
important?

Guru Gobind Singh was the last of the 10 (human)
Gurus. He is important because he set up the
Khalsa to protect the Sikh faith.

What are the 5 K's?

Kesh, Kara, Kangha, Kirpan and Kachera.

Why did Guru Gobind Singh set up the Panj
Pyare?

- to protect the Sikh faith.
-Fight against justice.
-Fight against persecution and harassment.

23 – Worship
What is a Gurdwara?

A holy place for worship for Sikhs.

State 3 objects that can be found in a Gurdwara.

The Guru Granth Sahib; the 10th Guru.
Palki; throne for the Guru Granth Sahib to sit in.
Pictures of the Gurus and other religious
founders.
The Mool Mantar; poem written by Guru Nanak
about God.

State 3 ways Sikh's worship

Singing hymns from a Gutka - small book.
Bowing down to the Guru Granth Sahib.
Repeating the name of God during prayers.
Using a Mala (prayer beads) to help them focus.
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24 – The Golden Temple
Where is the Golden Temple located?

Amritsar, India.

Why is the Golden Temple important?

The Golden Temple is home to the last Guru- Guru
Granth Sahib, which is the Sikh Holy book. The
Golden temple is where the original copy of the Holy
book is located.

State three things Sikhs do on a
pilgrimage






Bath in the holy water.
Make offerings at the Golden Temple.
Prepare and share the Langar (free food given as a
blessing).
Go inside the temple and worship the
Guru Granth Sahib.

25 – Festivals and Sewa
What is the festival of Vaisakhi?

Remembering and celebrating the day Guru Nanak set
up the Khalsa (Sikh community).

What does Sewa mean?

Giving service to others.

What are the three types of Sewa?





Tan; helping in a physical way.
Dhan; helping financially.
Man; helping in a sincere way with pure
intentions.

Religious Studies

Holocaust

Omnipotent

Omniscient

Omnibenevolent

Suffering

Key vocabulary
Latin "sufferre", from
"sub-" ‘from below’ +
"ferre" ‘to bear’.

Experiecing pain, distress or
harship.

Latin "omni-meaning
'all', "bene-" meaning
'good' and
"volens" meaning
'willing'.

All loving.

Latin
"omniscient,"omnimeaning 'all', "scient" meaning 'knowing'.

All knowing.

26 – Punishment and Suffering
What are the two causes of suffering?

Moral evil and natural evil.

What are examples of moral and natural
evil?

Moral evil: stealing, murder, dishonesty.
Natural evil: earthquakes, tsunami.

What is a conscience?

A sense of what is right and wrong.

27 – Problem with evil and suffering

Latin "omnipotent",
"omni-" meaning 'all',
"potent" meaning 'powerful'.

All powerful.

Greek "holokauston",
from "holos" ‘whole’ +
"kaustos" ‘burnt’
(from kaiein ‘burn’).

The Holocaust, also known as
the Shoah, was the genocide
of European Jews during
World War II.

What does theodicy mean?

It is an argument about why evil and suffering
exist in the world.

It is an argument about why evil and
suffering exist in the world?







What are some qualities of God?

Omnibenevolent and omnipotent.

Freewill
Evil force
God also suffers
It is a test
Result of sin

Religious Studies

Dukka

Al-qadr

Key vocabulary
Arabic " "القدرmeaning
'Power, Fate'.

Sanskrit "Pali dukkha" is a
term found in ancient
Indian literature, meaning
anything that is 'uneasy,
uncomfortable'.

Predestination.

28 – Christianity and suffering
What is original sin?

The inherited spiritual defect in human
nature that was caused by the disobedience
of God in the Garden of Eden.

How does a Christian cure original sin?



Experiencing suffering.


What is St Augustine's Theory about original
sin?

Believing that Jesus Christ died on the
cross to redeem their sins.
Be baptised.

That everyone is born sinful.

29 – Islam and suffering
What does Al-Qadr mean?

Allah had predestined everything.

Where does evil and suffering come from?

Shayton., free will, rejecting of Islam.

How do Muslims overcome suffering?

Stay loyal to God, helping other in need.

Religious Studies
30 – Hinduism and suffering
What is the Hindu teaching Ahimsa?

Ahimsa means non-violence. Hindus believe
violence will cause bad Karma and suffering.,

What do Hindus believe about
suffering?

Hindus believe suffering is a cause of bad
karma collected in either this life or past lives.

How do Hindus overcome suffering?

To do good actions such as helpoing others,
being selfless and praying to God.

31 – Buddhism and suffering
What does Buddha teach about
suffering?

Buddha teaches that suffering is a part of life; it
cannot be avoided but rather suffering should be
overcome in every situation.

Why is suffering important?

Suffering is important because a Buddhists aim
in life is to overcome suffering, by doing this
they will become enlightened.

How can Buddhists overcome suffering?

By following the 4 noble truths and the
eightfold path.
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Science
1 – Metals, Acids and Alkali's
What is formed when a metal is
reacted with;
A. Oxygen
B. Water
C. Acid

A. Metal oxide
B. Metal hydroxide
C. Salt + water

What are the 3 observations that
can be seen when group 1 metals
reacts with water.?

Metal moves
Metal floats
Metal bubbles/fizzes
Metal dissolves

What is a displacement reaction?

Reaction in which a more reactive metal displaces a
less reactive metal from its compound.

When light from an object is
reflected by a surface, it changes
direction. It bounces off
the surface at the same angle as it
hits it. The angle of incidence
equals the angle of reflection

How does we test for acids, alkalis
and neutral substances?

Using either universal indicator or a pH meter.

What is the range of the pH scale?

1-14

What pH range are classified as
acids?

1-6

from French adaptation,
from Late Latin
adaptationem

Living things are adapted to
their habitats. This means that
they have special features
that help them to survive.

What pH range are classified as
alkalis?

8-14

What colour does a neutral solution
turn with universal indicator?

Green

Greek word ‘’galaxias’’ (
milky circle, milk)

A galaxy is a huge collection of
gas, dust, and billions of stars and
their solar systems, all
held together by gravity.

What is a neutralisation reaction?

A reaction that involves
the right amounts of acid
and alkali to produce a
neutral solution of
salt + water.
Acid + Alkali --> Salt + Water

Combustion

Alkali

Key vocabulary
from Medieval Latin
alkali,

A chemical substance that
dissolves in water.

from Latin
combustionem
(nominative combustio)
"a burning,"

Another word for burning, usually
including oxygen and usually
accompanied by the generation of
heat and light in the form of
flame.

Galaxy

Adaptation

Reflection

Latin word “reflexionem”
(a bending back)

Science

3– Electricity and Magnetism
What is the electric charge rule?

A charge is a positive or negative.
Two positives or two negatives
repel. Different charges attract.

Where does charge come from?

All objects are made from atoms. Atom
contain protons, electrons and
neutrons. Electrons
are negatively charged and can be
transferred to other objects.

What is current?
What is instrument is used to
measure current?
What is potential difference?
What is instrument used to
measure potential difference?

Current is the flow of charge around a
circuit. It is measured in ampere
(amps).
Ammeter-used to measure the amount
of current
Potential difference is how much
energy is moved by electricity
Voltmeter-used to measure the
amount of voltage

2 – Light
What is the difference between luminous
and non-luminous objects?

An object that gives out light is described
as luminous
An object that does not give out light is
non-luminous.

What is the law of reflection?

The angle of incidence is always equal to
the angle of reflection.

What is refraction?

Refraction happens when the light ray
passed from a less dense medium to a
more dense medium or from a more dense
to less dense medium

How does the eye works?

The cornea is a transparent tissue that
covers the front of the eye. It is
responsible for most of the refraction of
light for focusing.
Light travels through the pupil, which is a
hole leading into the lens of the eye.
Light rays are focused by the lens onto the
back of the eye called the retina.
Specialised cells called photoreceptors
respond to light.

How do primary colors add together to
form white colour?

You can make all the colours from different
amounts of just three primary colours of
light: red, green and blue

What is the difference between
series and parallel circuits?

Type of circuit

Series

Parallel

What is the magnetic rule?

Current

Potential
difference
(voltage)

Same
Shared
everywhere across the
in the circuit components
Each
Current is
component
shared
has the same
between the
as from the
branches
battery

A magnetic has a positive and negative
pole called north and south. Two
norths or two souths repel. Different
poles attract.

Science

5 – Forces
What is a force?

A force is something that when
applied will change the direction, shape
or speed of an object.

What forces are acting on a car
(free body diagram)?

Thrust,
Friction,
Weight,
Air resistance,
Reaction

What are the type of forces
that interact with an object?
And give examples of each?

Contact: Up – thrust , Friction and
air resistance.
Non-Contact: Magnetic, Electrostatic, Gravitational

What are forces measured in
and what instrument is used to
measure it?

Forces are measured in
the unit Newtons{N} using a newton – meter.

What is Hooks law?

Any object that behaves like a spring
“If you double the force on the
spring the extension will double”

What is the formula used
to calculate weight?
What is the unit for force?

W= mg
Newton (N)

What is the resultant force
in the diagram below?

Resultant force = 300N of thrust to the right

4 – Energy
Where is energy found and how is it
measured?

Energy is found in food and fuels.
Energy is measured
In joules (J) and kilojoules (kJ).

what are the different types energy
stores?

Magnetic, Kinetic, Heat, Light, Gravita
tional, Chemical, Sound, Electrical,
Elastic and Nuclear.

What is the law of conservation of
energy.

Energy is never destroyed or used up.
It is only transferred (changed) into
another form.

What is the difference between
conduction convenction and
radiation?

Conduction is the transfer of thermal
energy, through a solid.
Convection is the transfer of energy
by the movement of only liquids or
gases.
Radiation is the transfer of energy in
the form of waves.

What are renewable energy?
What are non-renewable energy?

Renewable energy these are energy
that cannot run out (solar and wind)
Non-renewable energy these are
energy that can run out (coal, oil )

What is power?
What is the units used for power?
What is the relationship between
power and energy?

Power is how fast energy
is transferred from one form into
another.
Watts
Power = Energy / time

What is work?
What is the formula used to calculate
work?

Work is moving a force over
a particular distance.
Work = Force x Distance

Science
6 – Chemical Reactions
What is a reactant?

Substances that go into a reaction.

What is a product?

Substance(s) that are made in a reaction

What are the differences between
chemical and physical reactions?

Chemical – is irreversible; new products are
formed .
Physical – is reversible; usually involves a
change in state.

What does combustion mean?

Burning.

What happens during an
exothermic reaction?

Heat is released to the surroundings.

What happens during an
endothermic reaction?

Heat is absorbed from the surroundings.

How limewater can be used to
test the rate of decomposition?

Lime water turns cloudy when it reacts with
carbon dioxide gas.
The faster it turns cloudy the faster the rate
of reaction.

7 – Periodic Table
How are the properties of
metals and non-metals different?
What is a metalloids?

Metals are hard, malleable,
shiny, dense conductors
Non-metals are softer, brittle,
dull, less dense. No conduction
Metalloids are elements
that have similar properties to metals
and non-metals.

What is the difference
between the pattern of groups and
periods inside periodic table?

Groups are vertical columns. There
are 8 groups.
Periods are horizontal rows. There
are 7 periods.

What are the properties of
group 1 elements and how does
their reactivity change?

Group 1 are on the left of the periodic
table. They are metals. They are called
ALKALI METALS.
Group 1 properties: conductors of heat
and light, they are soft, shiny, low
melting and boiling points and low
density.
Group 1 elements are very
reactive and increase reactivity as you
go DOWN the group.
Examples: Lithium, Sodium &
Potassium

What are the properties
of group 7 elements and how
does their reactivity change?

Group 7 are on the right of
the periodic table. They are nonmetals. They are called the
HALOGENS.
Group 7 properties: they
do not conduct, they are non-metals,
very low melting and boiling points.
Group 7 elements are
reactive and increase reactivity as you
go UP the group.
Examples:
Fluorine, Chlorine & Bromine

Science

9 – Health and Lifestyle
What are the 7 food groups?

Carbohydrates
Proteins
Fats
Fibre
Vitamins
Minerals
Water

Why do we need
carbohydrates in our diet?

Main source of energy

Why do we need proteins in
our diet?

For growth and repair of cells

Why do we need fats in our
diet?

For insulation and protection. Fats
are a secondary source of energy.

What is the difference
between a recreational drug
and a medicinal drug?

Recreational drugs are drugs that
people take for enjoyment, to help
them relax, or to help them stay
awake. They have no health
benefits and, in many cases, cause
harm.

8– Separation Techniques
What is a mixture?

Two or more elements or compounds not chemically
combined together.

What method is used for
separating an insoluble solid from a
liquid?

Filtration.

What name is given to the
substance that stays behind on the
filter paper?

Residue.

Why doesn’t sand particles pass
through the filter paper during
filtration?

The size of the sand particles are too big/large for
them to pass through.

What are the two processes
occurring during simple
distillation?

Evaporation and condensation .

Why is a pencil used to draw the
baseline in
paper chromatography?

This is because the pencil is insoluble and so will not
dissolve in the solvent and affect the results of the
separation.

What represents the stationary
and mobile phases in
paper chromatography?

Stationary phase - Paper
Mobile phase - Solvent used

Medicinal drugs are used in
medicine. They benefit your health
and can help treat the symptoms of
a condition or cure an illness.

What is the effect of drinking
alcohol on the body?

Alcohol is a depressant- it slows
down the body’s reaction.
Drinking large amounts of alcohol
can cause stomach ulcers, heart
disease and brain and liver damage

Science
10 – Adaptation and Inheritance
What do animals compete for?

Food, water, space and mates

What does adaptation mean?

Characteristics that enable an organism to be successful
and to survive

How do some animals cope with seasons?

They can migrate, hibernate or grow a thicker coat
of fur

What does inherited variation mean?

Characteristics that have been passed down to a child
from their parents

What does environmental variation mean?

Characteristics that have been developed
by surroundings

What is continuous variation?

A characteristic that can take any value within a range
(I.e. it can be measured)

What does DNA stand for?

Deoxyribonucleic acid

What is the difference between a gene
and chromosome?

A chromosome is a long strand of genes. Genes code for
the characteristics.

Who discovered DNA?

Rosalind Franklin, James Watson and Francis Crick

What is the process of evolution?

Evolution is the development of species over time

Spanish
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Spanish
Present
tense
Past
tense

Actions in a time which has already
happened in the past.

Future
tense

Actions that are going to take place
in the future.

Subject
pronoun

Any noun performing the main
action in the sentence - I, you, he,
she, we, they, it

Verbs

A word describing an action, that’s
doing something.

Infinitive

The base form of a verb with the
word ‘to’ in front of it.

Nouns

A word that names a person, a place,
a thing or an idea.
Joining words to connect phrases
together into longer sentences to
improve the flow

Negative

Adverbs

Describing an action that is currently
happening or happens regularly.

Connectives

Key grammar concepts

A word used to tell more about a
verb – words like slowly, loudly,
quickly, quietly

Add a negative spin to the
sentence – not doing something

Key connectives
y
pero
porque
también
sin embargo
antes
después
aunque
con
o
adémas

and
but
because
also
however
before
after
although
with
or
furthermore

Sequencing words
primero
antes
luego
después
más tarde
finalmente

first
then
later
after
later on
finally

Colour-code key
Present tenses
Past tenses
Future tenses

Conditional/ subjunctive tenses

Intensifiers
muy
un poco
bastante
demasiado/a
mucho/a/os/as

very
a bit
quite
too
a lot

Frequency words
siempre
a menudo
a veces
nunca
raras veces
todos los días
de vez en cuando
jamás

always
often
sometimes
never
rarely
everyday
from time to time
never

Opinion phrases
me encanta
me gusta
prefiero
no me gusta
odio
detesto
me da miedo
me preocupa
me apetece

I love
I like
I prefer
I don’t like
I hate
I hate
It scares me
It worries me
I feel like

Spanish
Módulo 1 – En mi ciudad
Directions
¿por donde se va….?
muchas gracias
de nada
cruzar
pasar
tomar
toma….
torcer
tuerce….
la primera
la segunda
la tercera
a la derecha
a la izquierda
sigue todo recto
al final
la dirección
la plaza
el semáforo

how do I get to…..?
thank you very much
you’re welcome
to cross
to go past
to take
take….
to turn
turn
the first
the second
the third
on the right
on the left
go straight on
at the end
direction, address
square
traffic light

Plans for the weekend
Voy a….
bailar en la discoteca
cantar en el coro
el fin de semana
el finde
ir a un concierto
ir de compras
nadar en el mar
practicar judo
salir con amigos
va a ser
ver una exposición de arte
viajar en tren

I’m going
to dance in a club
to sing in the choir
weekend
weekend
to go to a concert
to go shopping
to swim in the sea
to practise judo
to go out with friends
it’s going to be
to see an art exhibition
to travel by train

In the city or countryside?
el aire
la alergia
allí
aquí
complicado/a
la contaminación
conveniente
cosmopolita
la cultura
el espacio
estresante
hay mucho que hacer
lento/a
montar a caballo
la naturaleza
no me importa
la oportunidad
la paz
el peligro
peligroso/a
rápido/a
el ruido
ruidoso/a
el servicio publico
el sistema
tan
tan….como
al contrario
no es verdad
no estoy de acuerdo
sobre todo

air
allergy
there
here
complicated
pollution
convenient
cosmopolitan
culture
space
stressful
there is a lot to do
slow
to go horse riding
nature
it doesn’t matter to me
opportunity
peace
danger
dangerous
fast
noise
noisy
public service
system
so
as….as
on the other hand
it’s not true
I don’t agree
above all

That’s why I go there
apoyar
comprar
estudiar
ir
leer
observar
pasear
ver
viajar
visitar
las ruinas
el sitio
único/a

to support
to buy
to study
to go
to read
to observe
to walk
to see, watch
to travel
to visit
ruins
site, place
unique

A stroll through the city
hay
el lugar
el banco
la biblioteca
la calle
el cine
la estación de tren
el estadio
el hospital
el hotel
la iglesia
el instituto
la mezquita
el museo
el parque
la plaza de toros
el restaurante
el supermercado
la tienda de ropa
bonito/a
histórico/a
tranquilo/a

there is/are
place
bank
library
street
cinema
train station
stadium
hospital
hotel
church
school
mosque
museum
park
bullring
restaurant
supermarket
clothes shop
pretty
historic
peaceful

Memories of my area
actualmente
ahora
era
existir
había
hoy
el pasado
el acceso
las afueras
ave
el barco
el barrio
cerca
contener
diferente
fresco/a
lejos
el parque de
atracciones
publico/a
recorrer
la red
sucio/a
tradicional
el tren de
vapor
el turismo
variado/a
la variedad

currently
now
it was
to exist
there was
today
past
access
outskirts
high-speed train
ferry
neighbourhood
near
to contain
different
fresh
far
theme park
public
to go across
network
dirty
traditional
steam train
tourism
varied
variety

Spanish
Módulo 1 – En mi ciudad
1

Vivo en un pueblo bonito

I live in town pretty

I live in a pretty town

2

Me encanta mi ciudad porque es bonita

I love my city because it is pretty

I love my city because it is pretty

3

En mi pueblo hay……

In my town there is

In my town there is

4

No hay estadio

Not there is a stadium

There isn’t a stadium

5

Voy al parque para jugar al fútbol

I go to the park in order to play football

I go to the park to play football

6

¿Por dónde se va a ________?

For where do you go yourself______?

How do you get to_______?

7

Toma la primera

Take the first

Take the first one

8

Tuerce a la derecha

Turn to the right

Turn right

9

Sigue todo recto

Continue all right

Continue straight on

10

Voy a ir de compras

I go to go shopping

I’m going to go shopping

11

Voy a bailar en la discoteca

I go to dance in the disco

I’m going to dance at the disco

12

Vamos a escuchar música

We go to listen to music

We are going to listen to music

13

El campo es tan interesante como la ciudad

The countryside is so interesting like the city

The countryside is as interesting as the city

14

Hay mucho que hacer en la ciudad

There is a lot that to do in the city

There is lots to do in the city

15

En mi barrio había _____

In my town there used to be ______

In my town there used to be ______

16

Mi pueblo era muy pequeño

My town used to be very small

My town used to be very small

17

Mi ciudad tenía una biblioteca

My city used to have a library

My city used to have a library

Spanish
Módulo 2 – Mi insti
Everything I study
las asignaturas
la clase
¿Qué estudias?
Estudio….
la biología
las ciencias
el dibujo
la educación física
el español
la física
el francés
la geografía
la gimnasia
la historia
los idiomas
la informática
las matemáticas
la música
la química
el teatro
la tecnología
el colegio
estudiar
el instituto
obligatorio/a
me aburre
me anima
me apasiona
me da igual
me entretiene

subjects
class
What do you study?
I study
biology
sciences
art
P.E
Spanish
physics
French
geography
gymnastics
history
languages
ICT
maths
music
chemistry
drama
technology
school
to study
school
compulsory
it bores me
it cheers me up
it’s a passion of mine
it’s all the same to me
it entertains me

What there is in my school

And after school
cocinar
memorizar
participar
tener que
tener tiempo
la actividad
anual
las artes marciales
el campeonato
el club…
…de ajedrez
…de cine
…de deberes
…de literatura
…de fotografía
la excursión
extraescolar
la jornada
las manualidades
el partido
el taller

to cook
to memorise
to participate
to have to
to have time
activity
annual
martial arts
championship
the___club
chess
film
homework
book
photography
excursion
extracurricular
day
craft
match
workshop

My school timetable
la hora
¿Qué hora es?
es/son
¿A qué hora.?
a la/las
y cuarto
y media
menos cuarto
el día
especial
el horario
el recreo
los domingos
los sábados

time
What time is it?
it is
At what time…..?
At…
quarter past
half past
quarter to
day
special
timetable
break
on Sundays
on Saturdays

las instalaciones
los aseos
el aula
la biblioteca
la cancha
el comedor
el gimnasio
el laboratorio
la planta baja
la sala de profesores
el salón de actos
las taquillas
el uniforme
se debe

facilities
toilets
classroom
library
court
canteen
gym
laboratory
ground floor
staff room
theatre
lockers
uniform
you must

se puede
charlar
comer chicle
comer en el comedor
correr por los pasillos
ensuciar las instalaciones
estar en silencio
gritar en clase
prestar atención
respetar a los profesores
ser educado/a
ser maleducado/a
ser puntual
usar el móvil

you can
to chat
to chew gum
to eat in the canteen
to run down the corridors
to damage the facilities
to be silent
to shout in class
to pay attention
to respect the teachers
to be polite
to be rude
to be on time
to use your mobile

My plans
aprender
concentrarse
esperar
hacer amigos nuevos
repasar
sacar notas altas
tener la intención de
trabajar
competitivo/a
el curso que viene
estresado/a
voluntario/a
el yoga
el/la asistente/a
el/la ayudante/a
el/la canguro/a
el/la cuidador/a
el/la entrenador/a
el trabajo a tiempo parcial

to learn
to concentrate
to hope
to make new friends
to revise
to get high grades
to have the intention of
to work
competitive
next academic year
stressed
volunteer
yoga
assistant
helper
babysitter
carer
sports coach
part-time job

How dull
aburrido/a
difícil
divertido/a
duro/a
fácil
interesante
practico/a
útil
el/la profesor/a es…
despistado/a
estricto/a
gracioso/a
guay
inteligente
tolerante
trabajador (a)

boring
difficult
fun
hard
easy
interesting
practical
useful
the teacher is
forgetful
strict
funny
cool
intelligent
tolerant
hard-working

Spanish
Módulo 2 – Mi insti

1

Estudio la historía

I study the History

I study History

2

Estudiaba el inglés

I used to study the English

I study English

3

Me aburren las ciencas

It bores me the sciences

Science bores me

4

Mi asignatura favorita es el dibujo. ¡Qué fascinante!

My favourite subject is the art. What fascinating

My favourite subject is are. How fascinating!

5

No me gustan las matematicas

They are not pleasing to me the Maths

I don’t like Maths

6

Los viernes tengo música a las diez

On Fridays I have music at the tens

On Fridays I have music at ten o'clock

7

Son las cuatro menos veinte

They are four less twenty

It is twenty to four

8

En mi insti hay _______

In my school there is ______

In my school there is ______

9

Se debe ser punctual

You should yourself be punctual

You must be on time

10

No se debe usar el móvil

You should not yourself use the phone

You must not use your phone

11

Se debe hacer los deberes

You should yourself do the tasks

You must do your homework

12

En mi colegio hay un club de fútbol

In my school there is a club of football

In my school there is a football club

13

Me gusta mucho el club de atletismo

It is very pleasing to me the club of athletics

I like a lot athletics clubs

14

Tengo la intención de ir a la universidad

I have the intention of to go to the university

I intend to go to university

15

Me gustaría aprender chino

It would be pleasing to me to learn Chinese

I would like to learn Chinese

16

Me encantaría hacer nuevos amigos

It would be enchanting to me to make new friends

I would love to make new friends

Spanish
Módulo 3 – Dieta y salud
I’m so hungry
almorzar
beber
cenar
comer
desayunar
merendar
tomar
la cena
la comida
el desayuno
la merienda
el agua
la bebida
la leche
el zumo
el zumo de pina
la cantina
vegetariano/a
el arroz
la carne
ensalada
la fruta
el marisco
las patatas fritas
el pescado
el pollo
el queso
las salchichas
el salmón
la sopa
el tomate
las tostadas
la verdura
el yogur

to have lunch
to drink
to have dinner
to eat
to have breakfast
to snack (afternoon)
to have/take
dinner
lunch (also food)
breakfast
(afternoon) snack
water
drink
milk
juice
pineapple juice
canteen
vegetarian
rice
meat
salad
fruit
seafood
chips
fish
chicken
cheese
sausages
salmon
soup
tomato
toast
vegetables
yoghurt

My healthy diet

Yum yum
mi plato favorito
la cebolla
el champiñón
los guisantes
el pimiento
el plátano
el refresco
amargo/a
asqueroso/a
delicioso/a
dulce
insípido/a
picante
sabroso/a
salado/a
tradicional
contener
el ingrediente

my favourite dish
onion
mushroom
peas
pepper
banana
fizzy drink
bitter
disgusting
delicious
sweet
bland/tasteless
spicy
tasty
salty
traditional
to contain
ingredient

la energía
la grasa
el mineral
el nutriente
la porción
la proteína
diario/a
grasiento/a
lácteo/a
nutritivo/a
poco sano/a
saludable
sano/a
el aceite
el caramelo
la comida rápida

One bravas, please
¿qué desea?
¿qué va a tomar?
el primer/segundo plato
el postre
alérgico/a
el apetito
el/la camarero/a
la cuenta
el menú
servir
el/la vegano/a
fresco/a

what would you like?
what are you going to have
first/second course
dessert
allergic
appetite
waiter
bill
menu
to serve
vegan
fresh

energy
fat
mineral
nutrient
portion
protein
daily
fatty
dairy
nutritious
unhealthy
healthy
healthy
oil
sweet
fast food

derivado/a de
la dieta
las fajitas
la hamburguesa
el helado
el huevo
la manzana
el pan
las sardinas
aconsejable
esencial
ideal
importante
recomendable
variado/a

Ouch, that’s sore
me duele….
el brazo
la cabeza
el codo
el cuello
el dedo
el dedo del pie
la espalda
el estomago
el hombro
la mano
la nariz
el pie
la pierna
la rodilla
los oídos
los ojos
el tobillo

my…hurts
arm
head
elbow
neck
finger
toe
back
stomach
shoulder
hand
nose
foot
leg
knee
ears
eyes
ankle

derived from
diet
fajitas
hamburger
ice cream
egg
apple
bread
sardines
advisable
essential
ideal
important
recommend
varied

Put this cream on
tengo…
un brazo roto
gripe
una picadura
una pierna rota
una quemadura de sol
tos
vómitos
estoy…
cansado/a
mal
mareado/a
la crema
el jarabe
la leche con miel
las medicinas
las pastillas
la tirita
el zumo de limón

I have…
a broken arm
flu
a bite
a broken leg
sunburn
cough
sickness (vomiting)
I am
tired
ill
dizzy
cream
cough syrup
milk with honey
medicine
tablets, pills
plaster
lemon juice

Spanish
Módulo 3 – Dieta y Salud

1

Desayuno cereales o yogur

I breakfast cereal or yoghurt

I have cereal or yoghurt for breakfast

2

Normalmente como mucha fruta

Normally I eat a lot of fruit

Normally I eat a lot of fruit

3

Bebo zumo de naranja todos los días

I drink juice of orange everyday

I drink orange juice everyday

4

No me gusta el arroz

It is not pleasing to me rice

I don’t like rice

5

No bebo ni té ni refrescos

I don’t drink neither tea nor fizzy drinks

I don’t drink neither tea nor fizzy drinks

6

De segundo siempre como carne

Of second I always I eat meat

For main course, I always eat meat

7

Tomo el pastel de chocolate de postre

I take cake of chocolate of pudding

I have chocolate cake for pudding

8

Bebemos mucho agua

We drink lots of water

We drink lots of water

9

Es recommendable tomar cinco porciones al día

It is recommendable to take five portions of the day

It is recommended to have five portions a day

10

Como pocos caramelos

I eat little sweets

I eat few sweets

11

Me duele la cabeza

It hurts me the head

My head hurts

12

Le duelen las piernas

He hurts him the legs

His legs hurt

13

Me duele la mano desde hace dos días

It hurts me the hand from since two days

I hurt my hand two days ago

14

Tengo gripe

I have a cold

I have a cold

15

Tengo una pierna rota

I have a leg broken

I have a broken leg

16

Toma esta jarabe

Take this syrup

Take this syrup

Spanish
Módulo 4 – Por fin de vacaciones
Here I come
el autocar
el avión
el barco
la bicicleta
el coche
la motocicleta
el tren
voy…
a pie
en autocar
en avión
en barco
en bicicleta
en coche
en motocicleta
en tren
Alemania
Egipto
Escocia
Estados Unidos
Francia
Gales
Grecia
Inglaterra
Irlanda
Italia
Turquía
estar de
vacaciones
ir de
vacaciones
ir de visita
una escapada a
la ciudad
un viaje
cultural

coach
plane
boat
bicycle
car
motorbike
train
I go/ I’m going
on foot
by coach
by plane
by boat
by bike
by car
by motorbike
by train
Germany
Egypt
Scotland
United States
France
Wales
Greece
England
Ireland
Italy
Turkey
to be on
holiday
to go on
holiday
to pay a visit
city break

cultural trip

I have a lot to do
alojarme en un
hotel
comer en
restaurantes típicos
ir de compras a
mercados
jugar al vóley-playa
nadar en el mar
pasear por la playa
sacar fotos
tomar el sol
visitar los
monumentos
históricos
la arena
la estrella
el plato
el puerto

to stay in a hotel
to eat in typical
restaurants
to go shopping in
markets
to play beach volley
ball
to swim in the sea
to stroll along the
beach
to take photos
to sunbathe
to visit historical
monuments
sand
star
dish
port

I'll tell you what happened
el año pasado
el mes pasado
en mis últimas vacaciones
el verano pasado
al aire libre
la barbacoa
el camping
la isla
bailar en una discoteca
comprar recuerdos
hacer ciclismo
nadar en la piscina
probar la gastronomía local
sacar selfis
salir con los amigos
ver un partido

last year
last month
on my last holiday
last summer
in the open air
barbecue
campsite
island
to dance in a night club
to buy souvenirs
to go cycling
to swim in the poll
to try the local cuisine
to take selfies
to go out with friends
to watch a match

This is amazing
¡es flipante!
¡es la pera!
¡es muy guay!
¡es un rollo!
¡mola mucho!
¡qué aburrimiento!
¡qué chulo!
¡qué fastidio!
hacer un picnic
hacer senderismo
montar en globo
montar e moto acuática
visitar el museo
arqueológico
aproximado/a
arriesgado/a
educativo/a

it’s amazing!
it’s incredible!
it’s very cool
it’s a pain!
it’s out of this world!
what a bore!
how awesome!
how annoying!
to have a picnic
to go hiking
to go in a hot-air balloon
to ride a jet0ski
to visit the archaeological
museum
approximate
risky
educational

My Amazonian adventure
hacer una visita guiada
observar la naturaleza
planear
subir una montana
la capibara
la deforestación
el delfín
la experiencia
el hostal
el mono capuchino
la rana venenosa
el rio amazonas
la selva tropical
la tribu
el tucán
el valle
el vuelo

to take a guided tour
to observe nature
to plan
to climb a mountain
capybara
deforestation
dolphin
experience
hostel
capuchin monkey
poisonous frog
the amazon river
tropical rainforest
tribe
toucan
valley
flight

Next summer we are going to go
wild
el año que viene
el miércoles que
viene
la semana que viene
el verano que viene
Voy a…
alojarme en un
hotel
dar de comer a las
llamas
dormir mucho
no hacer nada
hacer un crucero
pescar en el rio
planear mis
vacaciones en
internet
trabajar de
voluntario/a
ganar la lotería
ver muchos
animales salvajes
viajar alrededor del
mundo
volar en un avión
privado
el comedor social
incluido/a
el mar
Mediterráneo
primera clase
sin techo
el/la voluntario/a
wifi

next year
next
Wednesday
que week
next summer
I am going to…
stay in a hotel
feed the llama
sleep a lot
not do
anything
go on a cruise
fish in the river
plan my holiday
on the internet
work as a
volunteer
to win the
lottery
to see many
wild animals
to travel
around the
world
to fly in a
private plane
soup kitchen
included
Mediterranean
Sea
first class
homeless
volunteer
wi-fi

Spanish
Módulo 4 – Por fin de vacaciones
1

Voy de vacaciones.......

I go of holiday

I go on holiday

2

Vamos en avión

We go in aeroplane

We go by plane

3

Me gusta tomar el sol

It is pleasing to me to take the sun

I like to sunbathe

4

Me encanta sacar fotos

It is enchanting to me to take photos

I love to take photos

5

Suelo alojarme en un hotel

I usually stay myself in a hotel

I usually stay in a hotel

6

Hacer senderismo es muy guay

To do hiking is very cool

Hiking is very cool

7

Voy de vacaciones a Mexico İQué chulo!

I go of holiday to Mexico, how awesome!

I'm going on holiday to Mexico – how awesome!

8

El verano pasado fui a Madrid

The summer last I went to Madrid

Last summer I went to Madrid

9

Salí con mis amigos

I went out with my friends

I went out with my friends

10

Compré recuerdos para mi abuela

I bought memories for my grandma

I bought souvenirs for my grandma

11

Primero fui a Perú, fue fantastico

First, I went to Peru, it was fantastic

First, I went to Peru, it was fantastic

12

Luego hizo calor y hubo tormenta

Later, it made heat and there was storm

Later it was hot and there was a storm

13

Hice una visita guiada por la selva

I did a visit guided through the jungle

I did a guided visit through the jungle

14

El año que viene voy a ir a Brasil

The year that is coming I go to go to Brazil

Next year I'm going to go to Brazil

15

Vamos a hacer un crucero

We go to do a cruise

We are going to do a cruise

16

La semana que viene voy a alojarme en un hotel

The week that is coming I go to stay myself in a hotel

Next week I'm going to stay in a hotel

Spanish
This is the present tense we have studied so far.
Present tense: Used to talk about things that usually happen
To form:
1. Take your infinitive.
2. Remove the –AR, -ER, -IR
3. Add the correct ending
-IR verbs

I

-o

I

-o

I

-o

You

-as

You

-es

You

-es

He/she

-a

He/she

-e

He/she

-e

We

-amos

We

-emos

We

-imos

You lot

-áis

You lot

-éis

You lot

-ís

They

-an

They

-en

They

-en

Present

English

Present

Endings

-ER verbs

English

Tengo

I have

Estudio

I study

Voy

I go

Trabajo

I work

Doy

I give

Dejo

I stop

Soy

I am

Uso

I use

Sigo

I carry on

Escucho

I listen

Puedo

I can

Como

I eat

Hago

I do

Bebo

I drink

Salgo

I go out

Aprendo

I learn

Juego

I play

Veo

I watch

Hablo

I talk/speak

Vivo

I live

Continuo

I continue

Escribo

I write

Examples

-AR verbs

Time phrases
Normalmente – normally
Suelo + infinitive – usually/I tend to…
Generalmente – generally
Hoy – today
Por la tarde - in the evening/afternoon
Por la mañana – in the morning
Por la noche – at night
Los lunes/martes etc… - on Mondays, Tuesdays etc…
Todos los días/cada día – everyday
Siempre – always
A veces – sometimes
A menudo – often
De vez en cuando – from time to time
Frecuentemente – frequently
Tarde – late
Temprano – early
Ahora – now
Durante – during
Cada quince días – every fortnight
Casi nunca – almost never
En mi tiempo libre – in my free time
Cuando hace buen tiempo – when it’s nice weather
Cuando hace mal tiempo – when it’s bad weather
Cuando tengo tiempo – when I have time

Spanish
We have learnt how to say things in the past using the preterite tense
Preterite tense: Used to talk about completed actions in the past
To form:
1.
Take your infinitive.
2.
Remove the –AR, -ER, -IR
3.
Add the correct ending

-ER/-IR verbs

-é

I

-í

You

-aste

You

-iste

He/she

-ó

He/she

-ió

We

-amos

We

-imos

You lot

-asteis

You lot

-isteis

They

-aron

They

-ieron

Preterite

English

Time phrases
En el pasado – in the past
Ayer – yesterday
Anoche – last night
El año pasado – last year
El mes pasado – last month
La semana pasada – last week
Hace___años - ___ years ago
Cuando era más joven – when I was younger
La última vez – the last time

Preterite

English

Tuve

I had

Trabajé

I worked

Fui

I went

Dejé

I stopped

Di

I gave

Usé

I used

Fui

I was

Escuché

I listened

Seguí

I carried on

Comí

I ate

Pude

I could

Bebí

I drank

Hice

I did

Aprendí

I learned

Jugué

I played

Vi

I saw/watched

Hablé

I spoke/talked

Viví

I lived

Continué

I continued

Escribí

I wrote

Estudié

I studied

Decidí

I decided

Examples

I

Endings

-AR verbs

Spanish
We have learnt how to talk about the future using the near future

Near future tense: Used to talk about what’s going to happen
To form:
1. Use the present tense of the verb “ir”.
2. Add your infinitive. (ends in –AR, -ER or
–IR)

I’m going

Vas a

You’re going

Va a

He/she/it’s going

Vamos a

We’re going

Vais a

You lot are going

Van a

They’re going

Near future

English

Near future

English

Voy a tener

I’m going to have

Voy a trabajar

I’m going to work

Voy a ir

I’m going to go

Voy a dejar

I’m going to stop

Voy a dar

I’m going to give

Voy a usar

I’m going to use

Voy a ser

I’m going to be

Voy a escuchar

I’m going to listen

Voy a seguir

I’m going to carry on

Voy a comer

I’m going to eat

Voy a poder

I’m going to be able to

Voy a beber

I’m going to drink

Voy a hacer

I’m going to do

Voy a aprender

I’m going to learn

Voy a jugar

I’m going to play

Voy a ver

I’m going to watch

Voy a hablar

I’m going to talk/speak

Voy a vivir

I’m going to live

Voy a continuar

I’m going to continue

Voy a escribir

I’m going to write

Voy a estudiar

I’m going to study

Voy a decidir

I’m going to decide

Examples

Voy a

Verb ir

“ir” = to go

Time phrases
En el futuro… - In the future…
Mañana – tomorrow
Esta noche – tonight
Este fin de semana – this weekend
La semana que viene/próxima – next week
El mes que viene/próximo – next month
El año que viene/próximo – next year
Pasado mañana – the day after tomorrow
Cuando sea mayor – when I’m older
Cuando termine mis estudios – when I
finish my studies
Cuando tenga ____ años – When I’m…
years old
Cuando vaya a la Universidad – when I go
to university
Cuando gane bastante dinero – when I
earn enough money

